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CHAPTER I.

T here lives in my neighbourhood a

venerable dame, in an old bacon box

in a fallen cottage, whose condition will be

best understood by the annexed illustration.

Fifteen years ago the house was in habitable

condition, that is to say to such as are not

particular. It was true that the thatched roof

had given way in places
;
but the proprietress

obtained shelter for her head by stuffing up

the chimney of the bedroom fireplace with a

sack filled with chaff, and pushing her bed to

the hearth and sleeping with her head under

the sack.

B
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But access to this bedroom became difficult,

as the stairs, exposed to rain, rotted, and she

was compelled to ascend and descend by an

improvised ladder. •

After a while the ladder collapsed.

Then the old lady descended for good and

all, and took up her abode on the ground floor

—kitchen, and parlour, and dining-room, and

bedroom all in one.

“And terr’ble warm and comfortable it

be,” said she, when the roof fell in bodily, and

covered the floor overhead.

But when the walls were exposed, rain and

frost told on them, and also on the beam

ends sustaining the floor, and the next stage

was that one side of the floor gave way wholly.

“ Tes best as it be,” said the old woman

;

“now the rain runs off more suant.”

But in falling the floor blocked the fireplace

and the doorway. The consequences are

—

now we come to the present condition of

affairs—that the old lady has had to do without

a fire for certainly three winters, v&mongst

others that bitter one of 1893-4, ^^er only

means of egress and ingress is through the
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window. * Of that not one half of the panes

are whole
;
the gaps are stopped with rags.

And now the floor is rotted through over-

head by the mouldering thatch that covers it

in part, and the rain drips through.*

Accordingly my lady has taken refuge in an

old chest, and keeps the lid up with a brick.

“Tes terr’ble cosy,” says she.

Last year, having a Scottish gentleman

staying with me, I took him over to call on

“ Marianne.” We had a long interview. As

we left, he turned to me with a look of dismay

and said, “ Good heavens ! in the wildest parts

of the Highlands such a thing would be im-

possible—and in England !

”—he did not finish

the sentence.

I went back to Marianne and said, “ Now,

tell me why you will go on living in this

ruin ?
”

“ My dear,” said she, “us landed proprietors

must hold on to our houses and acres. Tes

a thing o’ principle.”

There is perhaps a margin of exaggeration

* In the illustration the place occupied by the o|d woman is

beneath the heap on the right band side.
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in this—in speaking of acres, as I believe the

said estate spreads over hardly a quarter of

an acre.

. How was it, and how, were similar little

properties acquired?

By squatting.

Formerly there was a considerable amount

of common land, on which the peasants turned

out their asses and geese. Then some

adventuresome man, who took a wife and

had no house into which to put her, annexed

a piece of the common, just enough for a

cottage and a garden, and none said him

Nay. There was still plenty for all, and so,

in time, it became his own, and was lost to

the rest of the parishioners. Little by little

the commons were thus encroached upon.

Then, again, formerly there was much open

ground by the sides of the roads. Cattle

were driven along the highways often for

great distances, and the turf and open spaces

by the sides of the roads were provision made

for their needs.

But squatters took portions of this open

ground, enclosed, and built on it. There Was
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no one to object. The lord of the manor

might have done so, but he was a little doubt-

ful as to his right to forbid this annexation

of ground on the ^ide of the highway, and

he and the parishioners generally agreed to

let be. It might save the man coming on

the rates if he had a garden and house—no

harm was done. There was still plenty of

food for the flocks and herds driven along.

So we find thousands and tens of thousands

of these cottages thus planted by the road-

sides, with their gardens—all appropriations

by squatters.

A curious thing happened to me when I was

Rector of East Mersey in Essex. At the edge

of the Marshes were a couple of cottages near

a copious spring of limpid water. They had

been built, and a tract of garden enclosed,

some two hundred years ago, and occupied,

-

rent free, by the descendants of the original

appropriator. During my tenure of the

rectory, the last representatives left, in fact

abandoned the tenements. The Rector was

lord of the manor. Accordingly these

cottages, in very bad repair, fell to me, and



I siiejdeiily found tnyself responsible for them.

Should I leave I could be come upon for

dilapidations, and it would have cost me
something like three hundred pounds to put

these houses to right, from which I had not

received a penny. Moreover, when rebuilt,

no one would have rented them, so aguish

and unhealthy was the spot. Accordingly

I had to obtain, at some cost, a faculty to

enable me to pull them down.

• Some years ago Mr. Greenwood drew

attention to the “ North Devon Savages.”

These were squatters, or rather descendants

of squatters, who held a piece of land and

occupied a ruinous habitation, and lived in

a primitive condition as to clothing and

matrimonial arrangements.

A lady, who was very kind to the family,'

wrote to me relative to them, in 1889 : “Some

fifteen or sixteen years ago there was a good

deal of talk about the Cheritons, or Savages

as {hey were called. The family bad been

long known worthy of this lat^ name,

by t|e mjmner in which they lived, and their

violence and depredations, real and supposedv
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which caused them to be regarded with a

great deal of dread and almost superstitious

awe. The article in the newspaper, written

by a correspondent^ had called attention to

them, and roused their bitter resentmentj and

some of my menservants said that on one

occasion, when they tarried from curiosity

on the confines of their little property, they

were almost surrounded by the family,

young and old, and some almost naked, with

pitchforks and sticks, and that they had to

continue on their way with haste, I do not

know from what cause, but I think on account

of some leniency he had showed them as a

magistrate on one occasion, they had not as

inimical a feeling towards my husband as

towards the other landowners. One evening,

bn his return home from hunting, he told me
he had heard a sad story of the head of the

family, I suppose a man of thirty-eight or

forty, having wounded himself badly in the

foot, when shooting or poaching, and that he

stoutly refused to see or have any help from

clergyman or any other person; that ^ the

doctor declared it was necessary the foot
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should be amputated, but that the man had

protested that'he would sooner die as he was,

and had bid him depart
;
that he was lying

in a most miserable state. I then settled

I would go to him, and if necessary stay the

night there, and supposing I could persuade

him to permit the operation, that .1 would

nurse him through it, and then obtain further

help. As Lord knew that this might

be permitted by the savages, possibly, to one

of his family, and as I was determined in

the matter, I took a carriage and one of my
little children, who could look after the horse

(as it was deemed most inexpedient to have

any servant with us) ; also all that we could

think of for the comfort of an invalid; and I

knew I could arrange to send back the child

and trap with an escort, if I had to stay.

“When we reached that part of the road

to Nymet Rowland where their field touched,

we stopped, and in a moment some veiy

angry, excited women and children rushed

out ;! bade them be quiet and ^ear what

I had to say, and then told them that Lord

^ these comforts
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to the sick man, and that 1 was come to offer

him my services in his illness. They were

instantly pacified and pleased, and begged me

to come to what they* called the farm— a place

with half a roof and three walls. There were,

I should think, three generations who lived

in this place. An old woman, not altogether

illiterate, the wounded man, his son, and his

wife, and three or four children, and one or

two sisters of his, children of the old woman.

“ I did not see anything that answered to

a bed there
;
the man was lying on two settles

or sets of stools, with, I think, a blanket and

something which might, or might not, have

been a mattress under him.

“In order to get his head under some

certain shelter, it was resting on a settle in

the chimney, side by side with a fire
;
his body

and legs were on a settle in the room, if you

could call a place with only three walls and

half a roof by that name, and I think that the

floor was in many places bare earth, and that

the gmss grew on it. The family were all

pleasant enough—rough but grateful—and I

found that though the doctor had thought
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amputation necessary^ he now believed it

might be avoided—that the man had decided

against it, but allowed the doctor to continue

to visit him. They weJ*fe delighted with all

I brought, and begged me to return soon to

them, which I promised to do, and to send

my "children w^en I could not come. The

old woman was a character, and quoted Scrip-

ture—certainly at random—but with some

shrewdness.

„ “After that time I and mine were always

welcome. One of the married sisters of the

wounded Cheritpn, who quite recovered, had

bad bronchitis, and some of my family visited

her continually, and on one occasion found her

sitting on the thatched bit of roof, against the

chimney, for ‘change of air’ in her con-

valescence. She was a big powerful woman,

who had on one occasion knocked down a

policeman who was taking her brother to

Exeter gaol, and her motheri the old wonwin,

told me with pride that they had had to send

a Cart and three men to take ker awltjf. She

afterwards married a labourer. . The rest of.

the family sold their property, and only the



other day when I revisited the place for the

first time after many years, I found a smart

house erected in the place of the old

‘Cheritons.’ The wcmen became great beg-

gars till the death of the old mother, and

the dispersion on the sale of the property.

“ 1 remember once meeting the » man

Cheriton in* the lane. He had decorated

the collar of his horse that he was driving

with horrible entrails of a sheep or pig.

This was just the kind of savage ornament^

that would suit them.

“In the case of the woman who married

the labourer, this was brought about by the

Rector of Nymet, but I fancy, according to

any usually received ideas, that was the one

marriage ;
and that my use of the words wife^

etc., would not stand legal interpretation.”

I remember these savages between forty

and fifty years ago, and then their manner

of life . was the same ;
the only clothes they

! w6re were what they could pick from hedges

^
where they had been put out after a wash

vte dry.V A policeman told me he had seen

one pf Ihe women in a eondition of absolute
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nudity sitting in a hedge of ,their garden,'

suckling a child. The curate of the parish

incurred their resentment because he en-

deavoured to interfere*with their primitive-

ways. One night, as he was riding up a lane

in the dark, he thought he observed a shadow

move in the darkness and steal into the hedge.

Suspicious of evil, as he was near the habita-

tion of the Cheritons, he dismounted and led

his horse, and found that a gate had been

taken oft" its hinges and laid across the way

so as to throw his horse, and possibly break

his neck. He at once made a dash to arrest

the shadow that lurked in the hedge, but it

made a bolt over the bjank, and by its naked-

. ness and fluttering rags, he was certain that

the figure was that of one of the savages.

The old man, or one of the old men,

finished his days -not on the paternal acres,

but in a barrel littered with straw, chained

to a post in an outhouse in an adjoining

parish. I used him up in my story of “John

Herring.” •

The usual end of these little holdings is
,

that the proprietor either gets into some
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poaching affray, or quarrels wth a neighbour,

and so makes the acquaintanceship of a local

lawyer, and this acquaintance leads to a loan

of a little money, wh«e the holder of the land

is short of cash, on the security of the tene-

ment. The sequel need not be further

described than by saying that the property

changes hands.

These are instances of paternal bits of acre

rather than of acres, and such pieces are very

liable to pass away, as not enough in them-

selves to support a family. But these are

instances in small of the manner in which

the manors were formed in ancient times.

The manor was that estate which a man was

able to get his hand upon and to hold and

work through his serfs.

There is an idyllic old English home that

belonged to an ancient family of the same

name, the Penfounds of Penfound, in the

parish of Poundstock, on the north Cornish

coast.

This coast is wind-Swept, yet the winds from

the sea are never cold, so that wherever there

is shelter there trees, shrubs^ and flowers
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luxuriate. In a dip in the land, at the

source of a little stream, snuggling into the

folds of the down, bedded in foliage, open to

the sun, hummed abowt by bees, twinkled

over by butterflies, lies this lovely old house.

The neighbourhood has been modernized arid

vulgarized distressingly, but as yet this dear

old house has not been trodden out of

existence. It remains on the verge of ruin,

with its old hall, old garden, and stately granite

doorway into the latter. A sad record belongs

to this venerable manor. The family pedigree

goes back to before the Wars of the Roses.

The Penfounds mated with the bluest blood

of the west, the Trevillians, the Kelloways,

the Darells, the Pollards, the Grenvilles,

the diamonds, the Pollexfens—and the last

Penfound who sat on the paternal acres died

in the poorhouse of his native parish, Pound-

stock, in 1847, leaving issue, now poor labour-

ing people tilling the land at so .much a week

—where for centuries they Were manorial

•lords.,

In ancient JBritish times the whole country

belonged to tribes, and the tribes owned their
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several districts. At the head of each tribe

was the chief. He claimed and was given

right to free maintenance by the tribesmen,

and he distributed the land among the house-

holders of the tribe; These householders

owed ho allegiance to any other authority

than the chief, on whom they depended for

everything and to whom they owed implicit

obedience.

Every man - who was not a tribesman was

an enemy. If the tribe increased beyond

what the land could maintain, it fought another

tribe and wrested from it the land and drove

it away or exterminated it, with complete

indifference to the fact that this dispo^essed

tribe spoke the same tongue, had the same

social organism, was of the same hlood.

The tribal system from which the Celt never

freed himself entirely was the curse of the

Celtic race, predooming it to ruin. The
history of the Welsh, the Irish, the High-

landers, is just the same as that of the Gauls,

one of internecine feud, no political cohesion,

no capacity for rnerging private interests, for-

getting private grudges for a patriotic cause.
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And at the bottom of all this lay the absence

among the clansmen of the principle of private

property. The land was possessed by all in

common, subject to allotment by the chief,

and among the tribal chiefs there was no link

;

each coveted the lands of the other. This it

was which made the Celt to be everywhere a

prey to such races as knew how to put self-

interest in the background.

When the Jutes, Angles, Saxons, came to

Britain they brought with them another social

system altogether. They were possessed with

the sense of the importance of private property.

So deficient had the Britons been in this that

they had not other than the most elementary

notions of house building. Timber and

wattle sufficed for them, but the Saxon, and

afterwards the Norman, had a higher concep-

tion of the home, and he began at once to

fashion himself a permanent abode, and to

make it not solid only but beautiful. And he

did more than that, he brought the idea of

hedges with him wherewith to en^se the

land he chose to consider his own.

Saxon, Angle, or Jute put his hand down on
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the tribal territory, after having destroyed the

tribal organization, leaving only a portion of

wild moor and a tract of forest land, also a little

arable land, for the members of the community

whom he converted into serfs. They tilled the

land, kept flocks and herds, and supplied him

with what meat, wool, yarn, and grain he

required; they met under his presidency in

the hall at his courts. The tenants were of

various sorts; some were bordarii or cotters,

rendering occasional service for the use of

their houses and bits of land; others, the

villains, in complete servitude.

At the Norman Invasion, the Saxon thanes

were themselves humbled in turn
;
the manors

were given a more legal character and trans-

ferred to favourites of William the Conqueror.

But the old Saxon chiefs in each manor were

probably very rarely turned out neck and crop,

but were retained as holders of the estate

subject to the new lords, managing them and

rendering to their masters certain dues.

In Saxon times there were book-land and

folk-land, the former the private
.

property

of thanes . and churls, the latter common

Y35t.-
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land, of the community. But after the

Norman Conquest most, if not all, of the

latter fell under the hand of the lord of

the manor. Here and there the village

community still continued to exercise its

right to grant tracts to be enclosed, but

usually the manorial lord claimed and exer-

cised this right. At the present time, in my
own county, this is being done in a certain

parish that possessed a vast tract of common

land on the confines of Dartmoor Forest.

The farmers and cottagers are enclosing at a

rapid rate, paying the lord of the manor

a trifling fine, and thus making the land their

own for ever. There can be no question

that Originally the fine would have gone into

the parish cash-box; now it goes into the

landlord’s pocket.

“ There is much that is primitive and simple

to be met with, but nothing of barbarism in

, the land institutions of Saxon England, unless,

indeed, an excessive love for it, and an almost

exaggerated deference for its possesion may

be so classed. In an age when freedom was

the exceptional condition, the ownership of
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land was the mark of a free man, and ample

territory the inseparable appanage of rank.

No amount of gold or chattel property con-

ferred the franchise : fend alone was recognized

as the vehicle of all personal privilege, and

the basis of civil rank. Centuries have not

obliterated these features in their descendants

to this day; the love of land, its estimation

above all other forms of property, and its

political preponderance.”*

Reformers have roundly abused, and striven

to break down our land system, especially the

right of primogeniture, and to resolve the land

into small holdings to be cultivated by small

owners. There are, as in all social and

political questions, two sides to this. I do

not deny for a moment that much is to be

said in favour of equal partition of land

among all the children, and of the multipli-

cation of peasant proprietors. But I venture

to think that the system that has prevailed

in England has produced results that could

have been attained by no other. In this

* Wren Hoskins, in Systuns of Land Tenure in Various

Countries, London, .1870, p. 100.
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especially) that it has provided at once a

stable core, with a body of fluid, migratory,

and energetic young people, who have not

been bound to the clod,*

'A man, knowing that his land will descend

to his ^son and son’s son, will plant and im-

prove, and spend his money most unselfishly

on the land, for the family advantage. But

if he thinks that it will go into other hands,

will he for this purpose deny himself present

luxuries and amusements?

I suppose such an alternative as this has

presented itself to many a landowner. “ I

ought to spend from ,^150 to ;^200 in plant-

ing this autumn. Shalt I do it, or run up to

town, go to the opera, eat, drink, and enjoy

myself, and spend the money on myself ?
”

There is, surely, something very beautiful

and wholesome in the manner in which an

Englishman of means lives for, and cares

for the family, as a whole—the generations

unborn, as well as his own children—and

builds, plants, provides for the futi|re, fur-

nishing it with a lovable centre, from which

it may radiate into all lands.
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It was, unless I am greatly mistaken, the

principle of equal subdivision, or of gavel-

kind, that existed among the Welsh, which

ruined their cause.^ The Celt has more

originality, genius, energy than the Saxon,

but he was paralyzed in his attempts to

^resist the invader by the • interminable

|)reak-up of power and of property at the

death of every prince. The kinglet of

Glamorgan had ten sons— one became a

i^onk, and the rest parcelled up his lands

a|id his authority over men. A great prince

l|ke Howel Dda was able to consolidate the

lotion, but only for his lifetime
;
at his death

it was torn into petty factions by his sons. It

was this that maimed the Briton before the

Saxon, not the superiority in genius, numbers,

character in the latter ;
and it was this again

which threw Wales at the feet of the Norman

kings.

Now look at almost all the farm-buildings

in France. Everything there is in ruin, all

the outward tokens of decay are manifest.

Why is this ? Because no owner cares to

spend money on putting the place to rights.
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i^erythiftg will be divided at his death, and

he must hoard his money for division among

those children who do not take the farm. So

one gets a tumble-down tenement, and the

rest the money that might make it habitable.

Moreover, this continued to the next genera-

tion ends in the disappearance of the family

from its paternal acres. In the Limousin

there is hardly a family that 'retains its hold

i>n its land over the third generation.

I know four delightful old ladies, all un-

married, inheriting a well-known and honoured

name in Perigord. On the father’s death

everything was divided. One took the

chateau, without having the money to repair

it, and she lives under the ruins. The second

took a farm and lives with the paysan and

paysanne. The third took the family plate and

china and family portraits, and lives over a

modiste in small lodgings, and is obliged to

s^lj hef ancestral goods piecemeal to keep

: herself going. The fourth took some shares

the father had in a PdU de Foix ^n^faetbry j

it failed, and she has to scramble on. upon the

vvalms of her sisters.
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Among the peasants the tenure of small

holdings is mischievous; they are chained

to the soil, whereas, if set free, they might

emigrate and become energetic colonists, or

go into the towns and become intelligent,

active artisans. It is just when a young

man ought to be starting on a career that

he acquires a few acres, and at once he is

paralyzed. Those acres hold him, he cannot

do justice to them, he has not the means.

He does not like to part with them, and he

spends his life bowed over them. Worse than

this, unable to avert the further dismember-

ment of his estate on his death, he resolves

in compact with his wife to have no more

than one, or at the most two children. Now,

with us, the younger son of a landed pro-

prietor knows he must push his way in the

world, and from the moment his intelligence

begins to act he looks about him for openings.

Our labourers also, unchained to the ^soil, go

about wherever work may be had. Where

there is n. m^tthet for their abilities, thither they

go, but ^ they would not, if they owned their

little plot of land and house- ~
'
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And, if I am not much mistaken, it is this

early developed sense of independencse that

has been the making of Englishmen all over

the world; but, then, is the conservative

element, the holding to the paternal, acres,

that has made of dear old England one great

garden and park, the proprietor spending his

money on the land, instead of on his pleasures

or self, as elsewhere.



CHAPTER II.

AS every circle has its centre, so had every

manor its hall, the centre of its organiza-

tion, the heart whence throbbed the vital force

through the district, *:and to which it returned.

The hall was nbt merely the place where the

lord lived, for he did riot always occupy it, but

it was the gathering place of the courts leet

and baron.

It is the fashion to hold that land was

originally held in common, and that private

proprietorship in land is an encroachment on

the public rights.

That was, no doubt, the case with the Celt,

and it has been fatal to his ever taking a

lead among the nations; it has so eaten into
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his habits of mihd as to have , rendered him

incapable of being other than a subject under

the control of another people, which had
_

happily got beyond suq|i infantile notions.

It Js the case with individuals, starting on

the battle of life, that they sometimes, by

chance, take a wrong direction, and then, once

involved therein, have not the power or will

or chance to turn back and take another.

That is how some men make a botch of their

lives, whereas others, perhaps their inferiors

in ability, by mere accident strike on a course

which leads to power, prosperity, and a name.

It is so among nations, races—and among

these the highly-gifted Celt went wrong at the

v pbtstart, and that is it which has been his bane

through centuries. Now the time for recovery

is past He is forced to take a lower room.

The French, that is to say the Gauls under

Fraink domination, were forcibly put right. 1

; do not deny that feudalism led to gross abuses,

’. and that it iyas well to have these swept away,

1 bat that which I think was fatal to ][*|-ance at

t the Revdlutiph reversion to the Celtic

i; principle of suW This is inevitably:
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and; inexorably killing France ; it is r^ucing

its popuiatioh, extinguishing its life.

Betw^n 1831 and 1840 there were in

France but three defartments in which the

mortality exceeded the natality, now there arei

between forty-five to sixty departments in thisi

condition. I

“ If we traverse' France rapidly in train!

from the Channel to the Pyrenees, there is'

one observation that may be made from the

carriage windows.
.
Between the Loire and

the Garonne, in departments where the soil

is poor, there the houses are smiling and well

kept—there is evidence of comfort. But, on,

the contrary, in the departments formerly the

richest, there are cimmbling walls and empty

houses. ... The ribh departments are being

depopulated, and in the poor ones there the

population remains stationary or only slowly

[decreases.”*

The population in the rich departments is

dwindling at the rate pf 50 per cent, in hMf a

Oehtury. -
,

I * punoKt,. “la 4^fi0{>ulation,? ia Revue ^ d'

Jaa., 18^. •

OftLoum
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Why,is this? Because drijii#rty'*su^^

divided In the yoor districts, t«), fend will

not support all those bom, and therefore some

tike up trades or go as li^nrers and artisans.

The increase in popuUtion in France pw

•thousand in the year is r8, whereas in Prussia

it IS ^ 3*

I was much amused last summer with the

remark of a little fellow of twelve, who was

showing me the way across some fields, as a

short cut. I remarked on the beauty of the

place, and the fertility of the soil.
“ Yes, sai

he, “ l^ut 1 think it is time for me to be moving,

and look out for some place for myself.”
^

Such a thought, springing up in an

child’s mind, would not occur to a French

chdd But it is just this which has made us

succ^sful colonists, and it is the absence of

this which makes French colonies dead failures.

Whe^^ we and the Germans pour forth tens

Of of emigrants. France sends to

her North African Settlements just oyer sm.

V hundred
annum—and

.

arf

nearly nil officials. \

: ; Ijm^ihakei: of pottery, afttr haying; tempered
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his clay, ptits' into it particles of grit, of sand, ,

and about these the clay crystallizes, and it is r

the making these centres of crystallization that

gives to pottery its cohesion. Without these

particles it goes to pieces in burning, it breaks

up with the least pressure. And our manor

houses are these particles of grit, centres^ of

crystallization to our people, that make us so

tough and so cohesive a race— at least, I

think it is one very important element in the

manufacture.

If we desire to study the organization of a

manor as set about by one of the branches of

the great Scandinavian -Teutonic stock, we

cannot do better than observe the conduct of

the settlers in Iceland at the end of the ninth

century.

,
When the Norsemen came to Iceland they

;brought with them their thralls, and they

'proceeded to make their claims to land, till

they had^ ^itioned but all the soil worth

I

having nmong the, great heads of families,

lIThe land thus fell into shares, such ats we

I

-should call manors} and each .
§hare was under

chief, who planjfe^ on the soil h^ kinsgm
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;

and any othdrsi who applied to hifti for allot-

I meats. No freeman, if he could help it, would

lecept the land as a gift, for the reception of

a -gift entmled responsibility to the giver, a

soil of dependence that the free spirit of the

ra^ greatly disliked^

The period during which the settlement of

Iceland was going on lasted about sixty years.

Al the end of that time the island was as fully

peopled as it has ever been since. During all

that period each chief, and his children after

himi had lived on^his holding, which proved

V , n little kingdom of itself, allotting his land to

%w comers, whose kinship, turn of mind, or

inferiority in rank allowed them to accept the

gift, marrying and inter-marrying with the

families of neighbouring chiefs, setting up his

children in abodes of their own, putting his

freed men and thralls out in farms and hold-

ings, fulfilling the duties of the priesthood in

hia temple, and otherwise exercising what we

should -call the legitimate influence on those

-

) ardutid hithi to which he was entitl^ by Ws

strength of arm, or birth, or wealth."*

< i86i, vol. i. p. 5dy.
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This is wWt took place in the conquest

of Bfitain by the Saxons, Jutes, and Angles.

They portioned out the land among them, and

turned the original inhalntants into serfs ;
to

some of these they gave tenements to hold

subject to service: these are now represented

by our tenant farmers j
to others, kinsmen,

they gave lands free of charge, but under

their own lordship : such are the ancestors of

our yeomen.
.

Now an Icelandic chief was magistrate and

priest in one. He was called the Godi—the

Good man. Hard by his hall was the sacred

circular temple, and he offered sacrifice there*

in. In his hall were assembled the free

householders, to consult relative to the affairs

of the district. This was the busting, or house

.council. We had precisely the same condition

of affairs in England. Where a manor is

•there Is the hall, and in that hall were held

the courts, which all free holders attended,

i

-y Wery probably ^ch Anglo-Saxon ; lor4

his temple a(yoining his hall, but when

? E**glnn<i became Christian, several manors,

I 'when small, combined to keep a priest



ite the cteifch adjoins'
'

the thani^ hoi^e^ theft • almc^t cettfttnly it

heatheft Saxon

.te^^lei ift which was sub-

jutted by Christianised Saxons,

r The hall was the social and political centre

of each community. There the lord showed

hospitality, administered justice, appointed his

thralls their tasks, and received the dues of

his tenants.

In the earliest period, in it he and his

house-churls and family slept, as well as

ate and worked. But the women had a

separate apartment, which in time became

the with‘dfawing room, Bedrooms, kitchens,

parlours, were* aftergrowths, as men sought

more; comfort or privacy, and these were

grouped about the hall. Nevertheless, the

custom of sleeping in the hall continued till

' Tudor times.

It is instructive to notice the diierence

between the residence of the i^eudal lord op

the j^ontiiieiit and that occupied by***himr; jh.

; Enilantl. t^^ his place- of abodi^.

is a eitetH c%4«> casie/Mf^ .
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schlo^ schliesen, a- jplace into which the

lord might lock himself irt and from whence

lock out all enemies. But the English tenns

, —mansion, manor-<hjpus^ hall, court, imply

nothing military, give token of no exclusive-

ness, make no threat. The chronic warfare

and petty disturbances that prevailed on the

continent of Europe obliged the lords of the

soil to perch their residences on inaccessible

and barren rocks, whereas in England they

are seated comfortably in valleys, in the midst

of the richest land. In France, in Germany,

in Italy, each feudal owner quarrelled with his

neighbour, and made war on him when he

listed. There was nothing of 0;iSt kind in

England. With the exception.of the struggle

between Stephen and Matilda, and the Wars

of the Roses, we were spared serious inter-

necine strife,, and the hand of the king was

strong enough to put down private feuds,

r •'fE^castle,^ importation into England,

brought in by the Norman and Angevin kings>

,an4 it .was Ght^ favourites tp whom

Vtlie granted vast numbers of manors^who

Jl^d , cas^ But the castles never affected
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English domestic architecture; cm the cdn*^

trary, the English sense of comfort,, peace,

and goodwill prevailed over the fortress, broke

holes in it fof imme|ise urindows and for wide

doorways ; and nothing remained of mehace

land power exOept the towers and battlements.

On Jthe Continent, however, till the eighteenth

Century, the type of fortress prevailed; the

- angle towers became turrets, but were Jn-

dispertsable wherever a gentleman had a

chiteau. As to the English noble or

squirCi his only tower was the dove?cot, and

the holes in it not for muskets and cross-

bows, but for the peaceful pigeon to fly in

and; Out. I

The pedigree of a castle is this

:

The strohghold in France in Merovingian

days;consisted of an adaptation of the Roman

Camp; It was ah earthwork with a stockade

on top,; enclosing a, level tract on the top of

) a hillcif n suitable hill oould be found
;
within

; mdite t on this stood a great

r round tqwef of woodwork, in which li:^ed tlaV

chief The earthwork surrounding the camp

mounds at intervals, and in the space
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within the stockade were similar constructions,

a hall and Storehouses.

Now the mediaeval castle was precisely this,

with the one exceptian—‘that stone took the

place of wood, and the tower on a mound

became the keep.

. When the Normans came to England they

translated to our island the type of castle they

had been accustomed to in France. They had

to bring their architects, in some cases their

material, from France. But, whereas this

became the type of the chateau in France, it

had nothing to do with the genesis of the

manor-house in old England. Our manor-

houses did not pass out of lordly castles, but

out of halls. The very situation of .our old

manorial mansions shows that they were never

thought of as fortresses.

The Anglo - Saxon did no building of

domestic architecture save with wood. The

English lord lived in his great wooden hall,

with his tenants and bonders about hini< If

he squeezed them, it was j^ntly, as a man

milks his cow. Of the Nhrinan it was said,



In France^; th0 Ibittess of the pfeaisarit wa^ •

th0 church, and the tower his keep, and in times

of tmuble he conveyed his goods to the

chui‘ch, and the entire building became to. him

a city of refuge. That is why wells, bake-

^ houses, and other conveniences are found in

connection with many foreign churches.

The battlements of our churches and their

towers may perhaps point to these having

been regarded in something the same light

by the inhabitants of a parish in England,

but more probably they came into use when

the roofs were not steep, and instead of being

slated Of shingled, were covered with lead.

To a lead roof, a parapet is necessary, or

rather advisable ;
and the parapet not only

finishes it Off above the wall, but also serves

'to conceal the ugliness of a low-pitched rOof.

And the parapet ,was broken into battlements

to enable the gutter to be readily cleaned,

; by throwing? over accumulations of snow and

v'lesiye&:'’^'

^

V (^h^i hattienie^^^ became a mere
' architects; they oyep,

"

%ttleniented of windows, and
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the C8^ of
:

ptlla«. It would seem as though,

in the sense of security in which the English

were, they, took a pleasure in laughing at the

grave precautions employed on the Continent,

BATTLEMENTED TRANSOM

where the battlement was something far too

ai^rtous and importaht to be treated as an

;

ornaTafent'.,,,.; . ^

;
The^j^ has shrunk and been

;
mere lobby, in which to
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up grwit coats j^nd hate and sticks and

a^birellas. Ofi^inally it was the^ain feattife

of tb^ manor-house, to which everything else

vas subsidiary ;
then it yas ceiled over, a floor

put across it, and it became a *reception-room»
• '-T .

^
'

. I
'

'

‘jind now a reception-room for overcoats only.

But let it be borne in mind where a real hall
^

is in place and where it is not. It belongs’^

to a manor and to a manor only ;
it is in-

congruous in a villa residence, and wholly out

pf ^lace in a town dwelling. Many a modern

gentleman’s place in the country is designed

to look very pretty and very medieval or

Tudor ;
but this is all so much ornament stuck

on, and the organic structure agreeth not

therewith.

The hall, so far from excluding people, was

so open-doored as to invite not people only b#

aJi the winds of heaven to- .blow into, and,

Very usually dte fron^ the hou^!

^i^^ the into it, and immei^

afely; .w^is the door put of th# h^l

in^o the court. Natutally the win^^^^^

through.-.
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As a bit of sb^ter a screen was hih up, but

only of tiiriber, and the passage boxed ia.

Above vras the minstrels’ gallery ; and irt the

screen were, of course, doors into the ha^^

^d a buttery hatch, a^ on the further side

of the passage was either kitchen or cellar,

or both.

To almost every hall was a slit or eye and

earlet hole communicating with a lady’s

chamber. The tyrant Dionysius of Syracuse

had a prison which wa» so constructed that

every whisper in it from one prisoner to

another was carried through a tube to his

private apartment, where he sat and listened

to what his captives said.
‘

The slit above mentioned was the Dionysius’s

ear of that, domestic tyrant, the lady of the

house. She sat in her room, .with her ear to

this opening, when her good lord revelled and

jnked in the IraSl with his Boon companions,

and afterwards—behind the curtains—his words

r w^re comniented oh and his jokes submitted to

: searching criticism. Moreover, through this

[ slit her eye raked the hall when the. servants

Iwere there, arid she could see if they attended



to th^r work or romped with tHe men, or idti^

gossipiiigi

We have so far adv^anced that the ear is no

ignger employed-^but the domestic tyrant is, I

am credibly, informed, still with us, advancing

*t)riumphant through ages, and like a snowball

acquiring force, consistency, and hardness in

progress.



CHAPTER III.

I
N 1891 I was excavating a village at the

edge' of Trewortha Marsh, on the Bodmin

Moors, in Cornwall. There were a number

of oblong huts, but one seemed to have been

occupied by mOre than one family, as it was

divided into stalls, by great slabs of granite

set up on edge, and in front of each stall

was, a h^rth on the soil, and the soil burnt

birickked from heat,

i The pottery found strewn about was all

wheel - turned, but early and rude, and no

i^race of glass could be found. These habita-
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tiphs feelpftged to a period aftpr Roma^r

i||yj^dn, an^ probably to Britops.

^ iThe beartp^^i^^ centre of family life,

what the hail is to <the manor. About it

gather all who are bound together by cPm-

'munity pf blood and interest, and this is still,

recogniz^i for it is counted an, unwarrahtable

presumption in a strange?
,
to poke yOur fire.

But how small and degenerate is our fire

from what, , it once 'was. Coal having taken

the place of logs, the hearth has been reduced

and the grate has supplanted the dogs or and-

irons, and the gaping fireplace is closed in.

I know an old Elizabethan mansion where

the chimney-stack containing three flues

descends into the hall and has in it three

fireplaces, so that simultaneously three fires

could bum in the same room, and Hhe family

circle could fold about.the three hearths com-

bined into one in an almost complete circle.

And what chimneys those were in old times

!

Bacon-sides were hung in them, so large were

^ they, and npt infrequently a ladder c<;§jld be

put up them to communicate with a little door

that gave access to a secret place.
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I was looking not long ago at the demoli-

tion of a good yeoman’s dwelling in Cornwall.

By the side of the hearth, opening into the

kitchen-hall, was a walled-up door, against

which usually a dresser or cupboard stood.

This walled-up door communicated with a

.
goodly chamber or cellar formed in the thick-

ness of the chimney, and without an opening

to the light outside. Access to this'* chamber

could, however, always be had by means of

a hand-ladder placed when required in the

chimney. This admitted through a door in

the chimney to the receptacle for kegs—for

that was the real purpose of the concealed

j
place, it was the yeoman’s cellar of spirits

I
that had never paid customs. When a fresh

:! supply was taken in, the door into the kitchen

I was unwalled and the cellar filled with kegs,

.

I then walled up again and plastered over. But

as spirits were wanted they were got by means

of the ladder—keg by keg.

I It was in such a chamber in the wall, to

{ which access was alone obtainable through the

J
chimney, that Garnet and Oldcorne were con-

f
cealed after the Gunpowder Plot. This is
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how Ainsworth describes the place of retreat

:

“ Mrs. Abindon conducted the two priests

to one of the large fireplaces. A raised

stone about two fe%t high occupied the

inside of the chimney, and upon it stood an .

immense pair of iron dogs. Obeying Mrsl.

Abindon’s directions, Garnet got upon the

stone, and setting his foot on the large iron

knob on the left, found a few projections in

the masonry on the side, up which he mounted,

and opening a small door made of planks of

wood, covered with bricks and coloured black,

so as not to be distinguishable from the walls

of the chimney, crept into, a recess contrived

in the thickness of the wall. This cell was

about two feet wide and four high, and was

connected with another chimney at the back

by means of three or four small holes. Across

its sides ran a narrow stone shelf, just wide

enough to afford an uncomfortable seat.”

But these wide chimneys, if they allowed ,

ascent, also permitted descent, and many a

house was entered and burgled by thigj means.

There was in my own neighbourhood, about

a century ago, a man who lived in a cave
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Above the Tamar, in Duntertbn Wood, whose

retreat was known to none, who was a

terror to the neighbourhood. "He was wont

during the night to ^isit well-to-do persons’

houses within reach, get over the roof to the

chimney of the hall, and descend it. Once in

: the house he collected what he listed, unbarred

the door, and walked away with his spoil.

So great was the terror inspired by this man

in the neighbourhood that all householders who

had anything to lose had spiked confrivances

of iron put into their gbimneys, «o that the

burglar in descending at a rapid pace stood

a chance of being impaled. The other day,

in repairing my hall chimney, I came on this

contrivance.

The end of the man was this. Colonel

Kelly, of Kelly, w'as but one day with his

,

pack of foxhounds, when they made a set at

the cave, and so it .^as discovered .^itb the

man in it and a great accumulat^^of plunder.

I believe he was hung^,

.The same cave was employe^ ^1-.^ place

^ of refuge for an escaped corfv3(d^ softie fifty

years ago. After that, the late Mr. Kelly
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blew up the cave with gunpowder, and its

place is now occupied by the ruins of the rock

above. It can conceal no more lawbreakers.

There was something very pleasant in the

old evening round the great fire. If one of

wood, then, in a farm-house, the grandfather

in the ingle-corner was an indispensable

feature. A wood fire requires constant

attention, and it was his place to put the

logs together as they burnt through
;
and he

knew he was useful, and when the farmer’s

wife or his granddaughter came to the hearth

for a bit of cooking she had always a pleasant

word for the old man.

The settle was another feature.

There is a species much used formerly in

Somersetshire and Devon, and perhaps else-

where, It was a multum-in-parvo. The

back opened and disclosed a place in which

sides of bacon were hung. Above was a long

narrow cupboard for the groceries. The seat

lifted—for what think y^u ? As a place where

the baby could be placed in greatest^ecurity

whilst the mother was engaged at the fire.

I believe that dealers now call them monks'
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seats. Monks’ seats ! they belonged to women

and babies. But a dealer knows how to hum-

bug his customers.

m

f I was once in a certain county, I will not

I say which, and visited a gentleman who had

1 bought and built a fine house, very modern,

r but very handsome. Then the fancy took
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him to be possessed of old oak, so he went

to a dealer.

“ My dear sir,” said Lazarus, “ I have the

very thing for you—sb superb antique oak

mantelpiece and sideboard the finest in

•England of the date of Henry VIII. But

they are all in an ancient mansion, a black-

timbered hall in Cheshire or Shropshire—

I forget which. Would you care to go down

and see it? The house is to be pulled down,

and I must remove the contents.

Of course Mr. Greenhorn went, bought all

at a fabulous price, and brought them to his

mansion. Well, anyone with the smallest

knowledge of old oak would see at a glance

that this was all Belgian stuff, made up of

bits from old churches, put together higgledy-

jjlggledy without any unity of design—stuff

that no ancient would have designed, for there

was no design in it. And the dealer kept this

Cheshire or Shropshire black-timbered house

regularly supplied with this detestable rubbish,

and regularly took greenhorns to it 40 pay

down heavy gold for what wa.s worth nothing

but a few Belgian francs.
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At the risk of branching away from my
topic, I must have another word relative to

dealers.

There is still in England a good deal of

good plain old oak
;
old cradles, old standing

clock cases, old bureaus, etc., without any

carving on them, but fine in their lines and

in their simplicity. These wretches buy them

up and give them into the hands of mechanical

carvers to adorn in “ Elizabethan style,” and

then they sell these good old articles of furni-

ture—defaced and spoiled and rendered all

but worthless.

“Good heavens!” said I to one of these

gentry
;
“ you have utterly, irrevocably ruined

that noble wardrobe,”

“ Well, sir, I couldn’t sell it for one-tenth of

the price hadn’t I done this. The buyers like

this, and I have to suit their taste,”

To return to the hearth and to the settle,

A friend one day saw a screen of carved

oak in a cottage. He bought it for half a

guinea, and then called me into consultation

on it. With a little study it revealed itself

to be the back of a settle of Henry VII.’s
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reign. The mortices for the arms and for the

seat were there
;
also nail marks showing that

stamped leather had been fastened to the back

below the sculpture, lihere were pegs show-

ing where had been the pilasters sustaining

ihe canopy, and one scrap of canopy still

extant. I show the restoration (p. 57).

Fine though this be, I know something

better still—not in art, but. for cosiness, and

that is the curved settle, it is constructed in

an arc. In a farm-house I know well are two

such settles, and they are connected by a

curved iron rod fastened to the ceiling, and

there are green baize curtains depending from

this rod.

On a winter evening, the farmer and his

wife and the serving maidens and young men
come into the kitchen, and the circle is com-

pleted with chairs or stools, the curtains are

drawn, the fire is made up, and a very jolly

evening is spent with cakes and cider, and

tales and jokes and song.

I was at a sale one day—a very small
,
|arm

but an old one. A farmer bid for the settle

—

a small one. One of his daughters was there.
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She turned to her sister and said :
“ I say,

Nan, vaither he’ve gone and bought the settle,

and it ’s lovely
;

it will hold only two.”

“Well, Jane,” said *her sister, “I reckon

—

that depends. You must have the right one

beside y’; then it’s just large enough, and

• you don’t want no more.”

When I was a child, some sixty years ago,

the mat before the fire was the line of de-

marcation, beyond which a youngster might

not go.

“ My dear,” said my grandmother, “ fires

are made to be seen—not felt.”

Oh, how we shivered beyond the mat ! I

used to look at a patent bacon-toaster, and

resolve, when I was a man and independent,

to have a curved settle formed of burnished

,
tin, and to sit before a roaring fire in the

! focus of all the converging rays, and never

stir therefrom from Michaelmas till Lady Day.

But the curved settle answers the purpose.

>; Among the troubles and irritations of life,

;
one of the worst is a snioky chimney, and

.‘ among all the hideousness of modern con-

I
trivances nothing surpasses the cowl.
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it is verjE. curious thal" architects should set

themselves to work to violate first principles,

and so involve us in these troubles. In the

first place, to ensure that a chimney shall not

smoke, the flue ihust be made large enough

to carry the smoke. This is a principle very

generally neglected. Next it is necessary that

the chimney should not have a flat top, for

then the wind beats against the broad surface,

and, of'course, prevents the smoke from rising,

and much of it is deflected down the flue.

What our forefathers did was to reduce the

top to a thin edge that could not arrest and

drive the smoke down, but would, on the

contrary, assist it in rising. Or else they

covered over the orifice with a roof, open

at the sides, that prevented the wind from

descending, and enabled the smoke to get

away whichever way the wind blew.

In order to illustrate what I mean, I have

simply taken my pencil and gone outside

my house, and have drawn an old and a new

chimney-top.

The chimney-piece or overmantel is the

reredos of the family altar, and should
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contain the arms bf the family or the

portraits of ancestors.

No portion of an old^ manor-house was so

THE CHIMNEY-TOP, ANCJIENT AND MODERN

decorated and enriched as this ;
and the hall

preplace received pre-eminent attention,

; Happily we have in England numerous and

hplendid examples ;
but a vast number were

^crificed at the end of last century and the
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beginning of the present, when large looking-

glasses came into fashion, and to make place

for them the glorious old sculptured^ wood was

ruthlessly torn down, jrff the reader is happy

enough to possess a copy of Dr. Syntax’s

Tours, he will see the period of transition.

In the second Tour is a plate representing

the doctor visiting the Widow Hopefull at

York. The room is panelled with oak, the

ceiling is of plaster beautifully moulded, the

chimney-piece is of oak carved, but painted

over, and the large open hearth has been

closed in, reduced, and a little grate inserted.

In the same volume is a picture of Dr.

Syntax making his will. Here the large^

open fireplace remains, lined -with Dutch

tiles, and the fire is on dogs. All the lower

portion of the mantel decoration^remains, but

above the shelf everything has been removed

to make way for the rfirror.

In the same volume is Dr. Syntax painting

a portrait, and herd again is a lovely paneilled

room with plaster ceiling and a sim{^^ but

charming chimney-piece of excellent design.

Now turn to the first Tour, and look at
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Dr. Syntax mistaking a gentleman’s house

for an inn. Here we have the chimney-

piece supported on vulgar corbels, all of the

period when Rowlandson drevy
;
above the

shelf is a painting in the worst description of

frame. When Rowlandson made his drawings,

he was absolutely incapable of appreciating

Gothic design, and whenever he attempted

this he failed egregiously, but the feeling' for

what was later, Elizabethan and Jacobean,

was by no means dead in him, and he drew

the details with a zest that shows he loved

the style.



CHAPTER IV.

TO my taste old furniture in a modern

jerry-built villa residence is as out of

place as modern gim-crack chairs and tables

and cabinets in an ancient mansion. In the

first instance you have solidly constructed

furniture in a case that is thin, and not

calculated to last a century. With regard to

the second, happily we have now excellently

designed furniture, well constructed on old

models; and what I mean by gim-crack^ stuff

is that which was turned out by upholsterers

to within the last fifteen years.
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Look at the construction of a chair, and see

what I mean.

Full well do I recall the introduction into

my father’s house these chairs. Only a

fragment of one now remains. Observe the

legs
;
they curve out below, and are as un-

calculated to re-

sist the pressure

downward of a

heavy person sit-

1 1,
ting on them, as

i could well be con-

' trived. Then again

the braces—look

at them
;
they are

spindles with the

ends let into holes

drilled half-way through the legs. Old braces

were braees*4hese are mere sources of weak-

ness, they do not brace
;
when weight is

,
applied to the seat the tendency is to drive

?the legs apart, then out falls the brace. No
Tmortice holds it, it has no function to fulfil.

In the old chair how firm all the joints are

•made ! Stout oak pegs are driven through
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.every and every precaution is' taken

to prevent gaping at the joints, to resist strain

put on them.

Mention has been madle of the great looking-

glass, which was

tbe occasion of the

destruction of so

many carved chim-

ney-pieces. There

was another intro-

duction, and that

into the drawing-

room, which pro-

duced a disfiguring

effect, and that was

the large circular

rosewood table.

At the beginning

of this century it

entered ourparlour,

settled there, and made the room look

uncomfortable. By no arrangement of the

furniture could the drawing- roohi be ^ven

a cosy look. The table got in the way of

visitors, it prevented the formation of pleasant
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groups
;
it was a very barrier to friendship, and

a block to conversation.

One evening, in the South of France, I

received intimation fr|^m a M* Dols, avocat,

that he would be pleased to receive me. I

had sent word to him before that I should

.like to call on him and see some interesting

flint swords and celts in his possession. He
asked me to call in the evening at 8 p.m.

Accordingly I went to his door, and was

ushered into .the
,
salon. The centre was

occupied by a table, of considerable size, and

the family was seated beyond the table,

'

E B A c
• • • •

1

D

• F

j
M. Dols occupied b ;

Mme. Dols occupied c ;

I M. Dols’ mother was planted at d; and the

maiden sister of Mme. Dols at e. M. Ga&ton

\ Dols, the son, wasi at g, and Mile. Eulalie

I
Dolis, the daughter, at f. The chair a was left

I vacant for the visitor.
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Byt conceive ti*e situation ! To be iritfoduced

like a criminal before six judges, . then, when

one had reached the seat allotted, to be planted

one in a row, and to have to distribute remarks

,
right and left

;
to address the ancestress at d

across the shirtfront of M. Dols at b, and to

sky something pretty to the old maid at e

athwart the swelling bosom of Mme. Dols

at B

!

If only that detestable table could have been

got rid of, we would have gravitated together

into a knot and been happy—but to be lively

and chatty in espalier* was impossible.

Well ! it was almost as bad in the old days,

when we had large round tables in our drawing-

rooms
;
and one of the great achievements of

modern— I mean quite recent—times has been

the bundling of that old, rosewood table out.

That gone, the rest of the furniture gets

together into comfortable groups, and every-

thing finds its place. Before, all were over-

awed and sent to the wall in deference to the

round table.
*

'

,

'
' '

'*AA word or two is due to the chest of drawers.

This, I conceive, is a development of the old
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oak chest, in which the valuables, or the linen,

or the sundry garments of the family were

kept. Countless specimens of these oak chests

remain; some very fine, some plain. There

is, moreover, the spruce chest, made of cypress

wood, that was thought to preserve silk and

• cloth from the moth. Oak chests are usually

carved, more^r less
; cypress chests are

sketched with red-hot iron.

Now^ there was an inconvenience in the

che^ A hasty and untidy person turned its

contents upside down to find what he or she

particularly wanted, and which was, of course,

at the bottom. If the husband did this, he

had words cast at him that made him miserable

for the rest of the day.

So it was clearly advisable that husband and

.
wife and each child should have a separate

5 chest. But that did not suffice; one was

needed for bed linen, one for table linen, a

^third for personal linen. The result would

;have been an accumulation of chests, when,

lhappily, the notion struck someone that drawers

!kbuld solve the difficulty. Let the top, of the

'chest remain immovable, and break up the
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front into parallel strips, each strip having a

drawer behind it.

An old chest of drawers can be known by

the way in which that drawers are made to

run. They have a groove let into their sides

corresponding with a strip of oak or runner on

each side of the case; thus they do not rest

the one on the other, but on their runners.

When each drawer was separately cased in,

then the need for runners came to an end.

It- is deserving of observation how slowly

and cautiously, our forefathers multiplied the

drawers. At first, two were thought quite as

many as could be ventured upon, but after

about a century the makers grew bolder and

multiplied them.

Does it chance that there be a reader of

this chapter who possesses a cupboard, partly

open in front, with small balustrades in the

door between which the contents of the cup-

board can be seen ? If he or she has, ten

to one but it has been converted into a

receptacle for china, or glass, and then china

and glass are not only imperfectly exhibited,

but become rapidly covered with dust. The
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possessor of such a little cabinet or cupboard

owns something now become very rare, the

significance of which is . understood by a few

only. •

A CHEST OF DRAWERS (1652)

• Let me describe one in my possession. The

ijeight is two feet eight inches, by two feet

lane inch, and the depth eight and a half

Inches. There are two doors in front : the

rl ^

”
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upper is perforated and has eight little balus-

trades in it; the lower door is solid; but this

lower door, instead of engrossing the entire

front of the cabinet, is«niall, six inches square,

and occupies one compartment of the three,

into which the lower portion of the front is

divided. Each door, gives access to a separate

compartment.

Now, what is this droll little article of

furniture ? What was its original use ?

When I answer that it was a livery cup-

board, I have little doubt that the majority

of my readers will think, as did someone

I know who asked about it and received this

answer, that it was intended for livery badges

—the metal plates with coats of arms engraved

on them— worn anciently by servants upon

their left arms in a nobleman’s and gentleman’s

household.

But no. A livery cupboard had not this

signification. It was the cupboard in which

was kept that portion of food and of wine

or ale deltvet^ed over to each person i^ the

household by the lady of the house for night

consumption. Anciently—in the days of Good
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Queen Bess and of James I.—there was no

meal between supper at 7 p.m. and breakfast

at 10 a.m., and when each person retired for

THE LIVERY CUPBOARD
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the night he or she carried off a portion of

food, served out, if not by the hands of

the hostess, then under her eye; and this

"delivery” was carridfi upstairs to the bed-

room and was stowed away in the cupboard

appropriated to its use, that on waking in the

night, or early in the morning for a hunt or

a hawking, or a journey, the food and refresh-

ing draught might be handy, and stay the

stomach till all met for the common meal

served in the hall at ten o’clock.

We still speak of. livery stables, but this

does not mean that there coachmen and

grooms who wear livery attend to horses,

but that the horses themselves receive there

their livrie— delivery of so many feeds of

oats. This is made clear enough by a

passage in Spenser’s account of the state of

Ireland, written in the middle of the sixteenth

century. He says :
“ What livery is, we by

common use in England knpw well enough,

namely, that it is an allowance of horse-meat;

as they commonly use the word stabling, as

to keep horses at livery

;

the which word, I

giiessj is derived of livering or delivering iorih
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their nightly food
;

so in great houses, the

livery is said to be served up for all night

—

that is, their evening allowance for drink.”

Another reference teethe custom of serving

liveries for all night is made by Cavendish

in his Life of Wolsey, where, in giving a

description of the Cardinal’s Embassy to

Charles V. at Bruges, he says ;
“ Also the

Emperor’s officers every night went through

the town, from house to house, where as many

Englishmen lay or resorted, and there served

their liveries for all night, which was done

in this manner : first, the Emperor’s officers

brought into the house a cake of fine manchet

bread, two great silver pots, with wine, and

a pound of fine sugar; white lights and

yellow
; a bowl or goblet of silver to drink

ip
;
and every night a staff torch. This was

^e order of their liveries.”

5 These little livery cupboards usually stood

dn another, from which they were detached,

pnd which was the “court-cupboard.” In this

tpe inmate of the room kept his valuables.

' Now let me bid my readers keep a sharp

^e on the furniture of cottages when they
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yisit them, for these Kvery cupboards may
still be el|lasionally found in them, and then

they go by the name of “bread and cheese

cupboards.” I remaHiber many years ago

picking up one in a labourer’s cottage, that

Was used for cheese, and it dicl not lose this

smell for a long time afterwards;

But these livery cupboards may also be seen

in some churches where doles of bread are

given on certain days
; and in them,' under

lock and key, the loaves remain on the day

of distribution till given away.

As already intimated, these livery cup-

boards are now scarce, and it behoves any-

one who has one such to treasure it, and

anyone who can procure such a cupboard to

get it.
'

There is another cupboard that should be

valued—the dear old corner-cupboarcf. This

also has a pedigree.

It was not always put in the corner. Its

proper place was in the dining-room, and

there it contained the conserves, the distHled

waters, the home-made wines that testified to

tho skill of the hpusewife. It contained more
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than that— the nUlmegs, the cinnamon, the

mace, the pepper, all, the precious^ices that

came from the blessed islands oyer the sea,

and were costly and iifcighly esteemed. In

most dining-rooms of the reign of Charles

II. or Qyeen Anne, this cupboard will be

found let into the wall, usually arched over

above, a necessary adjunct to the room
;
and

when the bowl of punch had to be brewed

the lady of the house unlocked it, and at

once the whole room was pervaded with

fragrance as from the spice isles.

Who among us who are getting old do not

recall the peculiar curranty savour of the

ancient dining-room? I have a white-haired

^ncle—he will forgive my telling it—who,

^hen I was a child, and he a young man from

^xford, invariably sought opportunities, and

^und them, for getting at such a cupboard,

cbd filling his hand first, and then his mouth,

With currapts. To thi$ day, I never see him

Without a waft of that old corner-cupboard

4iniing over me.

I
And the. stout and ruddy yeoman, as he

tmped, the whalebone and silver ladle into
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the stfeaming boM^ in which floated circles of

lemon, saiig

:

A
“ Behold Ifje ^jpalthy merchant, that trades on foreign seas,

And brings home gold and |g;easure, for such as live at ease,

Withj^icQS and with cinnamon, and oranges also.

They’re l^ught us from the Indies, by the virtue of

. the ^iSugh.”

Then came the retgn of the Georges, when

men built for show rather than for comfort,

and the ^alls were of thin brick overljdd

with composition to keep the rain out; and

the composition was covered with oil-paint to

keep the rain out of the cracks in the plaster

and in the bricks. In such houses there were

no deep walls in which cupboards could lurk.

It was necessary to have cupboards and

cabinets made as detached pieces of furiyture,

taking up room, giving us knocks when we
inadvertently run against^-them

;
and these

cupboards and cabinets were of veneered

stuff, common wood underneath, with a thin

film of mahogany or rosewood glued on, and

every knock given struck off a bit of veneer,

and a change of weatfier scaled off pieces^^and

gave the whole a, shabby, measly kfpk, Then
to gbt her precious cupboard out of th#; way
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of b^lng knocked) and thereby her bottles of

liqueurs and syrups being \nocked over, the

lady of the house devised the cornen^pboard.

Also, as things Chjpese and Ja^Sjgese and

Indian were much in fashion, these> cupboards

in the corner were very generally panted dark

green or black, and ^re ornamented with

raised gold figures—all nt imitation of Oriental

flowers and birds and men, and very generally
''y

were furnished with beautiful brass-work locks

and hinges.

Ne!6trly every old house has its secret cup-

board—usually in the wall. Very often one

may be found behind the panelling, and near

jthe fire. In my own house is one cut in

granite, the stone on all sides, and is the

|deplh of my arm. I have little doubt that

these warm, dry cupboards, so secured that

|tio mouse can m^e its way in, were for the

|>reservati6n of deeds. Others were for jewel-

lery and plate. The custom of having secret

cupboards was continued after cupboards had

biecome independent articles of furniture, stand-

ing out in the room; but then they. took the

fbtm of secret compartments, not opened by

key®, b^ moving some part of the
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moulding, or by pressure on some ornamental

plate or piece of inlaid wood or ivory.

It is said tbat everyone has his secret closet,

and that m it everyon^s has his skeleton. I

do not know much about the cupboards of

nowaday fblk, but when I think of those I

knew in the olden times, it seems to me that

they were full of nothing other than sweets

and spices, of gold and gems; anyhow, such

were the cupboards of our grandmothers, our

maiden aunts, and our great-grandmothers.

And when we chance in some secret compart-

ment to light on a bundle of their letters, and

look into them, then it is just like the opening

of their corner-cupboards, out pours a sweet

and spicy fragrance—that of the generous

thoughts and kind wishes of their dear old

honest and God-fearing hearts.



m
CHAPTER V.

W HEN I was a small boy at King’s

College School, I boarded with one

of the masters, at a corner house in Queen’s

Square. There was a long room in which

we boarders—there were some five-and-twenty

•of us—had our meals, and prepared lessons

|(or the morrow in the evening, under the

^supervision of an usher.

I One day at tea, the usher having been

•

•' -'85
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summoned out of the room, we boys essayed

who could throw up his piece of bread and

butter highest Mine went against the ceiling,

and, the butter being uftusually thick, adhered.

I was in great alarm ;
there' was no getting

if down : it stuck, and neither the usher nor

the master, when he entered for prayers,

observed it.

During preparation of lessons, during

prayers, my eyes reverted to the piece of

bread and butter. It remained unnoticed.

That it was also unobserved by the servants,

who were supposed to clean the room, is not

perhaps matter of surprise.

The next day passed—still the bread and

butter hung suspended—but on the third day,

during prayers, flop!—down it came in

front of the master, apd left behind it a

i nasty, greasy stain on the ceiling.

‘‘ Whose piece of bread and butter is thut?”

asked the master, when Amen had been said.

I had to confess, and was whipped.

That stain In the ceiling grew darker. d«ily.

The dust of the room adhered to the butter.

It lyas not efi&ced all the while, I remained
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a boarder, and I involuntarily every day, and

frequently daily, looked at it, to see how much

deeper the tinge was that the patch acquired.

Years after, when I vfes a man, and the old

master was dead, and the house was in other

hands, I ventured to ask the then tenants to

be allowed to look at my old school-haunt.

And-—actually—the bread and butter stain was

still there. Like murder—it could not be hid.

The ceiling had been repeatedly whitewashed,

but over through the coverings that overlaid

it, the butter mark reasserted itself.

I cannot say whether it was this which

causes me always, on entering a room, to

direct my eyes to the ceiling—but I do, and

observe it always with much interest,

i The ceiling of the world is not one blank

space
;

it is sprinkled with stars at night, and

s|rewn with clouds by day. Why then should

t|ke ceilings of our rooms be blank surfaces?

We spread carpets of colour on our floors.

^^e decorate richly our walls. Why should

t|e ceiling alone be left in hideous baldness,

in fa6t, absolutely plain ? White ceilings, were

al product of that worst period of art—save
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the mark ! that age of no art at all, the begin-

ning of the present ceatury,

The ceiling came in in the reign of Henry

VIII., and reached “its greatest perfection

in that of Elizabeth. At a later period the

’ornamentation became richer, but not so

tasteful.

The tnouldings were worked with “ putty

lime,” lime finely sifted and mixed with some

hair, the lines of the ornamentation were made

with ribbons of copper or lead, and the pattern

was fashioned by ha^id over this.

It is supposed that the drops one finds in

Tudor ceilings, and which are not of plaster,

or plaster only, but of carved wood, are

a mere ornament, and purposeless.

•This, however, is not the case. Such en-

riched ceilings are very heavy, and their

weight has a tendency to break down the

laths to which they adhere, but these pend^ts

are bolted into the rafters, and serve to form

S6 many supports for the entire ceiling, which

without them might in time fall.

The Elizabethan ceiling was geometd^al in

design, but with bands of flower-wofk, con-
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ventional in character, introduced, and some-

times con^sted in strap-work, studded with

rosettes, wondrously interlacing.

Then came a simple? geometrical pattern,

circles enclosing xyreaths of flowers copied

from nature, exquisitely delicate and beautiful

;

but the imitation was carried sometimes too

far, as when the flower heads are suspended

on fine stalks of copper wire.

In a little squirarchical mansion in Corn-

wrall, of no architectural beauty, there Was a

marvellously beautiful ceiling of the date of

Qharles 11., the flowers and fruit -infinitely

varied,’ and wrought with exquisite delicacy.

T?he room was low, and for that reason the

ajttist had taken special pains in the modelling.

iA “Brummagem” man bought up the land

a^d the house—this latter was far too small

t| suit his ideas, and it was left unoccupied.

fOne day the rector said to him: “I want

to have my school treat next Thursday

—

should rain fall, may I take the children into

tli^ftldhalLr

all liieans,” said the new squire; “but

it|wUi be sibiEiiy ; I will have it ventilated;”
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He at once went down with two carpenters

and ripped strips through the lovely ceiling

from one end of the room to the other, utterly

destroying this incorifparable work, that must

^have occupied the artist months of patient

labour, and which had called forth the best

efforts of his genius.

That is how mulish stupidity is every day

destroying the achievements of genius. It

is on a level with that of the chawbacon who,

having got hold of a Stradella violin, broke

it up to light his fire .with the splinters.

There was, perhaps, a little heaviness in these

ceilings—a little more than there ought to be,

and the perfection of plaster work was attained

in Germany at a somewhat later period, when

the rococo ceilings came in. These were superb

—not heavy, but rich with fancy and exquisite

in delicacy. This never reached England, or

if a foreign workman came here and did a

ceiling or two, the art did not take root.

Instead it died completely out, and we were

left with quite plain ceilings or such as^ad a

centre-piece, cast, of no style—vulgar, tastdyss,

and mechanical, and of plaster of Parish
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WTei have come now to recognize, tardily,

the right of the ceiling to decoration, and are

either papering it or covering it with lincrusta,

or papier m&chS, or asbestos “salamander”

decoration, applied. This is better than

nothing, but, of course, is mechanical and

monotonous, and can never compete with the

work that is the direct outcome of mental

effort and manual dexterity.

In connection with a ceiling I subjoin the

following story from a friend :

“ In 1891 my head mason had an attack

of influenza, and this fell on his nerves, and

convinced that he had been ill-wished he

consulted a white-witch at , who in-

formed him that he had been ‘overlooked’

by one of his own profession, and that he

had applied too late for a cure to be effected.

Xfie nian became terribly depressed ;
he

wandered over the country, disappearing for

days, and keeping his family in alarm, lest

hd should make away with himself.

i“
This went on for several years. He would

dc| nb work, he took no interest in anything,

ar^ could ^peak of nothing but his ailments.
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‘ Hi§ heart was broke,’ such was his descrip-

tion of himself. Well, I was about to rebuild

a wing of my mansion, and to make of one

large room a ball-rqpm. I went to my be-

witched mason and said to him, ‘ Thomas, I

Wish you would help me. I am very anxious

to have a first-class decorated ceiling to that

ball-room, and you know what these Londoners

be : they do all by machinery, and you buy

a ceiling by the yard— nasty, vulgar stuff I

would be ashamed to have seen here. I ’ll

tell you what it is, Thomas, those Londoners

come out of town and sail about the country

in the holiday time picking up ideas. 1 think

we must show them how a thing in ceilings

ought to be done, and let them understand

that we are not such fools as they take us

to be. Try your hand at my ball-room ceiling.

Get it started at any rate.’ The man was not

a plasterer by profession, but he had done some

plaster work for me, and took an interest in it.

‘“Oh, sir!’ said he, ‘my heart is broke. I

couldn’t do it.’ ^
“‘What,’ I answered, ‘not to teach the

Londoners a lesson f ’
,
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‘ Well, I ’ll begin it, but never be able

to finish it’
.

‘“Then begin it, man.’

“So he did. Betwe^ us we contrived to

model roses and tulips, etc. And then we

set to work casting and finishing off. Then

came the glorious rainless summer of 1896.

‘ Thomas,’ said I, ‘ we must get the walls of

the ball-room up and roofed over before

winter. Do now lend a hand with building.

Then when bad weather comes on you can

begin to set up the ceiling.’ So all the

summer he was building—did not miss a

d|iy, arid this winter he is hard at. work at

his ceiling, full of interest and delight, and

has recovered his good looks, and to a large

extent forgotten his maladies, and by the time

that the last rose is finished off, I trust he
.ij,

'

v|ll be a sound man again.”

INow what my friend wrote me conveys

a I moral. Our country workmen, masons,

carpenters, smiths, are not fools. They need

o^ly to directed in the paths of good

t£|stej to ex^nte admirable work, as good ris

a^ythin^ Produced i^ former days. Po not
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over-teach and direct them, give them good

examples, show them the principles of con-

struction and decoration, and then, as much as

may be, leave them work the details out by

themselves. They become intensely interested

and proud of their work, and take all their

friends and fellow-tradesmen to see it, whether

it be in tlie church or the manor-house
;
and

that this sort of education, producing results

in the place, attaches them to their village

home, goes without saying.

There was a grand old fellow, George Bevan

by name, a mason, who worked in this parish

when I was a boy. And now, whenever in

alteration or in pulling down a bit of George

Bevan’s work is come upon, the masons stand

still, shake their heads, and say, “As well

blast a rock as put a pick into George Bevan’s

work.” 'fiien say I, “Aye, and a hundred

years hence folk will say, ‘ This has been done

by the White family. There were giants in

those days.’”

Unhappily, many of our landed proprietors

think it quite enough to build “neat” farm-

houses anid cottages, a||d pay no regard to
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beauty. It does not cost more to build what

is beautiful than what is hideous; if they took

pains to educate their local artisans to do work

that is pleasing, they v^ld be elevating them

in culture, and, what is more, attaching them

to those old homes of theirs that they have

helped to make a delight to the eye ; whereas,

set them to build what is ugly, and even though

ignorant of the principles of art, they are dimly

conscious that the cottage they occupy is not a

place pleasant to the eye, and not one they can

ever grow to love.



CHAPTER VI.

AS the manor-house with its hall was the

centre of the organization for civil pur-

poses, so was the Church the religious centre

of the parish. In a considerable number of

cases it certainly occupies the place of the

older temple, in which the thane or chief was

godi or priest as well as law-man in his hall.

This was not always the case
;
a good many

of our churches are of later and exclusively

Christian foundatioti, and were then planted in

such place as was determined by quite other

considerations.

The parish church is full of interest • con-

nected with the parish, it has been built and

decorated by the ancestors of the humble

98
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inhabitants of the place, the yard about it

contains their dust ;
in it they have left some-

thing of their very best—to be swept away by

the modern restorer tA put in his Own stuff,

manufactured at a distance, the whole executed

by a strange contractor employing strange

workmen. The village people have done

nothing towards it, but have looked on to

see the monumental slabs of their forefathers

torn up, some sawn in half and en^ployed to

line drains, the frescoes that their forbears had

painted scraped away, the Jacobean altar rails

turned by ancient carpenters of the village

thrown forth to rot, and their place supplied

by some painted and gilt stuff, procured from

Messra. This and That, near Covent Garden,

chosen from an illustrated catalogue.

Some wiseacres cry out because antiquaries

Complain at this devastation, but have not

ffiese latter a right to complain when parochial

history written in the parish church is being

Obliterated ? And is it not better to leave

tilings alone, than put them into the hands of

slrangers? In my own neighbourhood' is a

(Jburch, Bridestowe, that had a beautiful wood
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^screen. An incumbent gave up this church to

fa restorer. He cut down the screen, took the

tracery of the screen-windows, sawed it in half,

turned it upside down, and employed it to glue

.

on to some wretched deal bench-ends, and to

a breastwork screen to the chancel, and to

ornaiment a deal door.

At Sheepstor was a gorgeous screen, rich

with gold and colour. I remember it well.

The church was delivered over to a local

builder to be made neat, and cheaply—‘above

all, cheaply. He destroyed the entire screen,

and left the church a horror to behold. Now
the present rector has recovered a few poor

fragments of the screen and has stuck them

up, attached to a pillar with a box beneath,

pleading for subscriptions for the reconstruction

of what was wantonly destroyed fourteen years

ago. •

In the year 1851, when I was a boy of

seventeen, I went a walking toyr in Devon-

shire, and halted one day at Kenton to see

the church. I found in it not only one of*the

fine!S.t screens in the county, but also the

very finest carved oak pulpit, richly coloured
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and gilt. I at once made a careful working

drawing of it to scale.

Years passed away, and not till 1882 did I

revisit the church—when, judge my distress.

It had been put into the hands of an architect

to “restore,” and he had restored the pulpit

Out of existence, and replaced it by the thing

represented on the next page.

I at once asked the rector what had become

of the old pulpit, which, by the way, had been

hewn out of the trunk of an enormous oak

tree. He replied that he knew nothing about

it—except that he thought some scraps of the

carving were in the National School. I then

went to the school-house and questioned the

master about it. He said that he believed there

iwas some old carving in a cupboard—and there

we found it, with dusters, old reading books, a

dirty sponge, and any amount of cobwebs and

filth. The rector kindly allowed me to carry

away the scraps, and with them and my work-

;ing drawing taken thirty-one years before we

Ifound that it was possible to reconstruct the

fold pulpit, and now—thanks to my cousin, who

;has illustrated thi§ book, and the zeal of the
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! Let this be a lesson to rectors and others

who put their poor churches into the h^nds

of architects.
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I do not know tliat human perversity is

more conspicuous in anything than in the

monstrous Belgian carved wooden pulpits, that

4re the admiration of vi«tors and the pride of

Sacristans. They are enormous erections of

dak, marvellously pieced together, and carved

to represent various sacred scenes, the figures

being life-sized.

The pulpit in Antwerp Cathedral represents

Europe, Asia, Africa,and America, in half-draped

allegorical figures ;
above whose heads trees

intertwine, with birds among the branches,

and amidst leaves and beetles and lizards and

snails appears the preacher as another lusus

naturee.

i A good number of ancient pulpits remain

|n English churches, some of oak, others of

Stone. A pulpit of iron is said to have existed

formerly in the Cathedral at Durham ;
and 1

Jiave seen one such of very elaborate character

at Feldkirchen, in the Vorarlberg.

I
Who can say but that we shall be having

ihem in aluniinium before long! There is a

lashion' ift these things, and we are at the

liawn of ah aluminium age. That will have
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one advantage
;

it will see the close of the

epoch of Bath-stone and marble pulpits, all

ugly and unsuitable, in our cold northern

climate, where the pilpit should be calculated

to warm, not to chill.

’There is a fashion not only in the material

of which pulpits are made, but also in their

structure. At one time they were very high

up above the heads of the congregation, then

they were let down very low, so that the

preacher was scarce raised at all, and now

they are pushed a lijttle further up. In a

church I know the central stem of the pulpit

is of stout oak. When the fancy was that the

preacher should be high up, then the end of

the post was planted on the ground. Then

came the fashion that it should be low,

accordingly a deep hole was sunk with a pick

under the base, and the post lowered into

it. Presently it was considered that the low-

ness of the pulpit was
.
too considerable, the

preacher was inaudible at the end of the

church ;
accordingly pick and sjpade \fere

engaged again, and the post pulled half-height

up again and there wedged. Here is a
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suggestion for future use. Why not have the

stem telescopic ? Then the whole body of the

pulpit can be made to go up or come down,

as suits the preacher’s voice.

I remember some years ago hearing that

Bishop Wilberforce when he ruled the See of

Oxford was once, and once only, disconcerted

in the pulpit. This was the occasion. He
had gone to preach at the opening of a new

church, or the restoration of an old one, 1

cannot recall which. Now one of the great

improvements introduced was that the floor of

the pulpit was so contrived as to work upon

a screw to adapt the height within the pulpit

to the occupant. The pulpit was circular

iirternally, and as the screw turned it turned

the floor round. The parish clerk was vastly

pleased at the ingenuity and convenience of

this arrangement, and considered that the re-

opening of the church demanded imperatively

th;e exhibition of the new mechanism. He
w|iited till the bishop was in the pulpit, and

h4d ^id, “ Let us pray,” when he went to the

v#try and began to work the crank. To his

inexpressible surprise Bishop Wilberforce found
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the book-board slipping from before his: face,

and that he was revolving, and facing in quite

a different direction from that which he had

taken up when he called for the prayers of the

congregation.
*

' Presently the red face of the clerk app^red

looking approvingly through the vestry-door,

to see how the mechanism worked, and then

with renewed energy he fell to at the crank,

and round went the prelate again, and his face

to his great puzzlement was brought back to

the book-board.

He got through the collect somehow, rose

to his feet, and gave out the text.

To his infinite concern and perplexity he

began his text facing the congregation, and

ended it presenting his back to them. Not

only so, but he was obviously rising out of

his pulpit, or rising, higher in it as he rotated

on his axis.

It was in vain that he tried to begin his

sermon, and shuffled into suitable position,

the floor revolved under him, and the

board and sides of the pulpit seemed toW
sinking away from him. A sense of nausea,

;
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of sea-^sickne$Si came over the right reverend

father, and he feared that in another turn his

knees would be level with the edge of the

pulpit. He became giddy**

By this time the incumbent of the church

had discovered what was in process, and pre-

cipitated himself into the vestry, threw himself

on the crank, and worked it backwards with

a vigour truly admirable, but with the result

that he spun the bishop round in reverse order

to that in which he had gone up, as he let him

down to a suitable level.

As I heard the story, 1 learned that on this

occasion the eloquence of Samuel Wilberforce

deserted him.

How far the tale is true, I am not in a

position to say. I tell the tale as it was

current at the time.

A certain fluent pulpit orator, a great

luininary in his theological school, had a

spring contrivance at the back of his pulpit,

into whiclj, he could throw himself, and in

^^ich he could sway his body from side to

irhe trumpet mouths in connection with
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tubes that are carried into pews occupied by

deaf, persons haye given rise to mistakes.

One prpacher, who was short-sighted, and

who always harangued extempore, on entering

the pulpit took off his spectacles, and, seeing

something circular beside^ the desk, supposed

it to be a shelf or bracket, and put the glasses

on it, whereupon down shot the spectacles and

blocked the tube. Another, who had been

provided with a glass of water, emptied the

vessel into the receiver, and the deaf old

lady at the effd of tffe tube received into her

ear—not a gush of oratory, but a jet of water.

’One hot summer’s day my wife and I

happened to be at Eichstatt, in Bavaria; the

day was Whitsun Eve. We tried the doors

of a large -church, and found them locked,

with the exception of one small side door that

opened out of a cloister, and we entered the

church by that.

To my great surprise I heard a voice high

pitched and ringing through thf spacious

vaults in earnest fmtoral addre.ss. I thohght

this very odd, as no one was in the church

save an old sacristan, who was dusting and
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'

-*

decorstlmg the side altars previous to the

ceremonies of Whit-Sunday^

My wife and I strolled down thckside aisle,

looking at the* pictures, «nd still , the impas-

sioned harangue .pealed through the church.

As we passed the sacristan he •began to laugh.

Wei went further, and, having seen all that was

to be seen in the north aisle, emerged into the

nave, with the purpose of crossing the church

to look at the pictures in the south aisle, when

we saw a young cnr6 in the pulpit, gesticulating,

pouring forth a fervid address to his dearly

beloved brethren—who were conspicuously

absent. Suddenly the preacher was aware

of - an English gentleman and lady as audience.

He paused, lost the thread of his discourse,

put his hand into his pocket for the MS.*,

found it, but could not find his place
;
made

a new rush at a sentence ;
his voice gave way,

and, turning tail, he ran down the pulpit stairs,

and darted out of the church in confusion.

He was % young priest; recently ordained,

pr|ijCtising his first sermon which he was to

driver on the morrow.

I have seen what is not often seen—women
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occupying a pulpit, and that in a Roman
Catholic church. It came about in this way.

I was at Innsbruck when the marriage took

place of the daughter of the Governor of

Tyrol, Count Taaffe, with some distinguished

nobleman.

The cathedral was crammed..with all the

Hite of the place, and there was no seeing

the blush on the cheek of the bride, for there

was no seeing the bride at all for the crowd.

Beside me were two very well-dressed ladies

who were extremely .troubled at this. I be-

lieve, however, they were more anxious to

have a good sight of the bridegroom than

of the bride.

“My dear Ottilie,” whispered one to the

other, “this will never do. I must, I posi-

tively must see them.”

“ But how, Nottburg, sweetest, is that to be

done? We caiihot get into the- gallery, that

is^ked.”
“ My angel

!
packed or not p4cked> I simply

must see the ceremony. I shall die if I dftn*t.”

“What can be done? There are women

standing on the rails of the side alters.”
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“My Ottilie, it is a matter of life or dpth.

I must see.”

.
“ But how ?

”

“ Hold—the pulpit !
” *

Now the gulpit was a gorgeous affair of

marble and gilding, and was accessible only

by means of a little door in the wall. It was

very high. At once Nottburg and Ottilie,

clinging to each other, worked a way for

themselves with their elbows, using them

like fins, through the crowd towards this

particular door. I watched them. No one

else had thought of invading the pulpit.

Through the door they went, and they, bolted

it ' behind them, and in another moment there

they were, bonnets and feathers and smiles,

|n the pulpit, and no one could dislodge them,

they had secured the door behind,

i I have said there is a fashion in pulpits,

and there is caprice as well. A very eloquent

preacher I know entertains the idea of having

4pace in yfhicH to stride about. Accordingly

he set up in his new church an oblong plat-

^rm, nieasuring ioft. by 5 ft., and he enclosed

^ with a plain deal railing, 3 ft. 6 in. high.
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M|jjimself being a very tall man, this suited

^ lii^' *??idmirably. He- would place both his

’ hai^s oh the rail, and swing the upper portion

of his body over whfen he sought to be im-

pressive. Unhappily, for a great festival, he

inVited by letter a stranger, whom he had

never seen, to preach for him. On the arrival

of the strange preacher, he proved to be a

very small man indeed. Still, I do not think

it occurred to the incumbent to make provision,

nor did he realize what the result would be, till

the Preacher of the Day ascended the pulpit,

when, at once, by rector, by choir, by the

entire congregation, it was seen that the

sermon could, would, must be nothing but a

farce. The preacher was visible in the pulpit

and looked for all the world like a white

rabbit hopping about in a cage, his head could

hardly be seen over the top.

At once vergers were sent with hassocks,

and two of these were placed in the pulpit,

one balanced on top of the other, and on

this the little man had to maintain* his

equilibrium— or seek to maintain it, not

always successfully, as at intervals one
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ha^ock would slip away, whereupon -

preacher’s head disappeared, and the sei^pbn/^.

was interrupted while he chased the eva^ng

hassock and replaced it*as a footstool.

When I was an undergraduate at Cam-

bridge there was a very little man incumbent

of a certain church, and not only was he

little, but there was something indescribably

comical in his appearance. The only occasion

on which I went to service there this odd little

man mounted the pulpit with great solemnity

and gave out as his text :
“ I am fearfully and

wonderfully made.” I can remember nothing

of his sermon, but the sight of the droll little

object in the pulpit giving out this text is in-

effaceable in my memory.

There is one feature of the ancient pulpit

which is not now reproduced. This is the

bounding-board. No sounding-boards were

employed to assist the voice in mediaeval

churches, but then such churches were built

in proportions acoustically suitable, and it is

hard to find an ancient church in which the

l^oice does not travel easily. The forming of

^uare and high pews no doubt did much to
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interfere with ease in preaching, as every such

pew became a trap for catching the waves

of sound. Consequently the device of a

sounding-board was introduced when churches

werd chopped up into boxes, and the voice

needed concentration and assistance. When
the pewy, disappeared, the need for the

sounding-board ceased and it has disappeared

likewise.

In one of the groups of islands in the South

Pacific where the Wesleyan missionaries have

succeeded in converting the natives, a friend

of mine was desirous of doing something as

a recognition of much kindness which he had

received from the chief, and before leaving

the island he asked the chief what he could

let him hjave as a token of his regard. The

native replied that there was one thing he

and his people craved for with all the ardour

of their fiery tropical blood—and this was a

pulpit. In the island, of Rumtifoo visible -in

the offing, the converts had a Very fine pulpit

in their, chapel, but here in this islanfl was

none; would Mr. X give him a pulpit.?

The Englishman pondered. He had never
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in his life made a pulpit, and he had never

accurately observed the organic structure of

a pulpit, so as to know how to set about to

make one. However, ill his desire to oblige,

he took counsel with an English sailor, and

these two set to work to design and execute

a pulpit.

Their initial difficulty was, however, how to

get the proper material. No wood boards

were to be had except some old champagne

cases. These cases were knocked to pieces,

and out of the boards an octagonal pulpit was

reared.

When got into shape the two Englishmen

walked round it, eyed it, and agreed that

something was wanting to complete it, and

that was a book-desk. Accordingly this was

fashioned out of some more pieces of the

. champagne cases and fastened to the pulpit,

which was noAy removed to the chapel and

set in position.

The English makers of the pulpit next

j
seated themselves in front of it and studied

; with ,a critical and, as. far as possible, an im-

f partial eye. - Both agreed that it would not
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quite do as it was, for on the boards com-

posing the sides were drawn in black large

champagne bottles, and there were fragments

of the inscription, “«frhis side up,” worked

into the structure.

“ It must be painted,” said my friend.

“It must—certainly,” responded the sailor.

“ It don’t look quite as It ort.”

But no paint was procurable in the island.

However, it was discovered that a pot of

Aspinall’s enamel was in the island of Rumti-

foo, and the chief managed to negotiate an

exchange—whether an ox, or so many cocoa-

nuts, or a wife was given for the enamel pot

I cannot remember.

The pot, when procured, proved to be one

of enierald-green. The brighter the better,

thought my friend ; and he and the sailor

proceeded to paint the pulpit, and cover over

the inscription and the bottles.

Great was the eagerness of the native chief

to have the pulpit opened, and he sent to the

island of Kokabundi for a native evar^elist

to occupy the pulpit for the first time, and

sanctify it.
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The evangelist came. The chapel was

crammed, with native Christians, and the

preacher ascended the emerald-green pulpit.

All went well for a \#iile, all went very well

till the preacher warmed to his subject, and

then he laid hold of the book-desk and swung

himself about, and banged on it with his sable

fists, till—crack, smash!—the book-desk went

to pieces.

Nothing disconcerted, rather roused to more

vehement action and harangue, the evangelist

now laid hold of the sides of the pulpit, he

dashed himself from side to side, he almost

precipitated himself over the edge, he grappled

with the flanks, and pulled this way, that way,

till—^crack ! smash I—the sides began to gape

like a tulip that is going -off bloom, and

presently away went one side, then another,

and the whole pulpit was a wreck.

But this was not all; the paint had not

been given- time thoroughly to dry
;
the hands

of the orator were moist, not to say sticky,

and the paint came off on his fingers and

palms, and as he wiped his face, dripping

with perspiration, he left on it great smears
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of emerald enamel dn nose and eyebrows,

cheek and chin.

The congregation was worked up as by a

magnetic influence : sighed, allelujahed,

groaned, swayed, the women laid hold of

each other’s tresses and pulled as they

rocked themselves, and when the preacher

banged on the desk, the native males in

sympathy banged on each other’s pates as

well. Some screamed, some fell on their

backs and kicked. Indeed, never since the

conversion of the island had there been

known such a rousing revival as on this

occasion
;

and great was the exultation of

'the natives to think that one of their own

preachers by his fervour had “ busted up
”

an English-made pulpit.

And now a few words on the old gallery

at the west end of the church, at present dis-

appearing everywhere.

In every man’s life there haye been mistakes

upon which he looks back with self-reproach.

Such a mistake was that which I madi on

entering on the incumbency of East Mersea,

in Essex.
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A deputation waited’ on me, consisting of

labourers,', who asked that I would restore the

old instrumental music in the church, which

had been abolished by%iy predecessor.

Now my predecessor had provided a costly

harmonium, of the best procurable quality. I

had to consider this. I considered, moreover,

the agonies I had endured as a boy from the

performance of a west gallery orchestra; so

I declined to entertain the project.

Next Sunday was windy. There was in

the church a stove, and to the stove-pipe

outside a cowl. In the wind the cowl twisted

and groaned. Afterwards I learned from a

superior farmer’s wife, that, having heard of

the purpose of the deputation to call on me,

at the first groan of the cowl her blood ran

cold
;
with horror in all her nerves she thought

—“ He has given way. Here is the orchestra

tuning up !

”

I regret, howqver, that I did not yield, for I

believe now that no old institution should be

; abolished that is capable of improvement. It

I
is quite true that the performances were tortur-

I
ing to the ear that was educated, nevertheless
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they were the best that the village musicians

could produce, and therefore ought not to

have been rejected. There was in them an

element of life, they were capable of improye-

njent, and they were homegrown.

The harmonium was a new instrument, it

had to be played by the schoolmistress, an

importation
;
and, after all, a harmonium is

an odious instrument, only a degree better

than the old village orchestra.

But I think that it was not merely the

painfulness of the performances of the old

orchestra that caused their abolition. I am

sure that many a parson would have gone

on enduring, having his ears tortured and

his teeth set on edge, had it not been for

the discords in the instrumentalists, as well

as in the instruments.

The quarrels in the west gallery were pro-

verbial. Strikes had begun there long before

they began in factories and coal-mines. Some-

times the strikes were against the parson, if

he interfered with the orchestra for intemperate

proceedings—leaving bottles of 'ale and spirits,

or rather leaving bottles that had contained
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these liquors— in the gallery after practice

night. Sometimes the strikes were against

the conductor, or the first violin, and 1 have

a recollection of one of the strikes being an

emphatic one, when the fiddle-stick performed

its part on the head of the flute, and the

flute on the head of the fiddle.

There was a dear old rector I remember,

who said once ;
“ I never can be brought to

believe that there will be music in heaven, for

if there be music there, there must be choirs

and orchestra; and if choirs and orchestra,

then there can be no harmony.”

The bickerings, the heart-burnings, in the

west gallery were a constant source of trouble

to the parson, and if he seized on a means of

establishing peace by abolishing the orchestra,

he was not altogether to blame.

The first stage in getting rid of the village

orchestra was taken by the introduction of

the barrel-organ. I can well recall that stage.

Now the barrel-organ had but a limited

range of tunes. Our organ had a vein of

[
lightness and wantonness in it. How this

? came about I do not know. But one of
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the tunes ground out on it was “ The Devil’s

Hop.” This would never do.' There were

two elements of difficulty in it. In the first

place, if this tune Whre not turned on we

wQuld be one tune the poorer in divine service.

But it was intolerable that any psalm should

be sung to “The Devil’s Hop.” After much

consideration the difficulty was solved in this

way. On the organ the title “ The Devil’s

Hop” was altered into “ De Ville’s Hope,”

and instructions were issued to the grinder

to grind slowly and solemnly. By this means

the air served for an Easter psalm.

I possess a very interesting manuscript. A
great-uncle of mine, the late Sir Edward

Sabine, when a youth, was on one of the

early Polar expeditions.. Whilst he was

absent, a cousin kept a diary of the daily

doings at home, for his entertainment on his

return. This was in 1819, I believe my
great-uncle never read the MS., but I have

done so with great delight.
^

Now in it occurs this entry

“To-day—walked to South Mimms Church

where a novelty has been introduced— a
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barrel-organ in the west gallery, in place of

the old orchestra. I listened and thought it

very beautiful, but I do not approve of these

changes in divine servioe. To what will they

lead? Where will be the end?”

My dear relative who penned these words

is long since dead. What would she have

said had she lived to the present day?

The barrel-organ is gone now. It is a thing

of the past. The next stage was a little

wheezing organ that cost about ;^20, some-

times even less. Horrible little things they

were, broken-winded, giving out squeaks and

puffs, and with no bass notes at all. More-

over, they were always getting out of order.

One had been introduced into a neighbour-

ing church in place of the discarded barrel-

organ, and the neighbourhood was invited to

be present on the Sunday in which it was

; to be “ opened. ^ But alas! It had opened

; Itself in an unexpected and irremediable

;
manner—irremediable on the spur of the

j
moment, and by inexperienced persons.

5 There had been damp weather, and the

1' leather of the bellows had become unglued.
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The blower bowed to his work when the

organ voluntary was to begin. “ Hussh-h-h !

”

a puff. The keys were struck, with more

'Vigour the blower “laboured, and louder

sounded the puffs—and nothing was heard

save the puffs. Then the clerk left his desk

,and went to the gallery to open an inquiry.

Presently, after much whispering and knock-

ing about of seats in the gallery, the clerk

came to the front, with a red face, and

announced ore rotunda, “ This here be to

give notice. This here dratted orging ain’t

going to play this here Sunday. ’Cos hers

busted her belleys.”

When there had been a fracas among the

instrumentalists, or when the organ had

“busted,” then the choir had to sustain the

burden of the singing unsupported. And
sometimes when the organ or organist was

unequal to some new anthem on a high

festival, the choir had to perform by itself

I recollect one notable occasion. It was

Christmas. The village choir was intent fen

performing the Hallelujah Chorus from the

“Messiah.” Bless you, my dear readers!
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they were not timorous and hesitating in

those days any more than in these, when

only quite recently a young village carpenter

proposed for a rustic parish entertainment a

piece out of “ Lohengrin.”

To return to the Hallelujah Chorus. Un-

happily the organist was bowled over by a .,

severe cold and could not attend. The

soprano was cook at the rectory, and the

plum-pudding had somehow gone wrong and

must be attended to. So she did not attend.

The alto had been invited “with her young

man ” to a friend’s at a distance, therefore she

could not attend, and the bass had been out

carolling all night and drinking ale, and was

hoarse and—well, indisposed. Accordingly,

nothing daunted, our tenor gave us the

Hallelujah Chorus as a solo, without ac-

companiment at all, and without the other

parts. That was a wonderful performance

—

never to be forgotten.

The other day I was in a restored church,

with stained glass windows, with brass can-

idelabra, with velvet and gold hangings, with

^rved dak bench-ends, and encaustic tiled
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floors, and—I could not help myself—

I

laughed
;
for I saw in the -side chapel a hugo

organ, elaborately painted and gilt. It had

three key-boards, an<i I could not count all

the stops. Nothing to laugh at in that; no:,

but there was, in the contrast between th^

church as it is now and what it was fifty years

ago, as I remember it. I was then in it on

a Sunday. There were no carved benches

then, but tall deal pews. There was no

organ : there was an orchestra in the west

gallery, and the clerk was first violin therein.

But his duties required that he should sit near

the reading-desk at the chancel arch. Now,

when it came to the giving out a psalm, the

old fellow stood up and announced :
“ Let us

sing to the praise and glory of God the

Psalm.” Having done this, he left his desk

and strode down the nave whistling the tune

very shrilly, till he reached the west gallery,

where he took his place at the music-stand,

and drew the bow across his fiddle, tuned it,

and the whole orchestra broke out into m«sic

—or, to be more exact, uproar.

In small country parishes it was by nq
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means infrequent, that the clerk alone could

read, and he had ' to do all the responses.

When it came to the psalm, he read out two

lines .audibly. Whereupon choir and congre-

gation sang those two lines. Then he gave

out two more lines, and those were sung. So
on to the . end. This was not very musical

;

but what else could be done, when the power

to read print was not present in the congre-

gation ?

I do not think that the true histofy of the

west end gallery in a parish church, is properly

known. In mediaeval churches there was a

very rich and elaborately carved wood screen

between the chayicel and the body of the

bhurch, The screen had several purposes

to serve, some symbolical, some liturgical,

some practical.

In the first place it was symbolical of death.

In the Tabernacle and Temple a veil hid the

Holy of Holies
; but on the death of Christ

the veil was rent asunder from the top to the

bottom, and this signified that the way into

ttie Holiest Place was open to all, and that

death ceased to be the impenetrable mystery
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ft had been; since Christ, by His death, had

overcome death, it was possible to look beyond

the veil and see the glorious place where is the

Metcy-Seat and the ?\.ltar-Throne, and where

our Great High Priest standeth, ever making

intercession for vis.

Now, in the mediaeval churches, the chancel

represented the Holiest Place, or heaven, and

the nave was the figure of the Church on

earth. Consequently the screen, dividing the

nave from the chancel, was a figure of death.

But inasmuch as by faith we can look through

and beyond the barrier of death, the screens

were maderof carved work pierced through,

so that the chancel with the altar might
,
be

perfectly visible beyond the screen. And
inasmuch as death was overcome by Christ,

the crucifix stood above the screen, a figure

that proclaimed that it was through the cross

of Christ alone, that the kingdom of heaven

was opened to alP believers, and that death

was swallowed up in victory.

So much for the symbolic meaning of the

screen. And yet, no—one word more must

be added. Last summer I was walking along
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the north coast of Devon, when I visited the

very fine parish church of Coombe Martyn.

This noble church possesses an exceedingly

fine rood-screen that ha» not been demolished.

The church possesses something else of

interest—a very intelligent, quaint old parish

clerk.

As I was admiring the screen, the old man,

who was dusting in the church, came up to me

and said :
“ Please, your honour, have y’ ever

heard tell why the screen-doors niver shut?”

I expressed my doubt that this was so.

“ Now, do y’ go and look at ivery old church

screen you seez,” said the clerk. “If it ho’n’t

been meddled wi’ by them blessed restorers,

’ you ’ll find for sure sartain that the oak doors

won’t, shut. Zur, see here. Here be the

doors. Try ’em ;
they can’t be made to shut.”

» I answered that the wood had swelled, and

' the joinery was imperfect.

“ No, your honour,” said the old man. “If

• you look close, you’ll see it was made on

j purpose not to fit.”

;; On examination it certainly did appear that

^ the doors in question never could have been
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fastened. I admitted this, but doubted

whether it was the same with all screen-gates.

“It’s the same wi’ all,” said the old man.

“ I 've looked at scores? and they was all made

just the same, on purpose not to fit.”

' “ That is very odd,” said I, still incredulous.

“It was done on purpose,” said the old man.

Then he came out with his explanation.

“ Doant y’ see, your honour. Them old

men as made the screens weren’t bad joiners,

and they weren’t fules neither. They was

a sight better joiners than we be now. The

reason they did it was this. For sure sartain

the chancel means heaven, and the body of

the church means airth. And then, doan’t

it say in Scriptur, ‘ The gates shall not be shut

at all.^’ Very well, if the chancel be meant

to tell o’ the heavenly Jerusalem, then the

screen gates must be made not to fit, that

nefer nobody may never be able to fasten ’em

no more. The old men weren’t bad joiners*

nor fules—not they.”

And now—to the liturgical significaiifce of

the screen. As already said, it supported the

crucifix, and the rule was that during Lent
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all images were to be veiled or covered with

wraps. Accordingly, on the top of the screens

were galleries by means of which the crucifix

could be reached for the veiling on Shrove

Tuesday, and the unveiling on Easter Eve.

But the screen served a third purpose, and

that was eminently practical. On it sat the

orchestra and choir. The gallery was made

broad and solid to support them, and was

furnished with a back to the west, against

which the performers might lean, and which

concealed them from the congregation in the

nave. These backs have for the most part

disappeared
;

nevertheless, several remain.

They naturally were the first part of a screen

to give way through the pressure of somnolent

human beings against it.

The choir and instrumentalists sat on the

rood-screen, where they could see every move-

ment of the priest at the altar, and so take

their cues for singing and playing. It was

essential that they should be in this position.

In Continental churches, where in many places

the screens have been mutilated or removed,

the chpit«i still occupy their old places. For
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instance, at Bruges, where the screen in the

cathedral is reduced to a mere block of black

and white marble beside the chancel steps,

the musicians remain perched at the top. At

Freiburg, where the screen and gallery have

’Leen erected in one of the transepts, quite out

of sight of the altar, the singers and orchestra

are on it.

At the Reformation, when the crucifix was

torn away, a great ugly gap was left in the

gallery-back above the screen. In cathedrals

this gap was filled jjp with the organ. And
in cathedrals and large churches the organ

displaced the instrumentalists.

In many churches the screen itself was

destroyed or allowed to fall into decay. But

the use of the gallery was not forgotten. The

priest now occupied the reading-desk, and as

this was very generally in the body pf the

church, something had to be done to bring

the choir and .orchestra intc\ a suitable position

facing him.

Accordingly, in a great number of 'cases

Ae gallery was remove^ to the west end

of
,
the church, and those who rendered the
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musical portion of divine, service moved

with it. Hence it came about that in a

vast majority of cases the gallery at the

west end, under the <ower arch, came to

be the great focus and centre of music and

discord.

Now the fashion has set in everywhere to

pull down the west gallery and open out the

tower arch. But when the west gallery is

gone, whither is the organ to go? Where

is* the choir to be put? The choirs are now

very generally accommodated in the chancel,

but the organ has been moved about into

various places more or less unsuitable.

At one time the fashion was to build out

a sort of chapel on the north side and to fit

the organ into it; boxing it up on all sides

but one. Naturally, the organ objected to

this treatment. It was made to occupy an

open space : it demanded circulation of air.

In the pocket in^o which it was thrust it

became damp, and went out of tune.

Nothing could have been designed more

senseless than these cramped chapels for

organs; The organ sets waves of air in'
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moticiri, and the walls boxing in the pipes

prevented the waves from flowing. It was

found that organs in this position did not

give forth a volume #f sound commensurate

with their cost and size, and they were pulled

'**out, and stuck in side aisles, and painted and

gilt, and an attempt made to render an un-

sightly object comely by flourish of decoration.

But again difficulties and objections became

evident. An organ ought not to be on the

damp floor, and it ought to be well elevated.

Moreover, planted %t the east end of an aisle,

it did not support the congregation in their

singing. It roared and boomed in the ears

of the choir; and if the service is to be an

elaborate performance, in which the congre-

gation takes the part of audience only, then

it is in the right
.

place. But if the divine

yrorship is to be congregational, if all are to

be encouraged to sing, then the organ is out

6f place. ,

Consequently in a good many cases there

is a talk of moving back the organ tnto a

west g^lery.

an organ is a very expensive
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traveller. An individual can tour round the

globe at about the same cost that will move

an organ from one end of a church to another.

Hundreds on hundreds •of pounds have been

spent in marching the unhappy organ about

;

and we cannot be sure that its wanderings are

over yet.

In these restless and impatient days, when

everyone has a theory and a scheme, and

desires to do what is contrary to what has

been done, the hardest of lessons to acquire,

and that entailing most self-restraint, but that

which is least costly, and most calculated to

give a man peace at the last, is to let well

alone.

And now before we leave the old church,

something must be said about the tower and

bells.

On the Continent there is absolutely no art

in bell-ringing—it is what any fool can do

;

the bells are clashed together, there is no

sequence of notes, no changes in succession,

there is iioise, not melody. I remember many

years ago passing through the queer little

,
village with a queerer name, Corpsnuds, in the
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French Landes, on Midsummer-day. From

the quaint church -tower sounded the most

extraordinary clatter of bells, without sequence

and without harmony. Moreover, from the

top of the tower fluttered an equally extra-

ordinary flag. On more attentive examination

of the latter, when the wind was sufficiently

strong to unfurl and expand it, it became

obvious that this flag was nothing more nor

less than a pair of dingy black trousers split

at the seam, and reseated with a dingy navy-

blue patch.

Having made the observation, I entered the

belfry, to ascertain what produced the clatter

among the bells.

There I discovered the sexton, in his blouse,

very hot, very red, profusely perspiring, racing

about the interior swinging the end of a single

bell-rope.

On seeing me he halted, and wiped his brow

on his sleeve. I asked him how it was that

he alone was able to ring a peal of bells.

‘[Mats!” he answered, '^Cest bien possible.

I have tied a broomstick in a knot of the

rope, among the bells, and as I whisk the
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rope about, the stick rattles this bell, that

bell, all of them. Foi/a tout!'"

“And the banner waving augustly above

the tower?” I further fhquired.

'^Bien simple" was his answer. “An old

pair of my patched pantaloons. My wife slit

them; we have no parish flag, so I said

—

allons! mes pantalons. There they are; aloft!

One must do what one can in honour of the

bon Saint Jean."

It is in England alone that bell-ringing is

an art, and oh ! how lovely an art it is—to

those far away wfio hear the swell and fall of

the bells, the music always having a certain

sadness in it. But it has its sordid side, as

has all art, and the sordid side is the interior

of the belfry
;

or, let us say, was, before reform

pushed its way there.

There was some excuse for the ringers to

conduct themselves in a free and easy manner

in the belfry when it was shut off from the

body of the church by a screen of boards

against which the west gallery was erected.

Then the belfry was so much apart ’ from the

church that it ceased to be regarded as per-
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taining to it, or being iacluded within its

sacred atmosphere. Accordingly the ringers

conducted themselves in the belfry as they

saw fit. They introdSced pipes, also a barrel

of beer. They sketched each other on the

bdards, never in complimentary style. They
wrote scurrilous verses on the screen, and

sometimes conducted there all kinds of buffoon

games, and played practical jokes on each

other.

Not only did they consider that they might

do as they liked in th.e belfry, but that they

might have access to it when they liked, and

ring on whatever occasion they pleased.

Another abuse crept in. The ringers con-

sidered that they had done quite sufficient

when they had rung a peal before Divine

Service. Their ringing ended, they would

withdraw to the road or loiter about the

churchyard, talking and smoking, whilst wor-

ship proceeded within the church.

In a certain place that I know the ringers

had been allowed their own way under In

indifferent rectory and the worst possible con-

dition of affairs had resulted. Then caffle a
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new rector with the reforming spirit in him,

and he resolved to put matters to right.

Hitherto the belfry key had been retained by

the sexton, a prime dIfender. The parson

demanded it. The sexton refused to surrender

it. Then the rectpr went with a blacksmith to

the tower door, broke it open, and affixed a

new lock to it with a key that he retained for

himself.

Great was the indignation among the

ringers, and an anonymous letter was received

by the rector

:

“This be to giv Nottis. If you pass’n

doant mind wot your about and let we ring

the bells as plazes we, then us wull knock your

i:
little ’ed off.”

The rector was not to be intimidated. That

night he went to the belfry and locked himself

in.

At the usual time for the practice to begin

the ringers arrived, and he heard them discuss

i him and his doings in the churchyard. That

ihe did not mind.

I
“I say,” remarked the sexton, “ain’t he the

{minister? Wot do that mean but that he’s
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sent by the bishop to minister to us and d6

jist as us likes?”

“Shure, b’aint no meanin’ in wprds if that

ain’t it,” responded adbther.

“Us won’t be pass’n-ridden,” said a third.

Us ’ll break open the door,” said a fourth.

“And if he interferes, us ’ll scatt his little

head open,” said a fifth, “as us wrote he-

—

you knaws.”

Then came a bang against the tower door.

Now there happened to be a little window

close to the door, just, large enough for a man

to put his head, but not his shoulders, through.

“ I put on the lock, and I ’ll have it off,”

said the blacksmith. “ I ’ve brought a bar o’

iron on*purpose.”

Then the rector put his head through the

window, and said, ‘.I Will you ? Here 's my
little head, scatt that first.”

The men drew back disconcerted.

He had gained the day, and established his

authority over the ringers, and control of the

belfry dopr.
*

And now, in the same place, there is as well-

conducted a set of ringers as may be found
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anywhere, and some of the old lot are still

there. The first step in the reform of the belfry

was that of obtaining mastery "over the key.

A second step was «taken when the west

gallery was demolished and the tower-arch

thrown open, so that the bell-ringers were

visibly in the church, and so came to feel that

they were in a sacred building in which there

must be no profanity.

In several instances much good has been

done by the rector or the curate becoming

himself a ringer, or, if not that, taking a lively

interest in the ringing, and being present in

the belfry, or visiting it, on practising nights.

Some curious customs remain connected

with bell-ringing. In Yorkshire it»is cus-

tomary when there occurs a death in the

parish to toll the bell. Three strokes thrice

repeated signify an adult, male
;
three strokes

twice repeated signify an adult female; two,

;
two, three, a male infant; two, two, two, a

;
female child.. These' strokes are then followed

j
by as many as there were years in the age

i of the deceased. At Dewsbury and at Hor-

^
bury, near Wakefield, on Christmas Eve, at
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midnight, the devil’s knell is ,rung. When I

was curate at the. latter place, at first I knew

nothing of this singular knell. On my first

Christmas Eve I haderetired to bed, when at

midnight I heard the bell toll.

•; Now, my window looked out into the

churchyard, and was, in fact, opposite the

tower door. I was greatly shocked and

distressed, for I had not heard that anyone

was ill in the parish, and I feared that the

deceased must have passed away without the

ministratioifSfOf religion.

I threw up my window and leaned out,

awaiting the sexton. I counted the strokes—

three, three, three : then I counted the ensuing

strokes up to one hundred.

Still more astonished, I waited impatiently

the appearance of the sexton.

When he issued from the tower, I called

to him

:

“Joe, who is dead?”

The man sniggered and answered^ “ T’owd

un, they say.” *

“ But who w dead ?
”

. : “ T’dwd chap.” ,
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“What old man? He must be very old

indeed.”

“Ay

!

he be owd ;
but for sure he ’ll give

trouble yet.” •

It was not till next day that my vicar ex-

plained the matter to me.

At Dewsbury the devil’s knell is thus

accounted for, A certain bell there, called

Black Tom of Sothill, is said to have been

an expiatory gift for a murder, and the

tolling is in commemoration of the execution

of the murderer. One Thomas;"’* Nash, in

1813, bequeathed ;i^5o a year to the ringers

of the Abbey Church, Bath, “on condition

'> of their ringing on the whole peal of bells,

^ with clappers muffled, various solemn and

doleful changes on the 14th of May in eV%ry

year, being the anniversary of my wedding-

, day :
and also on the anniversary of my

^
decease, to ring a grand bob-major and merry

' peals unmuffled, in joyful commemoration of

: my happy release from domestic tyranny arid

~ wretchedness,”
I ,

I
A singular and beautiful custom still subsists

|tn the village of Horningsham, Wilts, where,
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a,t the burial of a young maideh, - “ wedding

peals” are rung on muffled bells.;

At ti^e induction of a new vicar or rector

it is customary for him to lock himself into

the church, and then proceed to the belfry

**and “ring himself in,” It is, I believe,

universal in England for the parishioners to

count the number of strokes he gives, as

these are said to indidate the number of years

during which he will hold the cure.

There still remain in some places certain

forcible evidences .that the ringers regaled

themselves in the belfries, and these have

taken the shape of ale-jugs. At Hadleigh,

in Suffolk, is such a pitcher of brown glazed

earthenware, that holds sixteen quarts, and

bears this inscription

:

“ We, Thomas Windle, Isaac Bunn, John Mann, Adam

Sage, George Bond, Thomas Goldsborough, Robert Smith,

Harry West.”

apd below the names are these lines :

“ If you love me doe not lend me,

UiO’^me -often and keep me cleanly.

Fill me full, or not at all.

%
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At Hinderclay, a ringer's pitcher is still

preserved in the church tower, with the in-

scription on it

:

•

“ From London I was sent,

As plainly doth appear

:

It was with this intent,

To be filled with strong beer.

Pray remember the pitchers when empty.”

In a closet of the steeple of St. Peter’s,

Mancroft, Norwich, is another, that holds

thirty-five pints. At Clare is a similar jug

that holds over seventeen quarts, and one at

Beccles that will contain six gallons less one

pint.

As already said, the church bells, which

the ringers regarded as their own, or as

parish property, they chose to ring on the

most unsuitable occasions, as when a “long

main ” at cock-fighting had been won. Church

bells were occasionally rung for successful race-

horses. In the accounts of St. Edmund’s,

Salisbury, is this entry:

“ 1-646. Ringing the race-day, that the Earl of Pembroke

his horse winne the cupp&—v*.”
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At Derby, when the London coach drove

through the town in olden times it was usual

to announce its arrival by ringing the church

bells, that all such as'had fish coming might

.hasten to the coach and secure the fish whilst

fairly fresh.

It used- to be said that St. , Peter’s six

bells, which first sounded the approach of

the London coach, called “Here’s fresh fish

come to town. Here ’s fresh fish come to

town.’* Next came All Saints’, further up

the street, with its -peal of ten, “Here’s fine

fresh fish just come into the town. Here’s

fine fresh fish just come into the towm”

Close by All Saints’ stood St. Michael’s,

with but three bells, and one of them

'

cracked, and the strain of this peal Was,

“They’re stinking; they’re stinking!” But

St, Alkmund replied with his six, a little further

on in the street, “ Put more salt on ’em, then.

Put more salt on ’em, then.”

The earliest bells, we have are the Celtic

bells of hanimered bronze, in shape like sheep

bells, and riveted on QJie side. When these

bells, were first introduced" they caused great
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sistonishnient, and many stories grew up about

them. Thus, in the church of Kelly, in

Devon, is an old stained-glass window that

represents St. Oudoc, Bishop of Llandaff, with

a golden yellow bell at his side. The story

is told of him that he was one day thirsty,

and passing some women who were washing

clothes, he asked of them a draught of water.

They answered laughingly that they had no

vessel from which he could drink. Then he

took a pat of butter, and moulded it into the

shape of a cup or bell, and filled it with water,

and drank out of it. And this golden bell

j*emained in the church of Llandaff till it was

melted up by the commissioners of Henry

VIII.

A still more wonderful story was related

'of St. Keneth, of Gower, who, as a babe,

was exposed in an osier coracle to the waves.

The seagulls fluttered over him, and bore him

to a ledge of rock, where they made a bed for

him of the feathers from their breasts. Then

they brought him a brazen bell to serve as

baby’s bottle, and every day the bell was filled

with rnilk by a foresCdoe.



It is 5^ith bells as with all the faculties of

man. They ate all “very good" when used

harmoniously,; but the “sweet bells” can be

“jangled out. of tune^’lnot only by the failure

/^ mental power—as in the case of Hainlet—

.

but. by lack of balance and order in the moral

sense.



^ 4,, CHAPTER VII.

I
WILL take mine ease at mine inn !

”

What an element of coziness, hospi-

' tality, picturesqueness is introduced into the

village by th^inn ! There is another side

but thaOif^^in not consider,

IJ^^ some villages from which the squire

Ji^anished the hostelry, and poor, forlorn,

:^alf-hearted places they seem to n\e. If there

be a side to the village inn that is undesir-

able, I venture to think that the advantage

of ‘ having one surpasses the disadvantages.

What the squire hai^ dond in closing the inn he

>53
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hardly realizes. He has broken a tradition that

is very ancient. He has snapped a tie. with

the past. In relation to quite another matter,

Professor G. T. StoUfes says :
“ History is all

•continuous. Just as the skilful geologist or

palaeontologist can reconstruct from an in-

spection of the strata of a quarry the animal

and vegetable life of past ages, so can the

historian reconstruct out of modern forms,

rites, and ceremonies, often now but very

shadowy and unreal, the essential and vigorous

life of society as it existed ten centuries ago.

History, I repeat, is continuous. The life of

societies, of nations, and of churches is con-

tinuous, so that the life of the present, if

rightly handled, must reveal to us much of

the life of the past.”* So is it with the

parish
;
and so the dear old village inn has

its story of connection with the manor, and

its reason for being, in remote antiquity.

. I have
,

gone to Iceland to illustrate the

origin ,
of the manor, I shall go to^-T^rol to

explain the, beginnings of the village inn

—

that is to !^y the manorial inn with its

* freUmdmd the Celtic CiwwA, London, 1892, p; '276.
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heraldic sign, in contradistinction to the

church house, with its ecclesiastical sign.

Each has its history—^and each derives from

a separate institution. «

What is the origin of signs ? The earliest

signs were certainly heraldic. We have still

in many villages the “ So-and-so Arms,” with

the shield of the lord of the manor emblazoned

upon it with all its quarterings. Or we have

the Red Lion, or the White Hart, or the

Swan, all either crests or cognizances of a

family, or of a sovereign or queen. The

Swan sign is said to date from Anne of

Cleves
; the White Hart was the badge of

Richard II., and inns with this sign probably

were erected in that reign, and have retained

this cognizance unchanged since. We know

of inns under the name of the Rose, which

there can be little question came into life as

hostelries in the time of the Yorkists and

Lancastrians. The Wheatsheaf was the

Burleigh badge, the Elephant that of Beau-

mont, the Bull's Head was a Boleyn cogniz-

ainee, the Blue Boar the badge of the De

Veres, Earls of Oxford ; , the Green Dragon
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of the Earls of Pembroke, the Falcon of the

,^arquis of Winchester.

It does not, however, follow that the inns

that have these sign* date from the periods

when, let us say, Anne Boleyn was queen,

"because they bear the token of the Bull’s

Head, or from the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

when Burleigh was in power, because of the

Wheatsheaf
;

for it will not infrequently be

found that they take their titles and signs

from a much more local origin, the coat or

cognizance of the sqyire who holds the manor.

There was a reason for this : the inn was

originally the place where the true landlord,

t,e. the lord of the land, received his guests,

and every traveller was his guest. In Iceland

at the present day there is but o^je inn at

Reykjavik, the capital, and that is kept by

a Dane. The traveller in the island goes to

any farmhouse or parsonage, and is taken in.

Indeed, by law a traveller cannot be refused

hospitality. 'When he leaves he makes a pre-

seint either of money or of something els# (hat

will be valued, but this is a present, and not

a payment. In many parts of Tyrol it is
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much the same. The excursionist is put up

at the priest’s house. The writer has been

thus received, among other places, at Heilig-

kreutz,. in the Oetz Tlial. In the evening

the room—the curb’s parlour—was filled with

peasants who asked for wine, and were sup-

plied. When they left they put money in

the hand of the pastor’s sister, whilst he,

smoking his pipe, looked out of the window.

When the writer left next morning the same

farce was enacted. Further up the same

valley is Vent, where again the curd receives

travellers, and his sister receives the payment,

but there a definite charge is made
;
but at

Heiligkreutz what was given was accepted

; as a present. The priests who entertain do

j
not of cout^e hang up signs over their doors.

;i The pastor is supposed to be given to hospi-

tality, and would give of his all freely and

;;Gheerfully if he .coUld affprd it
;

but of late

fyears, as travellers have become more numer-

rous, his pittance has become smaller, so that

jhis hospitality can no longer be gratuitous,

f In the old romances of chivalry w'e read

|)f .travellifers always .sedcing the castle of some
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knight, and asking, almost demanding, Ibdging

and entertainment.

Hospitality was a duty among the Germanic

races. According ^ Burgundian law, the

Roman who received a traveller was not

I allowed to do so gratis
;
the poorer Burgun-

dian host was bound to pay the Roman for

the keep of the traveller if he was unable to

accommodate him in his own house. The

honour of receiving a guest freely was too

great to be conceded to a conquered people.

When Theodoric with his Ostrogoths con-

quered Italy they were amazed at the Roman

tavern system, and at the iniquity of the

taverners, who had double measures, a just

.one for natives and an unjust one for

foreigners. Why, the traveller should be

treated freely, the Ostrogoth argued
;

and

Cassiodorus, under the orders of the king,

drew up laws to enforce at least honesty, if

he could not bring about liberality, in the

Latin osteiria. We are inclined to be over-

hard in our judgment of the knights and

barons: of Germany in the Middle Ages,^

whose castles are perched on every command-
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ing rock by every road and river, but we

are scarcely just. It is true that there were

robber ktiights, but so there are at all times

rascals among a class, ihd we are wrong in

.supposing that every ruined keep was the

nest of a robber knight. It was not so. The

knights kept the roads in order, and supplied

mules and horses to travellers
;
they also gave

them free hospitality when they halted for the

night. The travellers paid a small toll for

the maintenance of the road, and also for the

use of the horses and mules which carried

them on to the next stage. On the navigable

rivers the barons kept the tow-path and sup-

i plied the beasts which would drag the barges

’ up the stream, and for this also they received,

and very properly, a toll.

Here and there an ill-conditioned knight

exacted more than was his due, but he was

speedily reduced to order. It was to the

interest of all the knights and barons along

ithe highway to keep the communication open,

:>and not to divert it into another channel;
i' ,

feonsequehtly when one member of the con-

,|fraternity exacting and troublesome the
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rest c6trtbine(X against him, or his over-lord

reduced hiiti to reason.

As the knights and barons had their castles

on heights for purposes of defence, and these

heights were considerable, it was not con-

venient for the wayfarers at the^»end of a

toilsome journey to have to scramble up the

side of a mountain to the castle of the lord

to enjoy his hospitality. Accordingly they

were entertained by him below in the village

built on the highway. Moreover," he himself

did not always inhabit the castle. It was

irksome to him, and his wife and servants,

to be perched on a rock like an eagle, conse-

quently in time of peace he lived in his “ town

house,” that is, his mansion at the foot of the

hill, where he could get his provisions easily,

and see the world as it flowed along the road.

In an old German village there is accordingly

to be found generally a somewhat stately

mansion below as well as the castle above,

with the same coat-of-arms carved over their

doors, inhabited by the same family iSfi past

times, oscillating as circumstances required

betw.een the- house and the castle.
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When road^ were maiii|ained and the post-

horses found by the knights and barons, they

could charge for their toll enough to cover the

expense of entertainment; but it is not im-

probable that the servant, the butler, received

a present^which he transmitted to his master,

and which the traveller reckoned as a fair

remuneration for the wine he had drunk and

the meat and bread he had eaten.

The lord’s house could always be recognized

by the shield with his arms hung up over his

door, and to this day the signboard is in

German “Schild.” The sign was always

armorial. In many a Tyrolean and in some

old German inns may still be seen the coat-of-

arms of the noble owner, now plain publican,

carved in front of the inn, and the schild—the

heraldic shield with lion, or eagle, or bear, or

swan, or ape, or hare—hanging as well from a

richly ornamented iron bar.

Nothing can be conceived more picturesque

than the one long street of Sterzing on the

;

Brenner Pass : the houses are old, gabled, and

a considerable number of them have their

)
stanchions of richly Uyisted ironwork painted
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and gilt, hanging out on each side over the

narrow street, supporting large shields with

armorial beasts. In the church may be seen

the same shields on naonuments, crowned with

baronial coronets and knightly helmets, the

* tombstones of former owners and inhabitants

of these houses, and also of former landlords.

As commerce increased, and the roads be-

came better, it was impossible for the nobles

to entertain freely. Moreover, the Thirty

Years’ War, again the Seven Years’ War,

and finally the Napoleonic wars, had so im-

poverished them that they were forced to

charge for entertainment, and to derive a

revenue from it.

From one cause or another they lost their

land, and then sank to be mere innkeepers.

This was rarely the case in Germany, but it

was not uncommon in Tyrol, where to this day

the hotel and tavern keepers represent the best

blood in the land. They have well-attested

pedigrees, of which they are proud
; and they

dispense hospitality, not now gratuitously, but

with courtesy and kindliness, in the very

housed in which their ancestors have lived
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for three or four hundred years, and under the

sigh which adorned the helmets and shields

of their forefathers when they rode in tourna-

ment or battle. *

At the Krone, the principal inn at Bruhec-

ken, in the Puster Thai, the staircase is

adorned with the portraits of the family, con-

taining among them prelates, and warriors,

and stately ladies ; and the homely Tyrolese

girl in costume who attends you at table, and

the quiet, simple old host and hostess are the

lineal descendants of these grandees.

The writer spent a night at the homeliest

of taverns at Eben, between the Aachen See

, and Jenbach. The little parlour was perfectly

plain, panelled with brown pine, with a bench

round it ;
in one corner a rude crucifix, in

another the pottery-stove. The host wore

a brown jacket and knee-breeches, and a

coarse knitted cap on his head—quite a

(
,

peasant, to all appearance, yet he could show

^ his pedigree in an emblazoned free, and right

I to bear arms as an adeliger. So, also, at ,the

I
Croce at Cortina d’ Ampezzo^ The family

^
tree adorns the passage of the humble, inn,
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and a few years ago, before the run of tourists

to the Doloniites, the pretty newly married

hostess wore the local costume. On the post

road between Naude»s and- Meran, the last

station where the diligence stops before

reaching Meran is at an inn, the sign of

which is the “ Brown Bear,” The arms of

the family are carved on the front of the

house, and the sign hangs over the door.

The landlord represents the family which bore

these arms in mediaeval times, and he is, I

believe, of baronial rank.

Mals, in the same valley, stands at the

junction of the road from Italy over the

Stelvio, and that to Nauders, and that to

Meran, as also the road up the Munster Thai,

which likewise leads to Italy. Down to last

century it was, no doubt, an important place.

Trade flowed through it. There are remains

of castles and towers about it, and in the

Middle Ages several, noble families held these

castles, the keys to Germany from Italy, under

the Emperor. The place lies somewhat high,

the land is not very productive, and they were

not aWi? to become rich on the yield of the
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soil. They lived on the tolls, they took of

travellers, and when the postal system was

established and passed into the hands of

Government, they lost ^ source of revenue,

and went down in the world. At Mals are

two or three inns, and two or three general

stores. At the latter can be bought anything,

from ready-made clothes to sheets of note-

paper and sealing-wax. The principal of these

stores is held by a family named Flora. It is

worth the while of the traveller to turn into

the cemetery of the parish church, and he will

find ranges of white marble tombs of the family

of his host at the inn, and of the Floras, where

he has bought some notepaper and a reel of

cotton. These tombs are sculptured with

baronial helmets, and proud marshalling of

heraldic serpents and bears, with impalements

and quarterings and achievements—I will not

be certain, but I think they have supporters

also.

I remember that in Messrs. Churchill and

Babington’s cliarming book on the Dolomites

they speak with astonishment at finding them-

selves in an inn which was once a noble
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family’s residence, and then discovering that

,
they were the guests of this noble family

;

but such a state of things is by no means

uncommon in Tyrol, There are hundreds

of innkeepers who are of noble rank, with

• a, right to wear coronets, and who do assume

them—on their tombstones. -

Now, this .state of things in Tyrol is

peculiarly interesting, because it shows us

a social condition which has passed into

oblivion everywhere else, and of which,

among ourselves, the only reminiscenses are

to be found in the heraldic signs of inns,

and in the host being termed land-lord. The

lord of the manor ceased to be landlord of

inn with us a long time ago, and probably

very early put in a substitute to act as host,

and kept himself aloof from his guests. He
lived in his manor-house, and entertained at

a guest-house, a hostelry. In a good many
instances in England, where thet'e is a great

house, the servants of guests are accommodated

at the manorial inn, by the park gates, it was

hot so in Tyrol, and to this day the evidence

; of custom remains* As already said,



^ there the jp^tor received in his parsonage,

j Now, in England there isi scarcely a parish

J
without its '^urch inn— an inn generally

I'
situated on tlie glebe, of which the parson
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is the owner; and very often this church inn

is a great cause of vexation to him. It stands

close to the church—sometimes conspicuously

taken out of the .churchyard— and the

proximity is not often satisfactory. The

church inn has for its sign, may be, the

“ Ring of Bells,” or simply the “ Bell,” or

the “ Lamb and Flag ”—anyhow, some sign

that points to its connection with the church.

These inns were originally the places of en-

tertainment where the parson supplied the

wants of the parishioners who came from a

distance, and brought their food with them,

but not their drink. These people attended

morning service, then sat in the church house,

or church inn, and ate their meal, and were

supplied with ale by the parson or his sub-

stitute.

At Abbotskerswell, South Devon, is a perfect

old church inn, that has remained untouched

from, probably, the reign of lUchard II. It

consists of two rooms—one above stairs, and

one below. The men sat in the lowe*r, the

women in the upper room. Each was furnished

with an enormous fire in winter, and here the
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Congregation took their dinner before attending

vespers.

In France the same thing took place in the

church porches, and that was one reason why

the porches were made so large. Great abuses

were consequent, and several of the French

bishops charged against, and the Councils

condemned, the eating and drinking in the

porches.

If the people from a distance were to remain

for the afternoon service, they must go some-

where. The writer has seen the porches of

German and French cathedrals full of women

eating their dinner, after having heard the

morning mass, and who were waiting for

the service in the afternoon
;
but they are no

longer served there with ale and wine by

the clergy. Flodoard, in his account of S.

Remigius, says that that saint could only stop

the inveterate custom at Rheims by a miracle

:

he made all the taps of those who supplied

the wine to stop running. But to return once

more to the ordinary tavern. The French

au6̂ ge, “the Italian albergo, derive from the

old Teutonic Here-berga^ which has for si^nir
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fication “the lord’s shelter ’’—that is, the house

of shelter provided by the lord of the manor.

•A cartulary of 1 243, published in the Gallia

Christiana, shows us a certain knight Raimond,

,who, on his birthday, assigns an annual charge

bn his estate of three hundred sous for the

support of the village hostelry, which shows

us that in France the nobles very early gave

up themselves entertaining, but considered

themselves in some way bound to keep up

the inn.

In 1380, at Liegej the clergy stirred up the

people against the nobles to obtain their ex-

pulsion. But a difficulty arose, as it was found

that the nobles were the innkeepers of the

city, and to expel them was to close the public-

houses, and for that the Liegeois were not

prepared. So the riot came to an abrupt

conclusion.

In Farquhar’s Beattal Stratagem, 1707, the

squire is represented as habitually frequenting

his village inn, and as habitually becoming

.i<ifunk there. Smollett tells us that Squire

f T; ;pekfe, whe he retired into the county, jrtet

with abundance of people who, in consideration
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of his fortune, courted his acquaintance, and

breathed nothing but friendship and hospitality

;

yet even the trouble of receiving and returning

these civilities was an „ intolerable fatigue to

a man of his habits and disposition. He
therefore left the care of the ceremonial to his

sister, who indulged herself in all the pride of

formality, while he himself, having made a

discovery of a public-house in the neighbour-

hood, went thither every evening, and enjoyed

his pipe and can, being well satisfied with the

behaviour of the landlord, whose communica-

tive temper was a great comfort to his own

taciturnity. At the village tavern squire and

attorney and doctor were wont to meet, and

not infrequently the parson appeared there as

well. That condition of affairs is past. It is

not so in Germany—where, in small villages,

gentlefolks and tradesmen, the Catholic priest

and the evangelical pastor, the baron and the

notary, the grocer and the surgeon, ‘meet of an

evening, knock glasses, rub ideas, and in a cloud

of tobacco smoke lose bigotry in religion agd

class prejudice. Would not the same 4iave

been the case had our squires and parsons
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continued to frequent the village inn ? Would

not their presence have acted as a check on

over much drinking?

It is now too late io revert to old habits,

but I have a hankering notion that it would

"have been, perhaps, on the whole, better if

the gentle classes had not “cut” the tavern,

and instead have taken their ease there, in

sobriety and kindly intercourse, yeoman,

squire, and farm labourer, on the one level of

the tavern floor, round the blaze of the one

hearth warming all, drinking the same generous

liquor, aiid in the one mellowing atmosphere of

tobacco smoke.



CHAPTER VIII.

Every manor had its mill, and conse-

quently there is hardly a village without

one. The lord of the manor had certain

rights over the mill and over his tenants,

who were required to go to his mill and to

no other.

The mill is usually a very picturesque

adjunct to the scenery. It is frequently an

old building ;
it has ancient trees standing

round it ;
there is the mill-pool, the sluice, the

wheel, and the foaming waters discharged

over it..

^
The miller himself is a genial figure, dusted

with flour, his face lighted up with the con-

sciousness that thdugh all the rest of the parish

may starve, that will not he.



'

^

'

.
'
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'

And the miller s cottage is almost always,

scrupulously clea.n and well - kept. I have

^
known many mills, but I never knew a

slattern among milleijls wives, never saw a

hug-a-mug condition of affairs in the miller s

" tome.

The miller anciently did not stand over-well

with the rest of the villagers. He ground the

corn of the farmer and the gleanings of the

poor, and took his toll from each sack, his fist

full and more than his due, so it was said.

The miller's thumb was a big thumb, and his

fist had a large grip.

But jt was not only that the miller was

supposed to take more than his due of grain,

he was suspected of taking what was not his

from the lips of the girls and wives who came

with their sacks of corn to the mill to have

it ground. The element of jealousy of the

miller breaks out in a great many country

songs. The good nature, the joviality, the

'

cleanness of the miller, no doubt made him' a

pmom grata fo the fair sex in a village* and

those who could not rival him revenged

themselves in lame poems and halting song.
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But for all that hie was regarded with

suspicion, there was a sense of something

picturesque, romantic about the miller. He
was a type of the genial, self-reliant English-

man ; and the writer of the well-known song

of the Miller of Dee hit him off to a nicety

‘‘ There was a jolly miller once lived by the River Dee

;

He worked atKl sang from morn till night
;
no lark more

blithe than he

;

And this the burden of his song for ever used to be,

I care for nobody, no, not I, if nobody cares for me.**

That the miller is esteemed to be a shrewd

man appears from such songs and plays as the

“ Miller of Mansfield.”

So also the miller’s daughter forms a topic,

for many a story, play and song, never with

a sneer, always spoken of with admiration,

not only because she is goodly, but a type of

neatness, and “ cleanliness comes next to

goodliness.” The new machinery and steam

are fast displacing the old mills that were

tutned by water, and the old dusty miller is

giving place to the trim gentleman who does

most of the work in the office, without

whitening his coat.

N
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I know an aged miller and his wife who

had been for years occupying a quaint old-

fashioned mill of the simplest construction,

and which answered |11 purposes required in

. the village. But a few years ago a new

Venture was started—a great mill worked by.

steam, and with electric lighting through it,

and now no corn is sent to the ancient mill

that is crumbling and rotting away, and the

old people are decaying within it.

“ Thomas,” said I one evening over the fire

to this miller, “how long have you been

married ?
”

“Fifty years next Michaelmas.”

“ And when did you court your wife ?

When did you find the right one.^”

“Lor bless y’, sir, I can’t mind the time

when we weren’t courting each other. I b’lieve

us began as babbies. Us knowed each other

as long as us knowed anything at all. Us went

to school together—us lamed our letters to-

gether, us was vaccinated together, her was took

from my arm ; and us growed up togethef.”

“And when did you first think of making

her youfs?
”
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“ Bless y’, sir, I never first thought on it at

all; I never thought other from the time I

began to think but that it must be—it wor

ordained so.” •

“ Have you children ?
”

“Yes; they be all out in the world and

doing well. We haven’t to blush for any of

them—men and maids all alike—respectable.”

“ Then you ought to be very happy.”

“ I reckon us ought, and us should be but

for that new mill.”

“It is spoiling your custom?”

“It is killin’ of us old folks out. It isn’t so

much that us gets no grinding 1 mind, but it

leaves me and my Anne with no means in

our old age, and us don’t like to go on to

the childer, and us don’t like to go into the

work’us. There it is. Us did reckon on

being able honestly to get our bread for

ourselves and ax nobody for nothing. But

now this ere new mill wi’ the steam ingens

and the electric light—someone must pay for

all that, and who is that but the customers?

I ’ve no electric light here, water costs nothing.

Coals costs twenty-one shillings a ton, and it
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takes a deal o’ coals to make the iagen march.

Who pays for the coals ? Who pays for the

electric light ? The customers get the flour

at the same price as J send it out with none

of them jangangles. How do they manage it ?

*I reckon the corn is tampered with—there’s

white china-clay or something put wi’ the flour.

It can’t be done otherwise. But I reckon folk

like to say, ‘Our flour corned from that there

mill worked wi’ steam and lighted by electric

light,’ and if they have those things, then, I

say they can’t have pure flour. So it must be,

I think, but folk say that I am an old stoopid

and don’t understand nothing. All I can say

is I can turn out wholesome flour, and niver

put nothing in but corn grains, and niver

turned out nothing but corn flour, wheat and

oat and barley."

On the day of the golden wedding of the

old couple I visited them. I made a point of

this, and brought them some little comfort.

I found them very happy. A son and a

daughter had taken a holiday to see* their

.
parents and congratulate them. The parson’s

wife had sent in a plum pudding, the squire

I
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a bottle of old port. Several friends had

remembered them— even the miller in the

new style, who had electric light and steam

power, had contributed* a cake. There were

nuts and oranges—but perhaps the present

which gave most gratification was a doll, a

miller with a floured face, sent by a grandchild

with a rough scrawl. I supply the stops to

make it intelligible.

“Dear Grandada and Granny,—At skool, teacher

said old pipple go into a sekond childood. So has

you be so tremenjous old you must be orful babies.

I think you will want a doll, so i sends you wun, with

mutch love, and i drest the doll myself as a miller.

Hever yors, dear grandada and granny.—RosiE.”

Though the village mill usually— almost

always—presents a pleasant picture in one’s

memory, a picture of cheerfulness and content,

of good nature and neatness, it is not always

so. I remember one mill which carries with

it a sadness whenever I recall it. Not that the

mill was gloomy in itself, but that the story

connected with it was such as to make one sad.

The miller, whom we will call Pike, was

unhappily somewhat inclined to drink. He
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was not an intemperate man at home, far

from it; and in his mill, at his work, he was

always sober. But when he went to market,

when he got among boon companions, he was

unable to resist the temptation of taking more

than was good for his head. He did a very

respectable business, and turned over a good

deal of money, and was altogether a “ warm ”

man. One day he went to market and

gathered in there several debts that were

owing him, and put all his money, amount-

ing to twenty-five
.
pounds seventeen and

sixpence, in a pouch of leather, tied a bit of

string round the neck, put it in his pocket

—that of his overcoat as it happened, and

not in his trousers or his breast pocket—and,

mounting his tax cart, drove home.

The evening had closed in, and part of his

way was through a wood, where the shadows

lay thick and inky. -Whether it were that he

had drunk too much or that the road was

too dark to see his way well, I cannot say,

but it is certain that the miller was upse\ and

flung into the hedge.

Just then up came a workman, a man named
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Richard Crooke, who caught the horse, righted

the cart, and helped Pike, the miller, into his

seat again. Pike was shaken but not hurt.
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On rreaching home he at once put up his

horse, and entering his house, and going

upstairs, took off his overcoat, found it was

torn and in a shocWng condition of dirt,

.wherefore he threw it aside and went to bed.

He slept till late next morning, and when

he woke he remembered but uncertainly the

events of the previous evening. However,

after he had had a cup of. strong tea made

for him by his mother—he was a widower

without children, and his mother kept house

for him—he began to recall events more dis-

tinctly, and then, with a start, he remembered

his money bag. He hastily ran upstairs to the

torn and soiled overcoat and felt in all the

pockets. The bag of gold and silver was gone.

In a panic Pike rushed out of the house

and ran to the scene of his accident. He
Searched there wherever there were tokens

of the upset, and they were plain in the

mud and the bruised twigs of the bushes.

Not a trace of the bag that contained so

muc]^ money could he find, not one ha’penny

put *of the twenty-five pounds seventeen

fillings and sixpence did he recover.
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He went to Crooke’s cottage to question

him, The man was out. He was horseman

to one of the farmers, so Pike pursued him

to the farm and found# him ploughing. He.

asked him if he had seen—picked up anything.

No— Crooke had not observed anything.

Indeed, as he remarked, the night was too

dark, and the blackness under the trees was

too complete for him to have seen anything

that had been dropped. Crooke seemed

somewhat nettled at being questioned. Of

course, had he noticed anything belonging to

the miller fallen out of his trap, or out of his

pockets, he would have handed it to the

owner.

Pike was not satisfied. He was convinced

that no one had been over the by-road that

morning before he examined it, as it led only

to the mill and to the farm where Crooke

worked.

What had become of the money? Had

anyone retained it?

Not long afterwards, to the astonishment

of the miller and some of the farmers, Crdoke

bought a little, property, a cottage and a couple
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of fields. There was no doubt that he had

borrowed some of the money requisite; he

said he had saved the rest. Was that

possible? From tha* moment a strong and

.ineradicable conviction formed in Pike’s mind

that, he had been robbed by Richard Crooke.

With envy and rage he watched the husband-

man move into his little tenement, and begin

to till his field. Pike considered that this

tenement was his own by rights. Crooke

had bought it^with the miller’s money taken

from him on the night when he was upset.

Crooke had takon advantage of his being a

little fresh, and a little confused by the fall,

to purloin the bag containing twenty-five

pounds seventeen shillings and sixpence.

From this time all joy, all cheeriness was

gone from the life of the miller; his heart

turned bitter as gall, and all his bitterness was

directed against Richard Crooke. He brooded

over his wrong. He did not venture openly

to accuse the man he suspected, but he dropped

: hints which prejudiced opinion against drooke.

But everyone knew that this Richard had been

a careful man, saving his money.
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Pike watched the corn grow on Crooke’s

field; he wished a blight might fall upon it.

But it throve, the ears were heavy, it was

harvested in splendid opndition, and stacked

in the corner of the field.

Then, one night the corn rick was on fire.

This was the work of an incendiary. It must

have been done wilfully, and by someone who

bore Crooke a grudge. Richard had not

insured, and the loss to him was a very

serious matter. It might have been ruin

had not a “brief" been got up and some

pounds subscribed to relieve him.

No one could say who had done the deed.

Yet nobody doubted who the incendiary had

been. Nothing could be proved again^‘ any-

one.

A twelvemonth passed. A malevolent

pleasure had filled the heart of the miller

when he had heard that Crooke’s stack was

consumed, and he somewhat ostentatiously

gave half a sovereign to the brief. He was

angry and offended when the half-sovereign

was returned him. Richard Crooke declined

to receive his contribution.
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During the year Pike’s character deterior-

ated; he went more frequently to the publicr

house, he neglected his work, and what he did

was done badly. •

^
Then one morning—on opening his eyes in

bed, they fell on a little recess in the wall, high

up beyond most people’s reach, a place where

he had been wont to put away things he

valued. and did not desire should be meddled

with. A sudden thought, a suspicion, flashed

across his mind. He started from bed, put

his hand into the recess, and drew forth his

money bag, opened it and counted out twenty-

five pounds seventeen shillings and sixpence.

On returning home, the night of his acci-

dent, he had taken the bag out of his torn and

sullied overcoat pocket, had put it in this

hiding-place, and forgotten all about it. He
hastily dressed himself—he would eat no

breakfast, but drank brandy, several glasses

full—went out, and when next seen was a

corpse, dragged out of his mill-pond, hugging

his money bag.

Not till then were mouths unlocked, and

men said that Pike, angered at his loss,
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believing that Crooke had robbed him, had

fired the stack ;
and that when he found out

his mistake, in shame and remorse, and un-

certain how he could remedy the wrong done

—he had destroyed himself.



CHAPTER IX.

AS the sun to the planets so stands the

manor-house to the farms on the manor

;

that is to say, so far as the relations of dignity

and dependence go. But the sun gives to its

satellites and receives nothing, whereas from

the lord of the manor come the loan of land,

of house, and of farm-buildings, for which

loan the tenant pays a rent, that is to say,

so much interest on so much capital placed

at his disposal. An old English farmhouse

that has not been meddled with is a very

interesting study. It represents to us the

type of our manor-houses before the reign

pf the Tudors. Owing to the prosfierity

. yrhich England enjoyed at the cessation of

the Wars of the Roses our gentry rebuilt

190
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their houses, and rebuilt yet again, as fashions

changed, so that we have very few of the

manor-houses left that were erected before

Tudor times.

The old farmhouse in England is in plan

very much what the old manoir was in France.

I will take a plan and give a drawing of that,

of Anseremme on the Meuse near Dinant.

This has the parish church attached to it, as

it not infrequently was to the manor-house in

England.

The dwelling-house forms one side of the

courtyard. The other sides are occupied by

farm-buildings, stables, cart-sheds, granaries,

etc.

To reach the front door of the house one

J
must wade through straw trampled by cattle

and oozing with manure. Our forefathers

did not mind that. Our farmers of the right

\ =sort love it. A farmer whose heart does not

' glow at stable and cowstall manure has missed

j

his vocation. But everything in its place, and

3 the unfortunate feature of this paving of

5 manure was that it adhered to boots and

I
entered the house. This mattered little when
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halls were strewn with rushes. But when

polished oak boards and next carpets came in,

the entrance to the house had to be altered,

so that at least the women-kind need not tread

over ankles in manure before entering the house.

^ Where there is a farmhouse there must be

a court in which the cattle can run, and where

better than under the eye of the master and

mistress.

But there was, and is, another, and more

serious, drawback. Wells have been sunk

close to the houses^ and very generally in

intimate relation to the courtyard. The

result is that in a great many cases the

water in the wells becomes contaminated. . It

is really amazing how many centuries have

rolled by without people discovering the fact

that such proximity produces contamination,

and such contamination leads to diphtheria,

or typhoid fever. But stupidity is ever with

us, so I do not wonder. Here is a fact.

In a certain village of over a thousand

inhabitants, that I knew, there is a National

School, which having an endowment commands

the services of a firsl^class schoolmaster.
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Now it fell out that water from a beautiful-

spring among the hills was brought into this

village, and a tap placed outside the school-

master’s residence. •

Said the village schoolmaster to himself, “If

I use this water I shall have to pay the rate.

If I don’t I cannot be called upon for it. I

will get all my water from the well in the

adjoining farmyard.” He did so, and his young

wife and child died of diphtheria.

Now, if a man like a cultured schoolmaster

at the close of the nineteenth century will act

like this, is it a marvel that our forefathers,

who were without the means of knowing better,

should have made such mistakes?

A merciful Providence must have brooded

over our ancestors and protected them; how

else is it possible that they were not all swept

away, and none left to be the progenitors of

our own enlightened selves ?

I suppose that systems adapted themselves

to their surroundings and to what they assimi-

lated, and our forbears got into the way of

fattening and thriving on bacilli, germs, and all

like horrors.
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But to return to the farmhouse.

In one that is well-conducted, the court in

which pigs wallow, bullocks poach the litter,

ducks waddle, and find nutriment in what would

be death to all other creatures, is the nucleus

and tre^ury, the cream of the whole farm.

Having considered the plan of the Walloon

Manoir, look at a plan of an old English

farm congeries of buildings. Is it clear

that—omitting the church—the type is the

same ?

The old-fashioned farmer, like

fashioned s<|uire, did not ask to

of distant horizons from his

sought to look upon his stock and

it throve.

It was, may be, rtiore riskful to leave ^pattle

about in the fields in former days,- though I

am not very sure of that. Engfand was always

a quiet, law-abiding, well-conducted country.

And perhaps the cattle at one time may have

been drivep into the pen for the night, about

the masteir’s house. His court was hft kraal.

But that was long, long ago, wher| there

were wokes and cattledifters in the land.
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In ordered tirnes only ewes at lambing ti^y

and cows about to calve, and young bullock's

were kept in the courtyard ; and the calves

that |he dairymaid had tp feed, by dipping her

hand in milk and then giving it to the long-

legged, silly creatures to suck.

The cows were milked in the fields, and

milked by the dairymaids. Then that fashion

was abandoned, and cows were driven to the

stables to be there* milked, and these cowhouses

were so deep in manure as to dirty the skirts

and white stockings of the maids, so they with-

drew from the task, and now only men milk

the cows.

Alas for the dairymaid! That charming,

merry, innocent ideal of a country girl.

Indeed to be a milkmaid and to be merry

were almost synonymous in the olden time.

Sir Thomas Overbury, in his “ Character of

a Milkmaid,” says :
“ She dares go alone, and

unfold her sheep in the night, and fears no

manner of ill, because she means none
;
yet,

to say truth, she is never alone : she is still

accompanied with old songs, honest thoughts,

and prayers, but short ones.”^^.
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In the “ Character of a BaUad-monger,'^

in Whimzies^ 1631, we find: “Stale ballad

news, cashie^^d the city* must now ride fast

for the country, wher« it is no less admired

^
than a giant in a pageant : till at last it grows

’ so common there, too, as every poor milkmaid

can chant and chirp it under her cow, which

she useth as a harmless charm to make her

let down her milk.”

In Beaumont and Fletcher’s play, The Cox-

Nan, the Milkmaid, says :

'‘!“Come, you shall 6’en home with me, and be our

fellow

;

' Our home is so honest

!

And, we serve a very good woman, and a gentle-

. woman

;

And we live as merrily, and dance 0’ good days

After evensong. Our wake shall be on Sunday

:

V Do you know what a wake is ?—we have mighty cheer

,

'

then.”

Who' does not remember old Isaac Walton

and his merry ballad-singing dairy-maid ?

Pepys, in his Diary, ^ 1 3th October, 1 662,

writes: “With my father took a melincholy

j walk to Po|lholme, seeing the country-maids

milkittj|K their co^a there, they being there now
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at grass ; and to see with what mirth they

come all home together in pomp with their

milk, and sometimes they have music go

before them.” •

“ When cold bleak winds do roar,

And flowers can spring no more,

The fields thht were seen

So pleasant and green

By winter all candied o’er

:

Oh ! how the town lass

Looks, with her white face .i

And lips so deadly pale.

But it is not so

With those that go

Through frost and snow.

With cheeks that glow,

To carry the milking pail.”

On ri'Iay-day was the festival of the milk-

maids. I can remember, in 1845, seeing Jack

in the Green and Maid Marian parading in

the Strand. *

Pepys, in his Diary, on the ist May, 1667,

enters—•“ To Westminster ;
on the way meet-

ing many milkmaids with their garlands upon

their pails, dancing with a fiddler before them.”

In a set of prints called “Tempest’s Gryes

of Lon’on,” one is called “The Merry Milk-
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maid,” whose proper name was Kate Smith.

She is dancing with her milk-pail on her head,

decorated with silver cups, tankards, arid

salvers, borrowed foa. the purpose, and tied

together with ribbands, and ornamented with

flowers. " Of later years, the plate, with other

decorations, were placed in a pyramidical

form, and carried by two chairmen upon a

wooden horse. The milkmaids walked before

it, and performed the dance without any en-

ctflnbrance.”

In a curious German account of London

and London Kfe, written by Otto Von

Rosenberg, and published at Leipzig in 1834,

is a picture of a milkmaids’ May dance
;
but

in London it had become a chimney-sweeps’

performance in place of one of milkmaids.

In the country it maintained its character as

a festival of dairy-maids. Rosenberg thus

describes it

:

“A hobbledehoy youth leads the pro-

" cession with a three-cornered cocked hat on

his head, pasted over with gilt papei^ Eye-

brows and cheeks are strongly marked with

paint. A coat of gay colour flaps about his
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body, land this" coat is imitated from the

uniform of a French field-marshal, and is

sown over with flowers and ornaments of

gilt paper. Over his right shoulder hangs

a red silk band, to which a wooden sword

is attached. His knee-breeches and stockings

are white. He is followed by a figure from

head to toe buried under a conical structure,

which is woven round with fresh may, and

at the summit has a crown. This object has

no other purport than to hobble after the rest.

“To complete the trefoil is a girl who

stands in no way behind Netherland damsels

in beauty and lively movements» Her hair,

which in the morning had been carefully done

up in braids, becomes disengaged by the action

and heat, and her incessant leaps and twirls,

and finally falls about her shoulders like that

of a fury. She wears a low dress and short

sleeves of white very transparent texture

reaching to her calves, and exposing below

rather massive feet, which are wound about

with green. In her hand she waves a great

wooden spoon, and this she extends to the

•windows for gratuities. But as she dances
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through the streets she brandishes this great

spoon above her head, like a witch who is

invoking a spirit.”*

Alack-a-day! Thg milkmaid is a creature

of the past. Now in farmhouses there is great

difficulty in getting any girl to work. They

want to go to the towns, or consider them-

selves too highly educated to do menial work.

And the sower, the mower, the reaper and

thrasher are also extinct.

I remember as a boy repeatedly watching a

sower pacing up and down a field strewing the

corn to right and left from the wooden seed-lap

carried in front, and thinking what a picture

it made. Now corn is sown with a drill.

In the very early morning, as the sun rose

and the dew was on the grass, it was pleasant

of old to hear the musical whetting of the

scythe, and then the hiss as the blade swept

through the herb and shore it down. That

is no more. The grass is mown iii the

meadows by the mechanical mower, and on

the lawn by a contrivance whose movements

are anything but musical. In former days

* Bilder aus London^ Leipzig, 1B34 ",
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also the harvesting was a real delight. The

reapers, with their hooks, worked their way

along in rows. It cannot be better described

than in the Harvest Son^, well known in the

south-west of England

:

“The corn is all ripe, and the reapings begin,

The fruits of the earth, O we gather them in ;

At morning so early the reap-hooks we grind,

And away to the fields for to reap and to bind

;

! The foreman goes first in the hot summer glow,

And he sings with a laugh, my lads, all of a row.

Then, all of a row ! then all of a row

!

And to-night we will sing boys, All of a row

!

“ We ’re in, says the catchpole, behind and before.

We’ll have a fresh edge and a sheaf or two more.

The master stands back for to see us behind

;

Well done, honest fellows, bring the sheaves to the

bind.

Well done, honest fellows, pare up your first brink,

You shall have a fresh edge, and a half pint to drink.

Then, all of a row ! etc.

“ And so we go through the heat of the day.

Some reaping, some binding, all merry and gay.

We’ll reap and we’ll bind, we will whistle and sing.

Unflagging until the last sheaf we bring in.

It ’s aU our enjoyment wherever we go.

To work and to sing. Brothers, all of a row,

The% ail of a row I etc.
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Ow day’s work is done, to tho fanrihou^ we steer,

To eat a good supper and drink humming beer

;

We wish the good firmer all blessings in life.

And drink to his health, and as well to his wife.

God prosper the grain for^ next harvest we sow.

When again in the arrish we’ll sing. Boys, hallo !

Then, all in a row ! etc.’’

When the reapers had cut nearly the whole

field they reached .a portion that had been

purposely left, and this, instead of attacking

in row, they surrounded, shouting “A neck

!

a neck!” and of this the last sheaf was

fashioned, and on top of it was a little figure

forined of plaited corn, and this was conveyed

in triumpk to the garner.

My old coachman, who had served three,

generations of my family and had seen four,

was the last man who made these corn-men

in our neighbourhood, and long after the

custom had been abandoned, he was wont on

every harvest thanksgiving to produce one of

these comical figures for suspension in the

church.
, 'f'he head was made of a tuft of

barley, and flowers were interwoven ^th the

rest.

All this is of the past, and so also is the
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throb of ^ the flail.
.
There are not many

labourers now who understand how to wield

^e flail. The steam thrasher travels from

farm to farm and thri||Shes and winnows,

relieving man of the labour. The flail is only

employed for the making of “ reed,” i.e., straw

for thatching the rick.

What a robust, rubicund, hearty fellow is

our old English farmer. The breed is not

extinct, thank God ! At one time, when it

was the fashion to run two and three farms

into one, and let this conglomerate to a man
reputed warm and knowing, then it did seem

as if the “ leather pocketed ” farmer was

doomed to extinction. But it is the gentle-

man farmer who has gone to pieces, and the

simple bid type has stood the brunt of the

storm, and has weathered the bad times.

What a different man altogether he is from

the French paysan and the German bduer

!

The latter, among the mountains, is a fine

specimen, his wealth is in oxen and cows.

But -the bauer, on arable land in the plains, is

an anxious, worn man, who falls into the

hands of the Jews, almost inevitably. Ohr
.

»
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f^mers, well fed, open-hearted, hospitable, yet

close-fisted over money, would do well to learn

a little thrift from the continental peasant. Off

market days, if the^ sell and buy, they also

spend a good deal at the ordinary and in

liquor.

At a tythe dinner I gave, in another part

of England from that I now occupy, the

one topic of conversation and debate was

whether it were expedient on returning from

market tO' tumble into the ditch or into the

hedge, and if it should happen that the

* accident happened in the road, at what portion

of the highway it was “ plummest ” to fall.

On market days is the meeting of the Board

of Guardians, and on that Board the farmer

exercises authority and rules.

An old widow in receipt of parish relief once

remarked: “Our pass’n hev been preachin’ this

Michaelmas a deal about the angels bein’ our

guardgins. Lork a biddy ! I ’ve been in two

counties, in Darset and Zummerset, asj well as

here. Guardgins be guardgins wheretver they

be. And I knows very well^ if therii angels is

to be our guardgins in kingdom comeT-it’ll be
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a loaf and ’arf a crown and no more for such

as we.”

> In North Devon there was a farmer, whom
we will call Tickle, wl^ was on a certain

Board of Guardians, of which Lord P. was

chairman. Now Mrs. Tickle died, and so for

a week or two the farmer did not take his

usual seat. The chairman got a resolutiori

passed condoling with Mr. Tickle on his loss.

Next Board day, the farmer appeared,

whereupon Lord P. addressed him : “It is

my privilege, duty, and pleasure, Mr. Tickle,

to convey to you, on behalf of your brother

guardians, an expression of our sincere and

heartfelt and profound regret for the sad loss

you have been called on to endure. Mr.

Tickle, the condolence that we offer you is

most genuine, sir. We feel, all of us, that the

severance which you have had to undergo is

the most painful and supreme that falls to

man’s lot in this vale of tears. Mr. Tickle, it

is at once a rupture of customs that have
It

"

become habitual, a privation of an association

the sweetest, holiest, and dearest that can be

cemented on earth, and it is— it is—in short

—
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it is—Mr. Tickle, we condole with you most

cordially.”

The farmer addressed looked about with a

puzzled and vacant ^expression, then rubbed

his chin, then his florid cheeks, and seemed

thoroughly nonplussed. Presently a brother

farmer whispered in his ear, “ Tes all about

the ou’d missus you’ve lost.”

‘'“Oh!” and the light of intelligence illu-

mined his face, “that’s it, es it. Well, my

lord and genl’men, I thank y’ kindly all the

same, but my ou’d woman—her wor a terr’ble

teasy ou’d toad. It hev plased the Lord to

take 'er, and plase the Lord he’ll keep ’er.”

The ordinary farmer is not a reader—how

can he be, when he is out of doors all day,

and up in the morning before daybreak? We
complain that he does not advance with the

times ;
but he is a cautious man, who makes

quite sure of his ground before he steps.

The County Council, at the expense of the

ratepayers, send about lecturers, who are well

paid, fb hold forth in village schooliboms on

scientific agriculture, the chemistry of the soil,

and scientific dairying. •
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No One usually attends these lectures except

a few ladies^ but bn one occasion a farmer was

induced by the rector or the squire, as a

personal favour, to lii^en to one on the

chemistry of common life.

He listened with attention when the lecturer

described the constituents of the atmosphere,

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen. At the close

he stood up, stretched himself, and said

:

“Muster lecturer! You’ve told us a terr’ble

lot about various soorts o’ gins, oxegen and

so on, I can’t mind ’em all, but you ha’nt

mentioned the very best o’ all in my ’umble

experience, and that ’s Plymouth gin. A drop

o’ that with suggar and wate^^^—hot—the last

thing afore you go to bed, not too strong nor

too weak neither, is the very first-ratedst of

all. I’ve tried it for forty years.”

And then he went forth, shrugged his

shoulders, and said, “That chap, he ’s traveller

for some spirit merchants, as have some new-

fangled gins—but I’ll stick to Plymouth gin,

I will”

A friend of mine was Mayor, for a year in

a town, th^ name -of which is unimportant.
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Being of a hospitable and kindly turn, he sent

invitations to all the farmers in the neigh-

bourhood who were within the purlieu of

the borough to din% with him on a certain

evening, and at the bottom of the invitation

put the conventional R. S. V. P.

To his surprise he received no answers

whatever. The invitation, however, was much

discussed at the ordinary, and the mysterious

letters at the close subjected to scrutiny and

debate.

“Now what do you makes ’em out to

mane ? ” asked one farmer.

“Well, I reckon,” answered he who was

addressed, “ tes what we’re to ate at his supper.

Rump Steak and Veal Pie.”

“Git out for a silly,” retorted the first,

“muster bain’t sach a vule as to have two

mates on table to once. Sure enough them

lett^ts stand for Rump Steak and Viggy (plum)

Pudden’.”

“Ah! Se^h! you have it. That’s the truth,”

came in assent from the whole table.

But what a fine man the old farmer is—the

very type of John Bull. That he is being

;
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driven out of existence by foreign colonial

competition I cannot believe. He is a slow

man to accommodate himself to changed

circumstances, but he can turn himself about

when he sees his way ;
and he has a shrewd

head, and knows soil and climate.

In George Coleman’s capital play, “ The

Heir at Law,” Lady Daberly says to her son

Dick, ‘‘ A farmer !—and what s a farmer, my

dear?”

To which Dick replies, “ Why, an English

farmer, mother, is one .who supports his

family, and serves his country by his industry.

In this land of commerce, mother, such a

character is always respectable.”



CHAPTER X.

The type of the old English cottage was

—one room below for kitchen and every

Other purpose by day, and one room upstairs

for repose at night for the entire family, and

this reached by a stair like a ladder. Very

poor quarters as we now consider, but re-

latively not poor when compared with the

farms and manor-houses at the time when

they, were built.

And a vast number of our labourers’ cottages

date from two, three, and four hundred yea.rs

ago ; especially where built of stone or “ cob.”

The latter is kneaded clay with straw ia it.

This makes a warm and excellent wall, and:

one tbat will endure for ever if only the top
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be kept dry. Brick cottages are later. Timber

aiid plaster belong to the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries. The oak turns hard as

iron and is perhaps moi^ enduring than iron,

for the latter is eaten through in time with

rust.

That which is destroying the old cottage

is not the tooth of time, but the insurance

office, which imposes heavy rates on thatched

buildings, and when the thatch goes and its

place is taken by slate, the beauty of the

cottage is gone. But generally, if a cottage

that was thatched has to be slated, it is found

that the timbers were not put up to bear the

weight of slate, so have to be renewed, and

then it is said by the agent, “ Pull the whole

thing down, it is not worth re-roofing. Build

it afresh from the foundation.” Then, in the

place of a lovely old building with its windows

under thatch, and the latter covering it soft

and brown and warm as the skin of a mole,

arises a piece of hideousness that is perhaps

more commodious, but hardly so comfortable.

1 know that labourers who have been trans-

ferred from old “cob" cottages under thatch
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to new brick cottages under slate, complain

bitterly that they are losers in coziness by

the exchange, and thal they suffer from cold

in these trim and g^mt erections.

,

“ No cottage^ are more lovely than those that

are tiled, when the tiles are old
;
and the Eastern

Counties, if they lack the beauty of landscape

of the West, and of the Welsh hills, and the

Lake district, infinitely surpass them in the

picturesqueness of their groups of cottages.

Slate, it must be admitted, is only beautiful

when mellowed by the growth over it of

lichen
;
and some s^late not even time can

make other than ugly.
^

I have been reading Professor Fawcett’s

Economic Position :of^ the -’British Labourer,

and I note the following passage relative to

our agricultural workmen ;
“ Theirs is a life

of incessant toil for wages too scanty to give

them a sufficient supply even of the first

necessaries of life. No hope cheers their

monotonous career ;
a life of constant labour

? brings them
,
no other prospect than that

when their strength is exhausted they must

crave, as suppliant mendicants a pittance from
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parish relief. Many classes of labourers have

still to work as long, and for as little remunera-

tion as they received in past times ;
and one

out of every twenty inhabitants of England

is sunk so deep in pauperism that he has to

be supported by parochial relief.”.

This is very interesting. Mr. Fawcett was,

I believe, blind and resided in a town. No

doubt he evolved this sad picture out of his

interior consciousness. Beside it let me put

some notes from my diary.

1896. Dec. 25,

,, 26,

,, 27,

,, 28,

1897. Jan. I,

2,

f> 3 ’

6
,

» 9.

..
to,

,, II.

« 13.

Christmas Day. Universal holiday.

Day after Christmas. No work done.

Sunday.

Monday, Bank Holiday ;
no work.

New Year’s Day, General Holiday

;

no work.

Saturday
;
not full work.

Sunday.

Old Christmas Day. No work done.

Saturday ;
not full work.

Sunday.

Excursion to Plymouth and panto-

mime. Half the workmen gone

to the pantomime.

Hounds met. All the men off running

after them. Wages as usual.
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^
• Ten work -days out of twenty. JL ddnt

grudge it them. I rejoice over it with all

my heart, but I cannot see that this quite

jumps with Profess^ Fawcett’s description.

Of course it is not Christmas time all the

year, but at other times are other festivals,

flower shows, reviews, harvest festivals, club

feasts, Bank Holidays, regattas, etc., etc., and

my experience is that when there is anything

to be seen the workmen go to see it and take

their wives with them.

A few years ago there was a large bazaar

given in my neighbourhood. I asked after-

wards of the secretary and treasurer from

whom most money was taken. The answer

was, “ From the young agricultural workmen.

Squires didn’t come, farmers didn’t come—all

too poor ;
but the young farm lads and lasses

seemed to have gold in their purses and not

to mind spending it.”

Very glad lo hear it I was, only I regretted

that it was one class only that was well off

and not the other two.

Now let us see whether my experience of

the wages and housing of the labourers agrees
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with Professor Fawcett’s picture. H ere, where *

I Uve4-and it was the same when I was in

other parts of England (before the depression

there)—the wages of th|j labourer was four-

teen to fifteen shillings a week. For a

comfortable cottage with over half an acre

of garden he pays from ;^4 to /6 per annum,

hardly sufficient to pay for keeping the cottage

in repair, consequently it may be said that he

has garden and half the house rent given to

him. The garden is worth to him from £4

to £6 per annum. Consequently his receipts

per annum may be reckoned at ;^42 or .^4^-

He has to pay out of this into his club. He

has nothing to pay in rates or taxes, or for his

children's education ;
and if he has children,

every son, on leaving school, till he marries

brings in to him say 6s. to 12s, per week

for his board, and his daughters ^o out into

service and earn from ;i^io to ;^20 per annum

as wages, and ought to remit softie of this to

their piarents.

i arh convinced that there is many a peasant

proprietor abroad who would jump at the

offiir tdt be an farm labourer.
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I have spent ten years in collecting the

folk songs of the West of England, and I

have not come across one in which the

agricultural labourer^rumbles at his lot. On

the contrary, their songs, the very outpouring

of their hearts, are full of joy and happiness.

Once, indeed, an old minstrel did say to me,

“ Did y’ ever hear, sir, ‘ The Lament of the

Poor Man ?
’ ”

I pricked up my ears. Now at last I was

about to hear some socialistic sentiment, some

cry of anguish of. the oppressed peasant.

“ No,” I answered, “ never—sing it me.”

And then I heard it. The lament of a

man afflicted with a scolding wife. That

alone made him poor, and that affliction is

not confi.ned to the dweller in the cottage.

Here and there we do come on miserable

cottages—a disgrace to the land. But to

whom do they belong? They have been

erected on . lives, or b|^ squatters, and the

landlords haye no power over them. I know

a certain village which is nearly all ruVoius

;

but there all the ruinous cottages are held

on lives. It is quite true that the landowner
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can force the holder of the tenure to put it in

repair, but he is reluctant to put on the screw

of the law, and he argues, “ The houses were

built to last three lives—no more. When they

fall in to me, they will Tall in altogether, and

I will build decent, solid cottages in their

place.”

Over the squatter’s cottage he has no con-

trol whatever.

Listen to the note of the agricultural, down-

trodden labourer, his wail of anguish under the

heel of the squire and farmer.

“ When the day’s work is ended and over, he ’ll go •

To fair or to market to buy him a bow.

And whistle as he walks, O ! and shrilly too will sing,

There ’s no life like the ploughboy’s «11 in merry spring.

“ Good luck to the ploughboy, wherever he may be,

A fair pretty maiden he ’ll take on his knee,

He’ll drink the nut-brown ale, and this song the lad will

sing,

0 the ploughboy is happier than the noble or the king.”

This is sung from one end of ,
England to

another, and jalways -to the same very rude

melody in a Gregorian tone, that shows it has

expressed the sentiments of the ploughboy for

at least two hundred years.

Q •
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Listen again

:

“ Prithee lend your jocund voices,

P or to listen we Ve agreed

;

Come sing of songs the choicest,

Of the life ^e ploughboys lead

There are none that live so merry

^ As the gloughboy does in spring,

When he hears the sweet birds whistle

" \ * And the nightfngales to sing.

“ In the heat of the daytime

It 's little weean do,

We will lie beside our oxen

For an hour, or for two.

On the banks of sweet violets

I *11 take rny noontide rest,

And it *s I can kiss a pretty girl

As hearty as the best.

“ O, the farmer must have seed, sirs,

Or I swear he cannot sow.

And the miller with his millwheel

Is an idle man also.

And the huntsman gives up hunting.

And the tradesman stands aside.

Arid the poor man bread is wanting.

So *t is we for all provide.**

last verse is delicious. It lets us into

the very innermost heart of the plou|fhman.

He knows his own value—God bless him.

And so do we.
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There is one great advantage in our English

system, that, not being bound to the soil, the

poor workman can go wherever there Is a

demand for him. And this is one reason why

we have so many examples of a yoQng

fellow who rises high up in the social scale,

and from being a poor lad springs 40 be a

rich man.

In another chapter I «hall have something

to say of the parish ne’er-do-weel. But if

every parish has one of these latter, |here

is hardly one that cannot show his contrary.

And now for a true story of one of these

latter.

There is no country in the world, America

possibly excepted, where greater facilities are

afforded for a youth of energy and intelligence

to make his way. But there is something

more that gives a lad now a chance of rising,

something far less generally diffused than

intelligence and less conspicuous than energy,

which is in immense demand, and at a

premium—and that is honesty. In ancient

Greece the churlish philosopher is said to have

lit a lamp and gihe about the streets by day
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looking for an honest man. It is, perhaps, the

failing of advanced and widespread culture

that it encourages mental at the expense of

moral progress; najj, further, that with the

; development of mental advance there is moral

retrpgression. Every man is now in such

a hurry tp make himself comfortable that he

loses all scruple as to the way in which he

sets about it, and so misses the one way para-

mount over all others, that of common honesty.

This lack of integrity is the thing that all

employers complaih of. They can no longer

repose trust in their workmen, in their clerks

—all have to" be watched. There is no

question as to their abilities, only as to their

honesty.

This leads me to tell the story—which is

true—of a young man with whose career

I am well acquainted, from childhood till be

was prematurely cut off whilst in the ripeness

of his powers, trusted, esteemed, and loved by

all with w;hom he was brought in contact. He

began life with little to favodr him. His

father was a quarryman who was killed by

a fall of rock, and his mother died not long
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after, never having recovered from the shock

of the loss of a dearly loved young husband.

So the orphan boy was left to be brought up

by his grandmother, a widow, who. went out

charing for her maintenance, and who received

eighteen pence and a loaf per week from the

parish, and who is alive to this day.

The lad grew up lanky, and looked in-

sufficiently fed. The squire of the parish

took him early into his service to clean boots

and run errands at sixpence a day, and after

a while, as the fellow proved trusty, advanced

him to be a butler boy in the house, in livery,

to clean knives and attend the -door.

Trusty and good the lad remained in this

condition also, but it was not congenial to him.

One day the housemaid told the mistress, with

a laugh, “ Please, ma’am, what do you think ?

Every now and then I ’ve found bits of wood

laid one across another under Richard’s bed.

I couldn’t make out what it meant, at last I ’ve

found out. He’s made an arrangement with

the gardener on certain mornings to be up

very early before his regular work begins, that

he may go round the greenhouses with him
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and help him there, and a bit in the gardens,

Richard won’t be a minute late for his work in

the house, but he do so dearly love to be in the

garden that he’ll get up at four o’clock to go

there, and as he ’s a Ileavy sleeper, he has the

notion that if he makes a little cross under his

bed by putting one stick across another, and

says over it, ‘ I want to be waked at four

o’clock,’ then sure enough at that hour he

will rise.”

When his master and mistress knew the

lad’s taste, and heard from him how much

happier he would be in the gardens than in the

house, they put him with the gardener, and he

laid aside his livery never to resume it.

In the gardens he remained for a good

many years, always the same, reliable in every

particular, and then an unetisiness became

manifest in him. When he met his master

he was embarrassed, as though he had some-

thing on his mind that he wished to say, and

yet shrank from saying. Then the squire

received a hint that Richard wished to'* have

a tell” with him in private, and he made

c^easion for this, and opened the way. The
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young man still had difficulties in bringing out

what was in his heart, but at last it came forth.

He thought he had learned all that could be

learned from the head gardener; indeed, in

several points, aided by books, the underling

believed he knew more than his superior, who,

however, was too conservative in his habits to

yield his opinions and change his practice.

Richard wished to better himself. It was not

increase of wage that he desired, but oppor-

tunities of advance in knowledge. He had

hesitated for long, because he knew that he

owed so much to his master, who had been

kind to him, and thought for him for many

years. For this reason he did not wish to

inconvenience him, yet he believed there were

many other lads in the village capable of filling

his place, and the desire in him to progress

in his knowledge of flowers and fruit had

become almost irresistible.

When the squire heard this, he smiled.

“ Richard,” he said, “ I have been thinking the

same thing. J saw you were being held back,

and that fe what ought not to be" done with

any young mind. I have already written
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about you to Mr. Kewe, the great nurseryman,

and if he values my opinion at all and consults

his own interest, by the end of the week there

will be a letter from l^jm to engage you."

i
Mr. Kewe did consult his own interest, and

secured this young man. Then, when Richard

came to take his leave, and thank his master

again for his help, with heightened colour he

said, I think, sir, I ought to add that you

have made two young people happy."

“Two! Richard?”

“Yes, sir.
' Thel-e’s Mary Kelloway ;

she

has been brought up next door to grandmother

and me, and somehow we have always thought

of each other as like to be made one some

day, and now that I see that I am going ahead

in ihy profession, both Mary and I fancy the

day isn’t so terribly far off.”

“ ^ary Kelloway !
” exclaimed the squire,

and did not at once congratulate the young

man. ^

“Yes, sir* there is not a better girMn the

place."

“ I am quite aware of that, Richard, but

you know—-’-”
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“ Yes, sir, I Icnow that her father and brother

died of decline, and that she is delicate herself

;

but, sir, her mother’s very poor, and more’s

the reason I should marjjy her, for then she

can have strengthening things other than

Mrs. Kelloway can afford to give her.”

“ I am a little afraid, Dick, she will not

make a strong or useful wife, though that she

is as good as gold I do not doubt for an

instant.”

“ More ’s the reason why I should work hard

with both arms and head,” answered the young

gardener, “and that, sir, is one reason why

I have been so set on getting forward in my
profession.”

Richard was for a few years with the great

nursery gardener, Mr. Kewe, who speedily

found that nothing adv^inced in his favour by

the squire, his good customer, was unfounded.

He entrusted more and more to Richard, and

the latter rapidly acquired knowledge and

experience.

Occasionally, when he was allowed a day

off, he would run to his native villajge and see

his grandmother, and, naturally, Mary Kello-
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way. But such holidays could not be fre-

quently accorded, for his master knew he could

trust Richard, and was doubtful whom else in

his gardens he coulc^ trust, and plants require

• the most careful watching and tending. One

day’s neglect in watering, one night’s frost

unforeseen, may ruin hundreds of pounds’

worth of goods. The thrip, the mealy bug,

the scale, are enemies to be grappled with

and fought with incessant vigilance, and the

green fly with its legions coming none know

whence, appearing* at all seasons, must be

combated with smoke and Gishurst’s compound

without intermission.

One day, about noon, or a little after, a

stranger came into the nursery gardens, and

entering one of the conservatories where was

Richard, asked if he could see Mr. Kewe.

“The master,” answered the young man,

“ is just now at his dinner. If it be particularly

desired I could run to his house.”

“By no means," interrupted the visitor. “I
should like to have a walk round the grounds

and through the houses, and I daresay you will;

be good enough to accompany me. I have ah
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hour at my disposal, and I would rather spend

it here than anywhere else. I will await the

arrival of Mr. Kewe.”

Accordingly Richard accompanied th>e visitor

about the nursery, and told him the names of

the plants, putting aside such as the stranger

ordered or selected.

“I don’t know how it is,” said the latter,

pointing with his stick to a row of flourishing

rhododendrons, “ but you and all my friends

grow these to perfection, w'hilst there is a.

fatality with mine
;

they won’t flower, or if

they do, they throw out sickly bloom, and

the plants continually die and have to be

removed.”

“ It depends on the soil, sir. What is your

soil?”

“I don’t know. Most things do well. We

are on chalk.”

“ That is it, sir. The rhododendron has an

aversion to lime in any form. A man will not

thrive on hay, nor a horse on mutton chops.

Each plant has its own proper soil in which it

thrives. Giye it other soil and it languishes

and dies, Excuse me, sir, for a moment.”
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Richard ran to a boy who was lifting and

removing a young -thuja.
*'

“ Look here,” he said, “ My boy, when

you take a baby fij)m one room to another

i you do not carry it by the hair of its little head,

do you ? No, you put your arm under 'it and

bear it easily—thus. You are transplanting

tMt tree in altogether a wrong manner. You

hold it—suspend it by the delicate twigs and

leafage, and leave the root unsupported, drop-

ping the soil and exposing every fibre. Treat

a plant with as' much consideration and

tenderness as a baby, and it will thank you.”

At that moment Mr. Kewe appeared, and

Richard with a bow withdrew, but not before

he had heard the nurseryman address the

visitor as “My lord.”

When Richard had gone out of earshot, the

visitor, who was Lord St. Ledger, said to

Mr. Kewe, “ I have come here to ask you to

help me. I have lost my good old ,head

gardener. Poor fellow, he has had brain

fever, and is quite beyond managing the

gardjsns again. His head and memory are

affeote4 and his nervous irritability make him
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linable to carry on smoothly with the others.

I have pensioned him, and now I want

another, and that speedily. I have no under

gardener fit to advance ij?to his room.”

“ You want an elderly man, my lord ?”

“I want a good man, and an honest one,

and one who understands the business. You

know my gardens, hot-houses, and conser-

vatories.”

“If he had only been a little older
”

began the nurseryman.

“ Oh, I am not particular as to age.”

“ I was merely considering, my lord—that

man who has been round the gardens with

))

you

“Would suit me exactly,” interrupted Lord

St. Ledger. “I took a fancy to him at once.

He loves plants. He looks full of intelligence

and honesty.”

“Honesty! Honest as the day. And as

for intelligence, there is no lack of that.

Experience may be wanting.’

“ I ’ll take him,” said Lord St. Ledger. ‘T

took stock of the fellow whilst he was going

round with me.” v -
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“I am sorry to part with him,” said the

^nurseryman, “and yet I should be more sorry

to stand in the way of Richard’s advancement.”

No sooner had t^ young man news of his

engagement, and that he had to look to a

comfortable cottage, a good income, and em-

ployment in which he was sure he could be

happy’ and give satisfaction to his employers,

than he hastened to his native place, which he

had been unable to revisit for six months.

He was full of hope, full of joy, but on his

arrival his Joy was somewhat dashed and his

hope clouded. He found that his Mary, whom

,
he had. loved since boyhood, was manifestly

in a decline. Hoping against hope, snatching

at every encouraging symptom, she had not

forewarned him, and he saw on his arrival

that already she was deathstruck.

Her delicate complexion was delicate to the

utmost refinement ;
her beautiful soft eyes were

larger than they had ever seemed, even in

childhood ; hor lovely face was lovelier than

ever, with an angelic purity and beauty.

Then she told him the truth; but, indeed,

he sat^ it for himself.
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“ Mary, dearest,” said he, “ if there is a little

bit of life left only to you, let it be to me

also.”

“ Dick, I can but be a l^rden."

“That-^never—a joy as long as you are

with me. Give me the one thing I have

thought of, worked for, if it be but for a year

or two.”

“A year or two ! Oh, Dick, only perhaps a

month.”

“ Then let this month be our honeymoon.”

And so it was.

The faithful fellow, true to everyone with

whom he was brought in contact, was true

to his dying, love. She came, ghostlike, to

church, and I shall never forget the pathos,

the tenderness, the sincerity with which each

took the irrevocable vows which bound in one

the ebbing scrap of one life with the flowing

vigour of the other.

Richard raoyed his frail, fading Mary to the

pretty gardener’s cottage at Lord St. Ledger’s.

There she ebbed away, happy, peaceful, with

the love and devotion of her husband sur-

rounding her.
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The story of his marriage reached the ears

of the ladies of the castle, and hardly a day

passed without some of them coming to see

her, and Lord St. ^Ledger gave orders that

fruit and flowers were to be hers as she craved

for them.

Just a month after the marriage her coffin

was brought back to her native village and laid

in a grave in a sunny part of the yard.

“ Make a double grave,” said Richard to

the sexton. A double grave was made.

When the funeral was over, his old master,

the squire, went to him, took his arm, and said,

“ Oh, Richard, you have had a terrible loss.”

“I have had a great gain, sir.”

“Again!”

“Yes, sir. I could never have been happy

had she not been mine. But she became

mine, and she is mine—for ever.”

He returned to his duties.

# ' * * # ^
'

I have not quite done the story of iRichard.

For years there worked in Lord St. Ledger's

woods a man, somewhat rough in manners,
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slow, but diligent. Only after many years was

the truth known that he was Richard’s elder

brother. Richard had been advanced from

gardener to steward of the St. Ledger estates.

Faithful' in his garden, he was faithful in his

management of the property, and he appointed

as woodman one of the same surname. It

was not on account of any personal pride in

Richard that the relationship was kept a

secret
;

it was at the express wish of his

brother John.

“ Look y’ here,” said John. “You’re a

gen’leman, Dick, in broadcloth and silk ’at.

I’m but a poor rummagy labourin’ man. Now
if you favours me anyway, and my lord puts

me up a bit, folk’ll say, ‘Oh, it’s all becos

he’s Mr. Richard’s brother.’ So I reckon

’twill be best to keep that quiet, and then

you can give me a leg up as I desarves it.”

And John, partly by his brother’s favour,

mainly by his own good conduct, was ad-

vanced, but the relationship was not discovered

till one
.
day Richard was dead. He had

caught a chill that settled on his chest, and

hurrfed him off at the age of forty-five.
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Then John Noble stood forward, and when

Lord St. Ledger said something about Richard

being laid in the churchyard of St. Ledger,

then John said, “j^lease, my lord, no. . I’m

Richard’s own brother, and L knowed his

heart’s wishes, as was told to none other. He
sent for me when he was a dyin’, and sez he

to me, ‘ I ’ve got a double grave made at the

dear old home, in the churchyard, and Mary
'

she be there, and there lay me by her. Us

was together only one month, but now us shall

be together world -wi’out end. Amen.’
”



CHAPTER XI.

WHAT a different sort of man is the

village doctor of the present day from

the one we can remember fifty years ago.

Of course there are degrees—some able,

others incompetent ;
some skilful, others

butchers
;
some well-read, others with only

an elementary smattering of knowledge of

the healing art, and of drugs. Now, as

then, there are differences and degrees, but

they are not so marked now as formerly.

The very able men gravitate to the towns,

and there can be none utterly incompetent.

Moreover, the times are against great in-

243
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dividuality. We in this age are all fashioned

much alike; we are made as marbles are said

to be made, by picking up in the rough and

shaking and shaking and shaking together,

till every angle and asperity is rubbed down

;

and we are turned out as like one another

as marbles, differing only in profession, just

as marbles differ only in colour.

Formerly exact uniformity in the way of

thinking, speaking, dressing, acting, was not

insisted upon* and the village doctor was

hot infrequently an oddity. He affected the

oiidity—to be a little rough and domineering,

he put on •an acerbity of manner that belied

his real sweetness of temper, assumed a rough-

ness at variance with his real gentleness of

heart. Those of us who have lived all our

lives in the country must look back with a

smile rising to the lips, at the recollection of

the village doctors we have met and made

acquaintance with.

They could generally tell a good story.

They were inveterate gossips—knew all the

; ins and outs, of all the families .
in every

grade of liife;^
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they kept professional secrecy, were nothing

loth to tell a fale, where not within the line

of professional responsibility. And they were

such delightful humbugs, also, veiling their

»

ignorance so skilfully, with much explanation

in grandiose terms that meant nothing.

I remember an old village doctor who I

really believe was absolutely ignorant pf > all

methods and medicines introduced siri<ie he

walked- the hospitals, which was in the first

decade of the present century. I have looked

through his medical library since his death,

I have seen his surgical apparatus, and have

taken note of the drugs in his pHafmacopoea,

and I am quite sure that his medicinal educa-

tion came to an abrupt stop about the year

1815.

He was a popular doctor, enjoyed a great

reputation in his neighbourhood, maintained

a large family of unmarriageable daughters,

and lived in comfort in a cosy cottage em-

bowered in elms, with its pleasant garden

full of old-fashioned flowers.

This old gentleman^ method^ on being sent

for, was at once to take a gloomy view of iKe
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case. “My dear fellow,” he would say to

the patient, “ this is a very aggravated malady.

/ ought to havo been sent for before. If you

die, it is your own fault. / ought to huve been

sent for before. A stitch in time saves nine.

If now, by a desperate struggle, I pull you

through, then it will teach you a lesson in

future not to delay sending for me till the

time is almost over at which medical assistance

can avail. / ought to have been sentfor before!'

The advantage of such an address was this.

If the sick person* dropped through his hands,

the responsibility was thrown on the sick man

and his friends. If, however, he were to re-

cover, then it exalted the skill of the medical

practitioner to almost miraculous power.

It was really wonderful how the old fellow

imposed on the villagers by this simple dodge.

Sometimes, after a funeral, when I have called

on the bereaved, I have heard the sobbing

widow say ; “I shall never, never, cease to

reproach myself for my dear husband’s death,

I feel as if I had been his murderer. I ought

to have sent for Dr. Tuddlams before.” If,

however, instead, I called to congratulate
,
a
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convalescent, I heard from him :
“ It is a

perfect miracle that I am not dead. The

doctor gave me up, but he administered what

he said might kill or cu^e, and he is such a

genius—he pulled me through. No one else

could have done it, not the best doctor in

London, so he told me. He alone knew and

used this specific. But it was my fault leaving

matters so long—I ought to have sent for him

before.”

After all, supposing that the country surgeon

were able to set a bone and sew up a wound, it

was just as well that he did not employ the

astounding medicines and follow the desperate

practices in force in the medical profession at

the end of last century and the beginning of

this. Bleeding with lancet and with leeches,

cupping, cauterising, blue-pill, et toujours blue-

bill, were in vogue. Starving in fever—water-

gruel administered where now is given ex-

tractum camts, toast and water in place of

beef-tea—the marvel is that Qur forefathers

did not die off like flies under the treatment.

.
I remember saying to a yeoman in Essex one

day: “What! nine-^ten miles from a doctor?”
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“Well, sir, yes ; it is ten. Thank heaven

we all in this parish mostly dies natural deaths.”

And surely, under the bleeding and sali-

vating and starving^ regime, the grave had

more than her due, and the doctor was the

High Priest of Mors Palida, who brought to

the grim goddess her victims. An old sexton

at Wakefield parish church was also a head-

stone cutter. He was not very exact in his

orthography, but he had the gift of rhyme,

and could compose metrical epitaphs, that,

indeed, sometimes, like Orlando’s verses, either

halted, or had too many feet to run on. One

day he was sitting chipping out an inscription

on a headstone, when the surgeon rode up.

The doctor drew rein and looked at the work

of the sexton.

“Halloo!” said he. “Peter Priestley, you've

made a blot there,” meaning a mis-spelling.

“Have I, doctor?” answered the clerk,

“cover it over. I've covered over many"

blots o’ yours." The doctor rode on ^ithout

stnothier word.

But the village surgeon had not in old days

the skilled nurse as his assistant : and it b
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now a recognized truth that, for the .sick, the

nurse is more important than the doctor. He
sent his medicines, but how could he be sure

that they were taken,, or taken regularly?

The whole system of nursing was as rude

as the whole system of drainage. It was

all happy-go-lucky. The story is well known

of the doctor sending a bottle of mixture to

a sick man, with the direction on it, “ Before

taken to be well shaken”—and finding on

his arrival that the attendant had shaken up

the patient pretty vigorously before administer-

ing the draught.

The following story is perfectly true.

A kind-hearted village doctor, finding that

a poor Woman he was attending needed

nourishing food, got his wife to send her

a j^lly.

Some time after he went to the cottage,

found the ground-floor room untenanted, but

heard a trampling, groaning, and struggling

going on upstairs. He accordingly ascended

to the bedroom, to see a labouring man sit-

ting on the bed, holding up the sick woman’s

headj whilst another labouring man —- |ier
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hus]t>and—was standing on the bed, one foot

on each side of the patient, with a black

kitchen kettle in his hand, endeavourii^ to

pour the contents down her mouth. Both

, men were hot and perspiring freely, and the

poor woman was gasping for breath and

almost expiring under the treatment.

“Good gracious!” exclaimed the doctor,

“what are you about?”

“ Please, sir,” answered the husband, blow-

ing hard, and wiping his brow with his sleeve,

“ us ’ve been giving her the medicine you

sent down. It got all stiff and hard, so we

clapped it into the kettle and gave it a bile,

and was pouring it down my wife’s throat.

I coiildn’t hold her mouth open myself as well

as mind the kettle, so I just called in my
mate Thomas, to help and hold her up, ,and

open her mouth for the kettle spout.”

The life of the village doctor is a hard one.

Never certain of a meal, and never certain

of a sound, undisturbed sleep, .he has to take

his victuals and his rest by snatches, but

then he inhales the fresh, pure air, and that

maintains him in health. He has to keep his
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natural weakness and natural impatience under

great control. Conceive of a man who has

had .several broken nights and hard days’

work, with a head swimming with weariness,

called in to a critical case, that he has to

diagnose at once. His faculties are not on

the alert, they cannot be, and if he make a

mistake, an avalanche of abuse is poured down

on him, whereas the fault lies not in himself,

but in the circumstances.

Then, again, how vexatious, when tired

out and hungry, to be suddenly called away

for a drive of many miles—perhaps over the

very road he has just returned along—to see

a malade imaginaire, some hypocondriacal old

maid, who is best dosed with a bread* pill,

or to attend to some pet child—whose only

complaint is that it has over-eaten itself, and

who is well again by the time the doctor

arrives.

Then again, the accounts of the doctor are

not very readily paid, often not paid till a

new necessity arrives for calling him in again,

and not very infrequently are not paid at all.

And the surgeon cannot afford to sue for his
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debt in the County Court, lest he get a bad

name as harsh, unfeeling, a “skin-flint.”

The patients and their friends have odd

fancies. They do nqt esteem a doctor much

‘ifnless he “changes the medicine,” that is to

say. sends a pink one after one that was

yellow, and one smelling of nitre after one

strong of clove. But again, by a strange

caprice they sometimes will have it, when,

to humour this vagary, the doctor has “changed

the medicine”—that this change is due to a

consciousness that ’he has made a blunder

with the yellow bottle of “stuff,” and that

he is going to try his success with the pink

bottle. They become alarmed, think he does

not understand the case, and insist on sending

for another doctor. Consequently, immense

tact, much humouring and adaptability, are

requisite in the village doctor, if he is to

maintain his reputation, more if he is going

to make one. And' perhaps no method is

better than that of the know-nothing^ who

said, “You should have sent for me before,”

apd ao shifted the responsibility from His own

: shoulders.'
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What scorn was poured by the doctor on

.

the quack remedies employed by the old

women of the parish! And yet, when we

look back to the treatment recommended and

the potions administered by the faculty in

days gone by, I am not sure that the recipes

of the old grandams were not the best—at

least, they were harmless, and such were not

the hackings, cuppings, and bleedings, the

calomel, etc., of the faculty. A good many

of the village remedies were charms, and

charms only, and consequently rubbish.

Many years ago I remember great aston-

ishment was caused in the more cultured

portion of the congregation in our village

church, by a man standing up after the

blessing had been pronounced, and bawling

out

:

“This here is to give notice as how Sally

Jago of parish has fits terrible bad, and

as how her can’t be cured unless her wear

a silver ring inade out o’ saxpences or vour-

pences or dreepenny bits as come out o seven

parishes. This here is to give notice as how

I be gwin’ to a?c for a collection at the door.
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in behalf o’ Sally Jag6'*'as to help to. make

thicHey there ring.” .

Jn a parish I know well, but which I will not

further particularize,|^the parish clerk draws,

,or did till lately, a revenue for the cure of

children with fits. This was what he did

;

1 am not quite sure that he does not do it

still. He takes the child up the church tower

and holds it out at each of the angle pinnacles,

and pronounces certain words, what they are

I have not.^ learnqd. For which he receives

a honorarium. ..

Now these are mere charms and are perfectly

useless
; thef’ are superstitious usages, that

should not be encouraged or even sanctioned.

But it is quite another matter with the herbal

remedies. Many of these are really useful,

and a great deal more safe to take than the

strong metallic poisons administered by the

faculty. What an amount of mercury, in

the form of blue pill, has been given to the

generation now passing away! Was not grey

powder much the same ? Are doctors not still

soihewhat prone to administer calomel

I have no doubt that many of the herbs
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collected and used % the old women were

rfeally . effective and curative agents.

One of. the plants on which greatest faith

is placed is the elder, still make elder-

flower water as a cosmetic, and elderberry

wine as a febrifuge*

Old John Evelyn says, “If the medicinal

prospectus of the leaves, bark, berries, etc.,

were thoroughly known, I cannot tell what

our countryman could ail for which he might

not fipd a remedy from every hedge, either for

sickness 'or wound.”

The borage was used for cheering depressed

spirits, and we take it now in the 1:ool tankard,

with wine and lemon- and sugar, not perhaps

knowing why. But Bacon says that thus

mixed “it will make a sovereign drink for

mdancholy persons.”

My own experience confirms this. Good

cider cup or champagne cup is sovereign

against low spirits
;
this is due, of course, to

the borage.

Where herbs are used, there is probably

something valuable in their properties. The

GJtperience of many generations has gone to
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prove i|. A workman who suffered greatly

from abscesses cured himself entirely by the

use of the roots of the^ teasel which he asked

the writer of this book to be allowed to

dig up in his orchard. But it is quite other

*\vith the little insects that infest the teasel

head, and which are eaten to cure inter-

mittent fevers, or enclosed in a goose quill,

sealed up and worn round the neck as a pre-

servative against ague.

A real charm is where the words are used

without the medicing, and what good it can do

is merely the effect on the imagination. That

words alone may sometimes cure, the following

story will show.

A poor woman came to the parson of the

parish with the request—“ Please, pass’n ! my
ou'd sow be took cruel bad. I wish now you ’d

be so good as to come and say a prayer over

her.”

“A prayer ! Goodness preserve us ! I cannot

^ome and pray over a pig—a pig, my. dear

Sally-^that is not possible.*’ ^

“ Her be cruel bad, groaning and won’t eat

her lueHtt. If her dies, pass’n—whativer sh^l
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we do i’ the winter wi’out bacon sides, and

ham. Oh dear ! Do y’ now, pass’n, come and

say a prayer over my ou’d sow.”

“I really—really must degrade' my
sacred office. Sally ! indeed I must not.”

“ Oh, pass’n ! do y’ now !
” and the good

creature began to sob.

The parson was a tender-hearted man, and

tears were too much for him. He agreed to

go to the cottage, see the pig, and do what he

could.

Accordingly, he visited the patient, which

lay groaning in the stye.

The woman gazed wistfully at the pastor,

and waited for the prayer. Then the clergy-

man raised his right hand, pointed with one

finger at the sow and said solemnly : “If thou

livest, O pig! then thou livest. If thou diest,

O pig ! then thou diest.”

Singularly enough the sow was better that

same evening and ate a little wash. She was

well £^d had recovered her appetite wholly

next day.

Now it happened, some months after this

th^t the rector fell very ill, with a quinsy that

S
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nearly choked him. He could not swallow, he

CQuld hardly breathe. His life was in imminent

danger.

Sally was a visitor every day at the rectory,

and w'as urgent to see the sick man. She was

refused, but pressed so vehemently, that finally

she was suffered—just to see him, but she was

warned not to speak to him or expect him to

speak, as he was unable to utter a word.

She was conducted to the sick-room, and

the door thrown open. There she beheld

her pastor lying in bed, groaning, almost in

extremis.

Raising her hand, she pointed at him with

one finger and said :
“ If thou livest, O pass’n

!

then thou livest ! If thou diest, O pass’n

!

then thou diest !

”

The effect on the sick man was—an ex-

plosion of laughter that burst the quinsy, and

his recovery.

I have said that, the doctor turned up his

nose at the village dame who used and

charhls
',
he did not relfsh, either, tne inter-

ventk>tt -of ..the Lady Bountiful, whether the

sqnirj^’s br .p^fsdin’s wife, .one or other of
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whom invariably kept a store closet full of

medicines—black draught for adults, dill-water

for babies, Friar’s balsam for wounds, salts and

senna leaves, ipecacuanha for coughs, brown

paper slabs with tallow for tightness of the

chest, castor oil for stomach-ache, and Gregory’s

powder for feverishness.

My grandmother had such a doctor's shop,

with shelves laden with bottles.

Whenever I was out of sorts, it was always

pfonounced to be “ stomach,” whereupon a

great quart bottle of castor oil was produced,

also a leaden or pewter spoon with hollow

stem, and a lid that rnoved on hinges, and

closed the spoon. Into this a sufficiency of

castor oil was poured, then my grandmother

applied her thumb to the end of* the. hollow

handle, and this effectually retained the objec-

tionable oil in the spoon, till this article of

torture had been rammed between my teeth

and was lodged on my tongue. Thereupon

the t^iumb was removed, and the oil shot

down my throat. I have that spoon now.

A servant*girl was invited to a danced and

obtained leave from hec mistress to go. She,
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however, returned somewhat early. Where-

upon her mistress asked, “Why, Mary! you

are back very quickly!”

“Yes, ma’m,” answered the domestic with

flaming cheek, “a young man came up to me

as soon as I arrived and axed if my programme

was full—and I— 1 haven’t eat nothink since

midday. I warn’t going to stay there and be

insulted.”

I suppose my grandmother considered thaj;

after every great Christian festival or domestic

conviviality my programme was overfull, for

the leaden spoon and the quart bottle of castor

oil invariably appeared on the scene upon the

morrow.

On escaping from infancy with its con-

comitants the bottle and spoon, I fell under a

greater horror still, blue pill and senna tea.

My father believed in blue pill, and also

believed that a cupful of senna tea after it

removed any noxious effects the calomel

might be supposed to leave. What a eramp-

ing, pain-giving^abomination that senna tea

was ! As I write, the taste of it comes upon

my tongue. What another world we live in.
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that of podophylHn pills coated with silver

or sugar ! How little can children of this age

conceive the sufferings of their parents when

they were blooming youths and maidens ! .

Of course, country people have got odd

notions of their internal construction. A
farmer’s wife in Essex told me once that

whenever she was troubled in her lungs she

took a dose of small shot from her husband’s

flask. I was horror-struck. She explained

:

“You see, sir, my lungs ain’t properly attached,

and in windy weather they blows about. You

know how you ’ve got the curtain at the church

door Weighted with shot— that’s to keep it

down. Well, I takes them shot on the same

principle, to keep my lungs down.”

Having, at one time, a small stuffed croco-

dile in my room, varnished, and lodged on

my mantel -shelf, I was visited by an old

woman of the humblest class, about some

parish' pay that had been cut down by the

hard-hearted guardians, when her eye rested

on the crocodile, and after ffonsidering it for

some time, she broke forth with, “ T reckon* you

got thickey (that) out o’ somebody’s insides.”
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“Most assuredly not,” I answered, consider-

ably taken aback at the unexpected question.

Then I added, “What in the name of Wonder

makes you think so ?
”

: “ Becos,” she replied, “.sure enough, there’s

one in me, as worrits me—awful ! And 1 wish

your honnor’d go to the Board of Gardjins

and take thickey baste along wi’ you and show

it to them gardjins, and tell ’em I’ve got one

just the same rampaging inside o’ me, and

get ’em to give me another loaf, and tack

on a sixpence to my pay. I’d like to keep

a pig, your honnor; only how can I, when

I ’ve got a baste like that in my vitals as

consumes more nor half o’ what I have to

eat. There ain’t no offals for a porker. Can’t

be, nohow.”

A friend of mine, a gentleman of some

^ucation, and one I should have supposed

superior to such crude notions, assured me
solemnly ^that he was acquainted with the

following ease:—An old dame, in a ^Devon-

shire country parish, drank some water in

which was the spawn of a triton. The

stomach of the good lady proved to be an
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excellent hatching- place, and the spawn re-

solved into newt, which lived very comfortably

in its snug, if somewhat gloomy, abode.

When the triton was hungry, it was wont

to run about its prison like a squirrel in its

revolving cage, only, of course, in this case,

the cage did not revolve. This made the old

woman so uneasy, that she was hardly able

to endure it. The triton evinced the utmost

repugnance to the smell of fried proximus

ardfit Ucalegon, and it was impossible for the

old woman to remain in the house where fish

was being prepared for the table, as the

excitement and resentment of her tenant

became intolerable. My informant assured

me that the old lady had applied to several

doctors for relief, and had obtained none; at

last she heard of a wise man, or herbalist, at

Bideford, and she visited him. He recom-

mended her to place herself under treatment

by him, and to begin by starving hei^ triton.

The patient accordingly remained in the

place for three days . without tasting food,

enduring all the while the utmost" discomfort

from the extictirig and resentful newt.
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On the third day the uncertificated practi-

tioner tied an earthworm to a thread and let it

down the patient’s throat. The triton rose to

the bait, bit, and was whisked out of the

' woman’s mouth. When she was sufficiently

recovered, the herbalist showed her, in effect,

a horrible monster, which he professed to have

fished out of her inside. This creature was

forthwith put in spirits and exhibited in a

phial in the practitioner’s window. There my
informant had seen it—and the woman had

told him her tale.
‘

The story is well known of Dr. Abernethy

and the lady who had swallowed a spider,

which she said gave her great internal in-

convenience. The doctor bade her open her

mouth, he caught a fly, put it into her mouth,

and then snapped his hand and pretended to

have captured the spider which had come- up

her throat after the fly. The North Devon

quack had played some such trick with the

old woman; but with the improvement^ that he

had utilized the days whilst she was fasting in

looking out for a live newt in a pond, and he

deluded her into believing that this was the
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identical beast that had troubled her, and

which he had so dexterously extracted,

I believe there are few parishes in England

in which similar tales are not told. 1

remember seeing a huge oriental centipede

exhibited in a herbalist’s window in a large

town in Yorkshire, as having been an inmate

of the stomach of a human being.

I have heard the same story as that told

me in Devon, repeated in Sussex with this

variation, that instead of an earthworm tempt-

ing the newt from its retreat, a roast leg of

mutton was exhibited at the mouth of the

patient. A friend of mine was warned by

an old woman in Staffordshire not to eat cress

from a brook, on the ground that an acquaint-

ance of hers had once thus swallowed toad-

spawn which had been hatched within her.

“ Look, sir, at that ’ere boy !
” said an urchin

to me one day
;
“he’s gotten a live frog in his

innerds, and if you bide still you can hear it

quack.”

“ Nonsense,” retorted the lad in question.

“.What you hear is conscience speakin’. That

there chap ain’t got no conscience at all. Put
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your ear to his stomick, and you won’t hear

nothin’.”

The late Mr. Frank Buckland had so often

heard the assertion that frogs and toads lived

•inside human beings, that he actually once

tried the experiment on himself. He let a

live frog hop down his throat. He felt no

after inconvenience.

He tells a story in his Curiosities of Natural

History which he received from a Lancashire

man, and which agrees in some particulars with

that I had from Devonshire. “ There lived a

man whose appetite was enormous. He was

always eating, and yet could never get fat ; he

was the thinnest and most miserable of crea-

tures to look at. He always declared that he

had something alive in his stomach; and a

kind friend, learned in doctoring, confirmed his

opinion, and prescribed a most ingenious plan

to dislodge the enemy, a big triton, who had

taken up his quarters in the man’s stomach.

He was ordered to eat nothing but sajt food

and,, to drink no water; and when he had,

epntinued this treatment as long as he could

< Bear it, he was to go and lie down near a"
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weir of the river, where the water was running

over, ‘with his mouth open.’ The man did

as he was told, and open-mouthed and expect-

ant placed himself by the side of the weir.

“ The lizard inside, tormented by the salt

food, and parched for want of water, heard

the sound of the running stream, and came

scampering up the man’s throat, and jumping

out of his mouth, ran down to the water to

drink. The sudden appearance of the brute

so terrified the weakened patient that he

fainted away, still with his mouth open. In

the meantime the lizard had drunk his full,

and was coming back to return down the

man’s throat into his stomach
;
he had nearly

succeeded in so doing when the patient awoke,

and seizing his enemy by the tail, killed him

on the spot.” And Frank Buckland remarks

thereupon, “ I consider this story to be one

of the finest strings of impossibilities ever

recorded.” But such stories are told to this

day, and believed in implicitly.

What imj^ination will do I can show from

my own experience. When a boy, in the

Pyrenees, I once drank from a spring, and
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saw to my horror, when I had already swal-

lowed a mouthful, that the water was alive

with small leeches. I had a bad time of it

for two or three days. I firmly believed I

, had leeches alive and sucking ^ny blood

inside me
;

I felt them. I became ‘ languid.

I believed they would drain my blood away.

Happily, my father heard what was the matter

with me, and explained to me the corrosive

nature of the gastric fluid, and assured me

that nothing living and of the nature of a

leech could resist ‘it. “My dear boy,” said

he, “from personal observation of your pro-

ceedings at meal-time, I am convinced you

could digest a pair of boots, and no leeches

could^ftand a moment against the force of

your vigorous gastric -fluid.” I believed him,

and forgot all about my imaginary malady.



CHAPTER XII.

Every family and village has had its

scapegrace. The family ne er-do-weel

has been its greatest curse, and has torn down

and dissipated in a few years what it has taken

generations to set up ;
any fool can destroy

only the wise can build.

But it is not so much folly as lack of

principle which constitutes the ne er-do-wetl.

Many a good man is a stupid one, ai^ his

goodness saves his stupidity from carrpng

him and his family to ruin. And sometimes

a clever man is a ne’er-do-weel, because his

cleverness is undirected by principle.

Perhaps the most flagrant instance of- the

ne’er-do-weel among the aristocracy was that

of Philip Duke of Wharton, the inheritor of

a princely fortune, of extensive estates, and

endowed by nature with brilliant talents, a man

269
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who forfeited everything simply because he

was without principle, and died in abject

poverty, the last of a race which had been

the pride of the North of England ;
but he

^
died in something worse than poveft^r^in

’ dishonour. It was of him that Pope ^wrote

these scathing lines

:

“ Clodis—the scorn and wdn^ of our days.

Whose ruling passion was the lust of praise

;

Born with whate’er could win it from the wise,

Women or fools must like him, or he dies.

* * * * ' * *

His passion still to covet general praise,

His life, to forfeit it a thousand ways.

A tyrant to the wife his heart approves,

A rebel to the very king he loves

;

He dies, sad outcast of each Chuifch and State,

A^ harder still, flagitious, yet not great.

Ask you why Glodis broke through every rule ?

’T was all for fear the knaves should call him fool.
’

The present time shows us some of these

afmbng the inheritors of nobfe names and

fortunes—men as foolish and unprincipled as

the wretched Duke of Wharton, at\d who run

through a hardly less disreputable course, to

;

the disgrace of the name which has .
hitherto

bieeh held high in history.
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In many a humbler family it is the same.

It would seem as though occasionally a sport

of some ignoble, sordid, selfish element broke

out in a stock that has been noted for its self-

respedt,' its goodness and generosity, and the

wretched creature in which is this vein of

baseness undoes in a few years everything

that it has taken ancestors many years

of prudence, self-sacrifice, and forethought to

construct.

The writer remembers the instance of a

gentleman in the North of England of excel-

lent abilities, of many extended estates, and of

illustrious name.

He, however, had the misfortune to inherit

his fortune early
;
he had lost his father and

mother when quite a boy, and when he came

into his estates he galloped through them,

selling one property and mansion after another,

till he came to%pend his last days in a cottage.:

Throughout, one had pitied the man rather

than blamed him, be(|j|ise he had not been

taught his duties to God and man at a mother’s

knee. But one day the writer said to hiih,

"Weill I suppose that if we began life againi
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you and I, with our experiences, we should

live very differently.”

“Not a bit of it,” he answered promptly,

with a merry laugh, “ I ’d go through the

• same round to ruin again.” After that, the

spring of pity for \he man dried up. A man

who cannot learn by experience, who has no

feeling for the shame and sorrow he has caused

his family, deserves only contempt.

As a boy I remember seeing a painting of

a young gehtleman with a flat feeble face, and

powdered hair, and* laced coat. It was riddled

with small holes. I asked the reason.

It was the portrait of the family scapegrace,

who had alienated the paternal acres and

mansion, and for three generations that

picture had been used for the children to

shoot darts at. So alone did that good-for-

niaught prove of the slightest use, in that to

future generations he was- held up as the butt

of scorn and loathing in the family, as the one

man who in a few had wrecked ^what it

had taken an illustrious ancestry many centuries

'^accumulate.

The first token of the course the scapegrace
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is going to take is when he begins to fell the

stately trees that have been growing in his

park about his estate for over a hundred years.

I will quote a scene from Coleman s capital

comedy of The Poor Gentleman, which held up

to detestation a man very common in that age.

'‘'‘An apartment in Sir Charles Cropland's house.

Sir Charles Cropland at breakfast; his valet

de chambre adjusting his hair.

'‘'Sir Chas. What day of the month was it yesterday,

when I left town? ^ .

“ Valet The first of April, Sir Charles.

"Sir Chas. Umph! When Mr. Warner (the steward)

comes, show him in.

" Valet I shall, Sir Charles. \Exit

"Sir Chas. This same lumbering timber upon my
ground has its merits. Trees are notes issued from the

bank of Nature, and as current as those payable to

Abraham Newland. I must get change for a few oaks,

for I want cash consumedly. So, Mr. Warner.

Enter Warner.

Warner. Your honour is right welcome into Kent. .

I am proud to see Sir Charles Cropland on his estate

again. I hope you mean to stay on the spot for some time,

Sir Charles? ^
“ Sir C/m. A very tedi* time. Three days, Mr.

Warner.
'

^ " Warner. Ah, good sir ! I wish you lived entirely upon

the estate, Sir Charles,

m T. . : .

'

'
'
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Thank you, Warner; but mode^^&^en of

fashion find it devilish difficult to live upon their ^ates.

Warner, The country about you is so chaanning

!

Sir Chas, Look ye, Warner, I must liunt in

Leicestershire—for that’s the thing. In the frosts and

the spring months I must be in town at the clubs— for

^ that ’s the thing. In summer I must be at the watering-

jplaces—for that’s the thing. Now, Warner, under these

circunSstances, how is it possible for me to reside upon

my estate? For my estate being in Kent
“ Warner, The most beautiful part of the country

“ Sir Chits, Curse beauty ! My estate being in Kent
“ Warner, A land of milk and honey !

“ Sir Chas, I hate milk and honey.

“ Warner, A land of fat 1

Chas, Damn your fat! .Listen to me. My estate

being in Kent
‘‘ Warner, So woody !

Sir Chas, Curse the wood! No, that’s wrong—^for

it’s convenient. I am come on purpose to cut it.

“ Warner, Ah ! I was afraid so ! Dice on the table,

and then, the axe to the root ! Money lost at play, and

then, good luck ! the forest groans for it..

Sir Chas. But you are not the forest, and why the

devil do you groan for it ?

Warner. I heartily wish, Sir Charles, you may not

enciimber the goodly estate. Your worthy ancestors had

views for their posterity.

“ Sir Chas. . And I shall Kfeve views for my posterity. I

^
shall take special care the trees shan’t intercept their prospect.

III short, Mr, Warner, I must have three thousand

in three days. Fell timber to diat amount immediately.”
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A .Jugular circumstance happened some

years ago. I was told it by a timber merchant

who Wcis on the spot.

A respectable nobleman died, leaving a

scapegrace son to inherit his "title, estates,

and wealth. •

It was then that the Jews came down like

vultures on the- heir. They had lent him

money on post-obits ;
and there was not

enough to satisfy them. Accordingly the

mandate went forth for the cutting-down and

sale of the magnificent timber in the park

—

trees of centuries’ growth.

The day of the sale arrived, and timber

merchants had gathered from far and near,

and the -auctioneer was about to begin the

sale of the trees—standing in their majesty.

“ By heaven !
” said the dealer to me, “ it

made my heart ache to see them—the trees

themselves looked like nobles— I say it made

my heart ache, though I hoped to profit by

them too.” ,

Well, just as the sale began a telegraphic^

messefiger came galloping up with an orange"

envelope. m
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The earl had shot himself.

The sale was stopped. The trees could

not be felled. He had cu^t short his own

worthless life, and each stick of timber, every

one of which was more valuable than his
•f

miserable self, wa» saved.

"As the gaming and extravagance of the

young men of quality has arrived now at a

pitch never heard of, it is worth while to

give some account of it,” writes Horace

Walpole in his last journals (1772). “They

had a club at one Almacks in Pall Mall,

where they played only for rouleaus of ^50
each rouleau

;
and generally there was

10,000 in specie on the table. Lord

Holland had paid about ;^20,ooo for his two

sons. Nor were the manners of the game-

sters, or even their dresses for play, undeserv-

ing notice. They began by pulling off their

embroidered clothes, and put on frieze great-

coats, or turned their coats iijside outwards

i for luck. They put on pieces of leather

(Such as is worn by footmen when they

dean kiavets) to save their lace ruffles; and

fo. guard their eyes from light, and to
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prevent tumbling their hair, wore high-crowned

straw hats with broad brims, and adorned with

flowers and ribbons ;
masks to conceal their

emotions when they played at quinze. Each

gamester had a small, neat stand by him, with

a large rim to hold his tea,* or a wooden bowl

with an edge of ormolu, to hold his rouleaus.

They borrowed great sums of the Jews at

exorbitant premiums. Charles Fox called

his outward room, where these Jews waited

till he rose, the Jerusalem Chamber. His

brother Stephen was enormously fat; George

Selwyn said he was in the right to deal with

Shylocks, as he could give them pounds of

flesh.”

There is a charming old house in Throwleigh,

Devon, called Wonson Manor, the ancient seat

of the Knapman.s, from whom it passed to

the Northmores of Cleave, together with large

estates in the neighbourhood.

William Northmore of Cleave, M.P. for

Okehampton from 1713 to i734> was a great

•gambler, and. he lost at one sitting ;^i7>ooc)

on the turn of an ace of diamonds in a game

of putt.
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This led to forced sales and the loss of

the ancestral acres and house of Well in South

Tawton, and of nearly all the property in

Throwleigh except the manor-house. William

Northmore had an ace of diamonds painted

in one of the panels of the wainscot of his

bedroom, and every night before turning into

bed he cursed the ace instead of saying his

prayers. The ace is still shown.. Now
Wonson is also passed away.

There was in North Devon no more

ancient family than Dowrish of Dowrish,

whose authentic pedigree goes back to King

John’s reign, when Dowrish Keep was erected.

The descent was direct from father to son for

twenty generations, that is to say for five

hundred years, always seated on the same

acres and occupying the same house, that

had indeed been added to, remodelled, but

which was in itself a record of the lives and

thoughts, ambitions, and discouragements of

a family that had married into the beet in the

land, the de Helions, the Carews, the Fulfords,

and the Northcotes.

Then, in graceless days, came the graceless
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fool who undid the work of twenty genera-

tions in one night. The. manor of Kenner-

leigh belonged and had belonged to the

Dowrishes for centuries.

One night the then squire and Sir Arthur

Northcote were playing piqhet. Mr. Dowrish,

being eldest hand, held the four aces, four

kings, and four queens, and promptly offered

to bet his manor of Kennerleigh against ;^500 ,

by no means its value even in those daysy

that he won the game. Sir Arthur took the

bet, having a claim of carte blanche on his

undiscarded hand. After Sir Arthur had

discarded, he took up two knaves, and held

two points of five each, each headed by the

knave. Mr. Dowrish being about to declare,

was stopped by Sir Arthur’s claim for ten for

carte blanche, which ruined his chances. The

point fell to Sir Arthur, and two quints, who

scored thus : p

Carte blanche . . .10
Point 5

Two quints at 15 each . 30

Repique 6b

105 and game.
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At the present day there would be holes

to pick in this method of counting, as Mr.

Dowrish on his side could have claimed his

“fourteens” for aces, kings, and queens before

allowing the sequences to count, but not so

formerly, when tH^ rule was absolute as to the

order of counting, point, sequence, threes or

fours of suits. So the manor was lost, and

Kennerleigh belongs to Lord Iddesleigh at

the present day.

In commemoration of the game, the table

at which it was played was inlaid with repre-

sentations of the two hands, and is now in

Dowrish House, a mansion that has lost all

its interest, having been remodelled in sub-

urban villa style, but nobly situated and

commanding a glorious view.

Gambling thus recklessly is an illustration

of reversion to one of the strongest passions

that actuates man 4n his lowest savage state.

So the Alaskan natives. “ They often pass

whole days and nights absorbed in the occu-

pation, Their principal game is played with

a handful of small sticks of different colours,

which are called by various names, such as the
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crab, the whale, the duck, and so on. The

player shuffles all the sticks together, then,

counting out a certain number, he places them

under cover of bunches of moss. The object

seems to be to guess in which pile is the

whale, and in which the crab, or the duck.

Individuals often lose at this trifling game

all their worldly possessions. We are told

of instances where, spurred on by excitement,

a native risks his wife and children, and if he

loses, they become the recognized property

of the winner, nor would anyone think of

interfering with such a settlement.”*

A certain earl, when a young man, being

fond of play, called on Beau Nash to gamble

with him. Nash first won from him all his

ready money, then the title deeds of his

estates, and finally the very watch in his

pocket, and the rings on his fingers—all in

one night. Nash thereupon read him a

lecture on his incredible folly, and returned

all his winnings, at the same time extracting

. from him a promise that he would never play

again.

* Balm, The New EldoradOy Boston, 1889, p* 199*
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But it is not among the gentry only that

the scapegraces are found, though such as are

highly placed are most noticed. They are to

be found in every class, and there is not a

village which does not produce these sour

fruit.

The generality of these scapegraces are

simply scatter-brains, filled with exuberant

spirits that carry thein beyond the bounds

that constrain the commonplace folk. If these

fellows, full of animal spirits, effervescing with

the joy of life, have principle and wise parents

to advise them, they will turn out admirable

men, useful members of society. The army

or the navy is the profession to which they

naturally gravitate, and first-rate soldiers and

sailors they make. But this is if they have

principle. Without that as a fly-wheel, they

spin themselves out without doing good to

themselves or to anyone else.

Compare some of the scamps we have

known at school, in a parish, with th% heavy,

plodding lout, who is without go and without-

intelligence. Which makes the best man in

the
,
end ? The scamp undoubtedly, if his
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scampishness springs out of exuberant spirits

and there be no root of vice in the heart.

The heavy, plodding lout becomes a whole-

some and useful member of society
;
but he is

without freshness and energy.

We cannot doubt tha^ some untoward

circumstance sometimes throws a young

fellow out of his proper course of life, and

throughout his career he is conscious that

he has got into the wrong groove. Then

he either makes the best of it, or continues

in sullen resentment with resistance at heart

against the restraints and contrarieties he

encounters—gets into difficulties, is cast out

when too late to take up another course,

and squanders life away in disorder or

idle repenting. 1 knew a boy who, getting

into a “ row ” at school, instead of waiting

and receiving his punishment pluckily, and

accepting it as deserved, ran away to sea.

I met him many years after, a .sailor, and

he said to me, “The blot of my life was

that I did not accept the birch I had

deserved. I cut away to sea. I have been

now a seaman for fifteen years, and have
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never 5'et found my sea-tegs. Whenever
there is a capful of wind, and the water is

a bit rough, I am sick as a dog. It is always

the same. It stands against me. I hate the

sea. But I made a fool of myself when I ran

from school, and ^ fool I shall remain to the

end.”

“Not a bit,” was my reply. “Like a

sensible man, you have held to the profession

you chose, and make the best of it. You win

back thereby all the respect you threw away

when you shirked your punishment.”

There was every temptation to this young

man to become a ne’er-do-weel, but he did not

give way to the temptation. He recognized

the fact that he had made a mistake, and he

took the consequences like a man. But, then,

it is, perhaps, one only in five of those who

make these mistakes who has the courage

to accept the results, and accommodate himself

to them.

Where there is a sound substratum of

healthy conscience and force of cliaracter,

there one may always hope that a mistake

in early life will right itself.
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But if there be mere love of lawlessness,

mere wilfulness, in the outbreaks of youth,

then there is no redemption, the ne’er-do-weel

boy remains a ne’er-do-weel to the end of the

chapter.

I remember one such. , I knew him as

a boy, and confess to have entertained a

liking for him
;
but his escapades passed all

bounds of moderation. A good-natured,

chestnut-haired boy he was, with clear,

trembling blue eyes, a fair complexion some-

what marred by freckles, and straight, elastic

figure. Unhappily this lad had not parents

who taught their children what would do them

good in life; nor kept them to the National

School, where they might have acquired that

which their parents neglected to inculcate.

Tho young fellow sometimes came to church,

and then went into the gallery behind the

choir. Now, in the choir sat a young fellow

with a head covered with natural curls of a

tow colour, on Sundays drenched in hair-oil.

One Sunday the scapegrace thrust a lighted

mjitch into the mass of oiled curls, and the

head blazed up at once.
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The same ne’er-do-weel, whilst he was

ringing the tenor bell, suddenly threw the loop

of the rope over the neck of the next man*

who was instantly whisked up against the

belfry floor above and thrown down, and very
* nearly killed.

On again another occasion, he thrashed a

fellow called “Old Straw” with a flail, saying

that he was bent on finding if there was any

good to be got out of him. He broke Straw’s

leg, and was sentenced by the magistrates to

be put in the stocks.

That was the last occasion when stocks

were used in England, and so angry was the

squire at the revival of the stocks, that after

the sentence had been carried out he had them

chopped up and burnt.

The disgrace of the stocks was too much

for our ne’er-do-weel ; he left the parish and

enteired the army, but had to leave—he was

a ne’er-do-weel uncler the colours as in fustian.

Since then he has been about the world—

a

ne’er-do-weel everywhere/
'

The other day the church bell, was tolling.

It He had re-
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turned home to die. The sole wish in the

heart of the man with a wasted life was to lie,

to cast down the wreck of his body, in the

earth of the native parish which had bred him,

and to have no headstone to mark the mound
under which lay naught but the ashes of a

ne’er-do-weel.

u



CHAPTER XIII.

WHERE there is private property there

must be a demarcation, showing its

limits
;
and where there are crops on arable

land, there, either one or other of two alter-

natives i^ust be adopted, the crops must be

protected by a hedge, dyke, or wall, from the

incursions of the cattle, or the cattlexmust be

kept in confinement, to prevent their straying.

The former is the system adopted in England

and in Weii^^halia, and the latter is that

general throughout the ,rest of Germany and

France. The teflh mark has a carioi» history.

Originally it signified the forest,, so called

becat^e df its gloom, whence o\^ ’ W6rd

'Ilbe mark or forest bounded the

cleai^g. / l^ehce it Came to signify the limit

^ a ckj^ mad^ by a community to fanii'beld
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in common. Land bounding a state or prin-

cipality was then called also a mark or the

marches, and the official who watched it

against incursions was the mark-graff, or

margrave, in French marquis, hence our

marquess. •

As the limit of a territory or a village, or

a* private claim had to be given certain

indications, when the wood had further re-

treated, stones or posts were set up, and signs

were cut on these to show that they limited

claims. The compound was in German entitled

the Geniarkung, and over every Gemarkung

there was a villicus, bailiff, or schultheiss, who
regulated the affairs of the community.

In 1854 Df* Konrad Maurer set all political

economists agog by his Introduction to the

History, of. the &c.
'JjJJie

book was

not intended as a hoax, but it succeeded in

hoaxing pretty largely, and^n provoking con-

siderable excitement
,/• ‘V i*t '

,

thesfe, was that among " the Teutonic

races the Land belonged to the People^ .^A thjit V

every householder had » rights oy«r ^^: lan^,; .

-blit' that the invasion of Feudalism altered '
!
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everything, the lords then seized' on the land

and converted the freeholders into serfs knd

villains. His. assertions were accepted as

gospel, till disputed by Professor Fustel de

. Cpulanges in 1885 and 1889, who showed, by

production of the tiriginal texts, that Maurer

had little or no evidence to sustain his entire

fabric. All the evidence goes the other way,

to show that land, directly men settled, be-

came private property, but that the landlord

allowed his tenants to take wood from forests,

turf from moors, ahd have certain commons

for pasturage, not as a right, but as a favour.

Maurer had started from a false premise.

The Mark or a^^er never meant common land,

but the boundary of private estates.* In a

word, as far as evidence goes, his theory was

the erection of a Fools’ Paradise for social

* a proprietor encroaches on a neighbouring proprietor,

he shall pay fifteen sol^i . . . The boundary between two

estates is formed by distinct landmarks, such as little mounds
of stones . . , If a man oversteps this boundary, marca, and
enters the property of another, he shall pay the above mentioned

fine.** Laws of the Ripuarian Franks, Sect 60, So tHe ancient

Bavarian Laws spoke of a man who took a slave over the

borders) ixira terminos hoc cst extra marcam, (xiii. 9). See

Tke Orij^fi of Property in Lmd^ by F. de Coulanges, London,

;
ifipi.

_
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and pdlitical reformers. Originally, when men

were nomads, the land belonged to nobody—

but when tillage began, then at once the

marking out of fields became a necessity

—

and with the marking came proprietorship.

In France and Germany, where there are

no hedges, there the properties are divided by

an imaginary line drawn between two stone

pegs
;
and as fields get divided and subdivided

by inheritance, the number of these marks or

pegs increases.

In order to distinguish his boundaries, a

proprietor sometimes cut the outline of his

foot on a slab, or took the further pains with

a hammer and chisel to scoop it out.

In course of time the significance of these

foot imprints in stone was completely forgotten,

and ais they are found all the world over, the

vulgar began to regard them with awe, and

create legends to account fw their existence.

When Robinson Crusoe lit upon the foot-

print in the wet sand on the shore, he had

no rest till he discovered who had left it there.

And so, when the peasantry came on these

marks in stone, long after such marks had
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ceased to have any practical significance, they

cudgelled their brains to explain them, and,

of course, hit on wrong explanations.

In Scotland there are several of these. So

’also in India and Ceylon. Buddha’s footprint

is venerated in five places. In the chapel

of . the Ascension on the top of the Mount

of Olives is shown the mark of the foot-

steps of the Saviour. Arculf, who visited

Palestine about the year 700,
says, “ Upon

the ground in the midst of the church may

be seen the last prints in the dust made by

the feet of the Lord, and the roof is open

above where He ascended.” Now, however,

the impress is shown cut in the rock.

At Poitiers, in the church of St. Radegund,

is the footprint of the Saviour, impressed by

Him when He appeared to this abbess saint.

At Bol^iia is a slab on which are the foot-

prints of St. Christina.

In Rome a chapel called “ Domine quo

vadis” is built over a similar slabi The

story goes that St. Peter, afraid of perishing

in the persecution of Nero, attempted to fly

from Rome, when he met Christ at the spot
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where stands the chapel, and he asked Him,

“Lord, whithe^goest Thou.” “To be cruci-

fied again in Rome,” was the answer. Peter,

ashamed of his cowardice, returned and died

a martyr’s death.

In Poland as many as* eighteen of these

footprints have been registered.

Curiously enough, footprints outlined in the

marble have been found in the catacombs of

Rome closing the giives of early Christians.

In the Kircherian Museum in Rome is one

of these. It is a square iparble slab with two

pairs of footprints incised upon it, pointed in

opposite directions, as if occasioned by a

person going and returning, or by two

persons passing each other. Another stone

from the catacombs bears the name of
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Jatiuaria, and has^^n k they^int of a pair

of fe^t in sandals carved o^|p|p

t'be cii’cumstance that all i^^bf legendary

matter attaches to these footprints, shows that

* their real significance has been lost. Yet they

must have had a meaning and a purpose, and

that all over the world. When the purpose

for which executed no longer existed, or it was

no longer necessary to express this purpose,

then the purport of these marks was left to

wild conjecture.

We cannot be very far wrong in saying

that primarily these footprints were cut as

boundary marks, or as marks indicating

possession. When a settler took land and

enclosed it, then he cpt his mark at the corners

of his enclosure
;
and the simplest and most

natural mark was the impression of his foot.

Tin miners in old times were required an-

nually to cut theii; marks in the turf of their

claims. If they failed to do this, they forfeited

their claims. Indeed, the very term possession

is derived from the expressbn pedes posui—

“I have set my feet down.” Among the

Roman lawyers the maxim held that what the
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foot struck could ‘bi^ claimeH as private

property. «HK:German word itiarke, tnarca,

meant a liiM3 boundary. Now we use the

word mark as a sign, or token of possession.

We have tradesmen’s marks. And, as already

said, the simplest of all rftcurks was the foot-

print. If any dispute arose, the owner put his

foot down on the tracing, and showed thereby

a right of ownership.

We see in the footprints on tombslabs the

same idea—of claiming proprietorship in a

grave. The two pairs are for the husband

and wife.

It has been argued that where horse hoofs

have been cut in a slab, that indicates the

wider limits of a domain, or a community-

district, which was ridden round, but that the

footprints of men thus graven betokened

private lands belonging to individuals, or

rather, to heads of households.

At Totnes, in Devon, in the High Street,

is a slab of stone, on which is the now much

worn impress of a foot. This from time im-

memorial has been said to have been the print

of the foot of Brutus when he landed in
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Britain, and took possession of our Isle for

himself and his descendants. As he did so

he declared

:

“ Here I stand, and here I rest,

• ^
And this place shall be called Totnes !

”

But now let us ’turn from boundaries indi-

cated by marks to those artificially erected

enclosing the entire claim.

Such are our hedges, dykes, and walls.

The hedge in many parts of England and in

Scotland is a small privet or thorn division be-

tween fields, or dividing a field from the road.

To a Northerner, to speak of a bank six or ten

feet high with trees on the top as a hedge, is

held to be a misappropriation of terms. A
hedge, according to him, is only a line of

quickset eighteen inches or two feet high;

a bank of earth dividing fields is a dyke. But

then in Ireland a dyke is both a bank and a

ditch. In fact, hedge is derived from the same

source as the Latin ager, and the Norse akvi

and o’Ur acre; and signifies earth e^t up,

either by the plough or the spade, either in

tilling or in banking. This is the meaning

the Sanskrit has; and in Latin, ager
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has its double meaning, as a bank and as a

field. So I contend that we in the South-West

of England are quite right in using for the

banks that enclose our fields the term hedge.

It is a great hardship to the poor cattle on

the Continent to be stall-fed, and how poor

is the meat from such beasts every English-

man knows who has travelled. If we glory

in the Roast Beef of Old England, it is

because our cattle are able to roam about

the pastures, and are healthy and vigorous,

and their flesh sound and juicy accordingly.

And this is due to our hedges.

In certain parts of the Alpine chains, there

are portions delivered over to the chamois

as their own, in which no gun may be fired,

where the beautiful creatures may be sure of

rest and security, in which they may nurture

their young, and to which, when hard pressed,

they may flee, as to Cities of Refuge. Ini yrol

such an asylum is called a GSmsenfreiheit.

Of late years it has become necessary for

.law in Switzerland to extend its protection

to the Edelweiss. This peculiar and beautiful

flower is much in request, both by lovers who
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present it to their sweethearts, and also for the

formation of little mementoes for travellers.

The Edelweiss does not require an altitude

so great that it is near the snow, nor a pre-

.cipitous rock to crown; the poor plant has

been driven higher and ever higher, and to

inaccessible points as the only places where

it can live unmolested. At Rosenheim, on

the Bavarian plateau, at the roots of the

mountains are fields of Edelweiss, where the

plant is cultivated to satisfy the insatiable

visitor who insists bn going home from his

holiday with a tuft in his hat, and on sending

dried specimens to all his friends.

Well ! what must England have been before

it was cultivated in nearly every part? Verily,

it must have been a land of flowers. Now
the flowers are banished—that is to say, the

vast majority of kinds, by the plough and

harrow. Only those are left which can with-

stand both and such as take refuge in our

hedges. The hedgerow is, in fact, tp our

English flowerSj what the Gamsenfreiheit is

to the Tyrolean chamois—their city of refuge,

their sisylum from utter eradication.
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How infinitely dreary is the landscape in

France without hedges. The eye ranges over

a boundless plain of rolling land, that is divided

into strips of various .colours like a plaid, and

no trees are visible except lines of trimmed

poplars, or a scrubby wcxjd kept for fuel.

The eye ranges over belts of cabbage and

colza, potatoes, beetroot, barley and lentils,

wheat and sanfoin. There is not a single

hedge anywhere—no harbour for such plants

as have not the stubbornness to live on in

spite of plough, and pick, and spade, and hoe.

Flowers there are—for flowers are obstinate

and persist in coming—grape hyacinths, star

of Bethlehem, lungwort, scarlet anemones,

tulips, blue-bottles, cornflowers, salvia, and so

on—because they dive out of reach of the

spade and share, or because they do not

object to having their tubers cut up—they

rather like it. They myltiply from every

portion. But this is not the case with all

flowers. Some have too refined a nature, are

too frail, modest, reserved, to endure rough

treatment. They ask only to be let alone.

They will die if incessantly worried—and for
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such there is no other place of refuge avail-

able except the hedgerow.

I was the other day on the battlefield of

Poitiers. The chroniclers tell of the banks,

.the hedges and vineyard walls that stood in

1356, and afforded shdter for the English

archers. Not one remains. Every hedge

has been levelled, every mound spread, and

with them have gone all those flowers that

once made the battlefield like a garden.

Our old English hedges are the Poor Man’s

conservatory, are the playground of his children.

Hpw starred they are in spring with primroses

!

How thSy flush- with red robin! How they

mantle with bluebell ! How they wave with

foxglove I Talking of the latter, I was driving

one . day in Cornwall, when my coachman

pointed to a range of foxgloves, and said

:

“ Look there, sir ! They are just like girls I

”

“What do you jnean?” I asked.

“Did you never notice," said he, “that the

foxglove always turns its flowers towanjs the

road—it never looks into the hedge ?
’’

» “ Naturally, no flower exists that does not

look to the light”
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“’T ain’t that,” said the driver. “’Tis they

know they’ve got pfetty faces, and wants to

show them.”

Then, again, the ferns and the mosses!

What a wealth of beauty in them! What a

variety! Not to be discovered ifi the field;

only in their own quarter, reserved for them

—the hedgerow.

Our hedges are probably as ancient as our

civilization. We know of a few only that

have been erected within the memory’ of

man ; the majority have existed from ^he

period when our land was first put into, culti-

vation. And it is remarkable that in the

north of Germany, in Westphalia, the Saxon

region whence came our Teutonic ancestors,

there the hedge with which we are familiar

in England is to be met with as well, as an

institution of the country, and a feature of the

landscape.
,

Look at , the size of some hedges—their

width at the base, the height to which they

rise, the traces they bear of venerable an-

tiquity! This is not perhaps the case in all

parts of England, but it is so in the west.
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An agent of an earl, with large estates,

told me that when first he took the agency

five-and-twenty years ago, he waged war on

the hedges, he had them swept away and

replaced by low divisions with quickset over

which any child might jump. But after long

experience he had learned that our ancestors

were not such fools as we suppose, in this

matter. He learned that not only were the

high hedges a protection to the cattle from

wind and rain, but that they furnished a very

necessary store of dry food for them at a

time when their pastures are sodden. See

bullocks in wet weather, how they scramble

up the hedges, how they ravenously devour

the dry grass in them. That is because the

hedges supply them with something that they

cannot get elsewhere.

In the West of England a hedge top is

frequently finished ^off with slates that project,

and this is to prevent rabbits, even sheep, from

overleaping them. In Cornwall, on the^bank

top is a footpath beside the lane, a large deep

cleft in the land, that converts itself into a

torrent in wet weather. It is a common
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sight to see women, and children on their way

to school, pencilled against the sky walking

on the hedge tops. So when certain hedges

have thus been converted into footways, then

a rail is often put across them to prevent

horsemen from using them ‘in like manner..

Anent sheep jumping hedges, I may venture

here to tell a tale of a certain old rogue who

went by the name of Tup-Harry. This is

how he got his nickname. Harry was a

small farmer, and he had a neighbour with

better means, and a better farm than his

own. One very dry season Harry had come

to the end of his grass for a flock of sheep

he possessed. His neighbour had, however,

got a fine field of mangel-wurzel. Harry

looked over the hedge— a hedge furnished

with outstanding slates—and greatly longed

for these mangels for his sheep
;
but he did

not relish running the risjj of being caught

taking them. So he went in the evening

into his field that was bare of grass, put his

head against the hedge, bent his back, and

called “Tup! Tup! Tup!” whereupon up

ran his old rmn, jumped on his back, went

X
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on to the hedge, and over into the mangel

field, and all the flock in Indian file scampered

after him over the back of Harry. Very

early in the morning the rogue went into the

devastated mangel field, put his head against

the hedge, bent Ms back, called “ Tup ! Tup

!

Tup!” and up came the ram, ran over . his

back on to the hedge, and returned to the

barren quarter again, followed in Indian file

by all the flock. That was done several

times, and no signs appeared anywhere of

the hedge being* broken through, or of a

padlocked gate having been opened. At

last one night the farmer who was robbed

hid himself, and saw the whole proceeding.

Tup-Harry did not try that trick on again.



For how far down below the surface the

rights of the lord of the manor extend,

has not I believe as yet been determined, so

we may presume that it goes down as far as

man can dig and sink his shafts. In a good

number of counties in England there is

nothing underground worth bringing up, and

consequently such rights • are not of much

value. It is quite otherwise where there is

mineial wealth, and it is from the coal or

the copper' or the- tin that lies' deep under-

ground that the w;ealth of some of our

landed proprietors cpmes.- But there is thi$ /
307 '

,
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consolation for such as have nothing of great

importance belo^v the surface, that those who

are deriving their large incomes from the beds

or vein? deep underground are exhausting their

patrimony
; coal and metal will not recover

themselves as the sfurface soil will.

It has been my lot to live where the under-

ground industry was great, in Yorkshire where

were coalmines, and on the borders of Corn-

wall where were once great copper and tin

mines
;

also in my youth manganese was

extracted out of the rock on my paternal

inheritance. I have had a good deal to do

with those who have worked underground,

and so may be allowed here to give some

reminiscences connected with mining and

quarrying.

Alackra-day! As the old order changeth,

one pjf sthe most fresh and delightful characters

DM England has ,^produced is disappearing.

,
Cornfeh mining is almost at its end. Every

week away from the pgninsula goes a shipload

of miners for whom their occupation is gone,

and with them the old cap’n.

Well, what is our loss is others’ gain! and
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he goes to another part of the round world

to be there as a waft of fresh air, a racy and

delightful companion, a typical Cornish Celt,

every inch a man, strong in body, and a|, strong

in opinions, a little rough at times, but with a

tenderness of heart like thht of a woman.

If we go along the great backbone of

Cornwall, we find it a mass of refuse heaps

—every here and there is a bristling chimney,

an old engine-house, but all desolate
;

the

chimney gives forth no smoke, the engine

is silent. The story is everywhere the same

—the mine has failed. Is the lode worked

out? Oh dear no! There is still plenty of

tin—but foreign competition has struck the

death-blow to Cornish mining, and the

Cornish miner, if he will not starve, must

seek his future elsewhere.

Of course there are captains and captains

;

there is the clever, wheedling captain, who

starts mines never intended to pay, of which

the only metal to be fcund is in the pockets

of the dupes who are persuaded to invest in

them. I knew one such. He found a mine,

and was very anxious to get up a company,
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so he “salted” it cleverly enough, by dynamit-

ing tin into the rock. But the mining engineer

sent down to see this mine and report on it

to the investors was too shrewd for him.

•iThe projected rtiine was not in Cornwall, but

in Devon. “ HalldSi !
” said he, “ how comes

this tin here ? It is Cornish metal.”

So that mine never got on all fours.

In a great number of cases, in the large

majority, in fact, the captain is himself the

dupe, and dupe of his own ambition. Mining

is a speculation: it 'is a bit of gambling. No
one can see an inch into solid rock, and no

one can say for certain that indications that

promise may not prove deceptive. The captain

sees the indications, the dupes do all the rest.

If the lode proves a failure, then those who

have lost in it come down on the captain and

condemn him as a rascal.

But there are c^es where coneeahnent or

falsification of the truth is actually practised.

Caradon Hill, near Li^eard, according; to the

saying, is Vastly rich in ore :

“Csffadon Hill well wrought

;

• Is worth London Town dear bought.” ‘
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It has been mined from time immemorial,

but is now left at rest, and has been deserted

for some years. The tale is told-we will not

vouch for its accuracy—that in one of the

principal mines on Caradon the miners came

on an immense “ bunch ” tof copper, and at

once, by the captains orders, covered it up

and carried on their work where it was sure

to be unproductive. Down, ever more down-

wards went the shares, as the mine turned

out less and less copper, and just as all

concerned in the bit of roguery were about

to buy up the shares at an absurd price, in

burst the water and swamped the mine.

To clear it of water would require powerful

engines, take time, and prove costly. But as

shares had fallen so low no capitalists could

be found to invest, and there lies this vast

treasure of copper unlifted, deep under water.

« I tell the tale as ’t was told to me.” Is it

true? I cannot say—at all events it gives a

peep into the methods by which the rise and

fall of shares can be managed, and it shows

how completely investors are at the mercy

of the mining captains. .

But that there are
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rogues among the captains ’ does not prove

that roguery is prevalent, or that many are

tainted with it. On the contrary, as a body

they are thoroughly honest, but speculative

and sanguine.

There, is a certain captain who^ has great

faith in the divining-rod. One day he was

bragging about what he had done therewith,

when an old miner standing near remarked

:

“ How about them eighteen mines, cap’n,

you ’ve been on as have turned out flukes ?
”

“ I don’t say that the rod tells how much

metal there is, but that it tells where metal

lies that Is sure sartain. Now look here,

“ you unbelieving Thomas, I ’ll tell you what

happened to me. There was a pas’le o’ fools

Wouldn’t believe nothing about the divining-

rod, and they said they’d give me a trial

wi’ my hazel rod; so I took it, and I went

afore ’em over thg ground, and at last the

rod kicked, just like my old woman when her 's

a bit contrary. Well,, said I, you dig there!

and dig they did.”

“ And did you come on a lode, cap’n ? ” .

; “I ’ll tell you what we came on—a farmer’s
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old ’oss as had been buried 'cos her died o’

strangles. Well, I promise you, they laughed

and jeered and made terrible fools o’ them-

selves, and said I was done. I done ! said I

—

nof^
;
the divining-fod is right enough. Look,

they buried the old ’oss wi’* hef four shoes on.

The rod told the truth—but 'mark you, her

didn’t say how much metal was underground.”

The endura,nce and coolness of the miner

are remarkable. But an instance or two will

show this better than by dilating on the fact.

At a certain mine, called Drakewalls, the

shaft crumbled in. It was sunk through a

sandy or rubbly matter that had no cohesion.

When it ran in there were below two miners.

The entombment at Drakewalls took placS

on Tuesday, February 5 th, 1889, and the two

miners shut in by the run of ground were

John Rule, aged thirty-five, and William Bant,

aged twenty-one, the former being somewhat

deaf. They had pasties to eat, and burnt

their candles so long as, they could keep them

alight. They suffered most froni cold and

damp, and want of water, their water keg

being buried in the rush of sand. At one
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time, while they were discussing the chances

of rescue, Rule said to Bant, “I believe they

;> %ill come through. You never did any crime

bad enough to be kept here ”
; to which Bant

>•, feplied “ No ”
;
and Rule added, reflectively,

“This would be a right place for Jack the

Ripper. Us two cu’d settle ’n—and ate’n too,

if hard put to’t.” They were rescued on the

night of Saturday, February 9th. The pitman,

Thomas Chapman, had worked night and day

without cessation from February 5th to the

night of February 9th, and, moreover, was

lowered eighty feet to where they were confined.

None of the other men would undertake to

descend, fearing lest the entombed men might

' hav9 lost their reason in their long confinement.

One of the most curious facts connected with

the entombment was that the two men had not

lost account of time, but knew almost exactly

what day and hqpr it was. In reply to a

question, they said, “ It ’s Saturday midnight,”

and, as a matter of^fact, it was al:|put one

o’clock on the Sunday morning.

Bant was found in a somewhat dazed con-

dition. Not so Rule, who walked out with
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great composure, and the remark he made

was, “Any fellow han’ me a light and a bit

o’ baccy for my pipe?” and on reaching the

grass he said, “ I wonder if my old woman

have got summot cookin’ for me.”

He was much surprised riiat all wished to

shake him by the hand. “ Why,” said he,

“what is all this about? I ain’t done nothin’

but sit in darkness.”

Chapman received the Victoria medal for

his devotion. He had to go up to town for

it, and was presented with it by the Princess

of Wales.

Very often the captains are sober, and

teetotalers. But this is not always the case,

unhappily; and some are temperance advocates

on the platform, but something else in the

public-house. There was an old chap of this

description who was known far and wide for

his ardent temperance hara^ues, and for the

astounding instance:s he' was able to produce

of the judgments that fallowed on occasional

indulgence; A very good friend one day went

with him to prospect a promising new; district.

They entered to refresh at the little tavern,
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situated some twelve hundred feet above the

sea, perhaps the highlfcst planted public-house

in England, The friend was amused to see

Captain Jonas take the whisky bottle and half

fill his glass, holding his hand round the tumbler

to hide how muclf he had helped himself to.

“Halloa, cap’n!” exclaimed the friend, “I

thought you took naught but water.”

“ Sir,” answered Jonas with great composure,

“us must live up to our elevation, I does it

on principle,”

Some of the Cornish mining captains have

had experiences out of England as common

miners. There is one I know who worked

in the Australian gold-fields many years ago,

and he loves to yarn about those days.

“We were a queer lot,” said he to me one

day
;

“ several of us—and my mate was one

—

(not I, you understand)—^were old convicts.

But it was as m»ch as my life was worth to

let 'em know that I was aware of it. There

were varibus ways ip which a scorp against

a man might be wiped out. I ’ll tell you

what happened once. There was a chap

called Rogers-^he came from Redruth way-r-
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and he let his tongue run too free one day,

and said as how he knew something of the

back history of a few of our mates. Well, I

was sure evil would come of it, and evil did.

Things was rough and ready in those days,

and we ’d tin buckets for carsying up the gold,

and sand, and so on. Well,’ one day when

Rogers was about to come up the shaft, by

the merest chance, one of them buckets was

tipped over, and fell down. I went after him

down the shaft, and that there bucket had cut

ofif half his head, and cut near through his

shoulder. You wouldn’t ha’ thought it would

have done it, but it did. Bless you, I ’ve seen

a tumblerful of water knock a man down if the

water didn’t ‘break,’ as they call it, before

reaching the bottom of a deep shaft ; it comes

down in one lump like lead,”

After a while he went on—“I had a near

squeak once, the nearest I ever had. When

we were going to blast below, all men were

sent up except the one who was to light the

fuse. Well, one day there was only myself

to do it. I set fire to the fuse, and away I

went, hauled up. But somehow it didn’t go
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off. I thought that the- water had got in, so

befoi'e I reached the top and had got out, I

' signalled to be lowered again. I had just

reached the bottom when the explosion took

place. The rocks and stones went up past

me in a rush, and down they came again.

How it- happened that I escaped is more

than I can tell you ;
but God willed it ;

that

was enough for me. I was back with my

shoulder to the rock, and the stones came

down in a rain, but not one any bigger than

a cherry stone Kit me. But I can tell you

the men above were frightened. They couldn’t

believe their ears when I shouted ;
they couldn t

believe their eyes when they saw me come

up without a scratch. .
Folks say the. age o’

miracles is past. I’ll never say that; it was

a miracle I weren’t killed, and no mistake.

“Well, captain,” said I, “and did you make

a fortune out at ^e Australian goldfields?”

Hp looked at me with a twinkle in his eye.

“i «5ut with half-a-crowii in my

popfcet. vfe I ‘^ame back I ’d got just one

ha'ptrihyv ^ "

“ But aft the gold you found ?
”
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“That had a curious way of leaving me,

and getting into the possession of my mate

—

him who’d been a convict. He grew rich,

he did. I didn’t. Well, I came back with

experience.”

“And now, cap’n, what •are you going to

do?”

“There’s nothing going on in the old

country. I’m off somewhere over the seas

again. Can’t help it. I love dear old Eng-

land, and blessed old Cornwall above all, but

if they won’t or can’t support me and my
family I must go elsewhere.”

Alas! this is too true. The mines are

nearly all shut down. In one parish alone,

that of Calstock, there were twenty-two in

active operation a few years ago, now not

one.

The miners are scattered over the world.

They are gone to South Africa, to Brazil, to

the Stmits Settlements.

But where are no mines, there are quarries.

Oh I the delightful hours spent in boyhood in

bid quatries! In picking blackberries where

the brambles grow rank over the heaips of
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rubble and ripen their delicious fruit iigainst

the crumbled stone that radiates the warmth

of the sun! In groping after fossils in the

chalk quarries of the South Downs, delighted

in being able to extract a fossil sponge or a

glistening shark’s 4ooth

!

Nothing so unsightly as a new quarry, a

wound in the face of nature, yet nothing more

picturesque than one which is old, all the scars

healed over by nature.

And then, again, what haunts old quarries are

for rabbits—and* therefore also places in which

boys delight to spend hours ferreting Bunny.

In connexion with a quarry I will venture

to tell a story—curious, because showing a

form of superstition not extinct. I tell the

tale my own way, but it is fundamentally true

that is to . say, it is quite true that the

quarryinan told it; and believed himself to

have been victiinized in the way I relate,

though I ,
cannot vouch for the exact words

he em|)l(Syed. *

I was examining ^or geological purposes a

quarry in Cornwall that had been opened in

the side of a hill for the extraction of stone,
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wherewith to metal tlie roads. Whilst study-

ing the strata, I' observed a sort of nick in the

uppermost layer of rock, under the earth which

rose above the surface of the rock some three

feet six inches or four feet

The nick was about two 4eet deep and the

same breadth, and the sides were cut per-

pendicularly. It was cli^^gjtrtificial, and at

once struck me as bpj|^^^ction of a grave.

There was no churcnyard interfered with, so

that I supposed the grave was prehistoric, and

at once exclaimed to the quarryman engaged

in the excavation that this was a grave. He

put down his pick, and answered

:

“Yes, sir, it is a grave what you see here,

and what is more I can tell you whose grave

it is, or was. And a coorious sarcumstance is

connected with that there grave, and if you

don’t mind sitting down on that piece o’ rock

for five minutes, I’ll tell you^^ll about it.”

Without paying much heed to the statement

that the man made, that j;ie knew whose last

resting-place it was, I inquired whether any

flint or bronze weapons had been found there.

“No, sir,” said the quarryman, “nothing of
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the sort as far as I know
;

it was the head of

the grave .we cut through, and when we sent

the pick into it, the gentleman’s head came

down into the quarry.”

“ Gentleman’s head ? What gentleman’s

head?”

“Well, sir, I did not know at the time. It

gave me a lot of trouble did that head, or

rather the teeth from it. If you ’ll be so good

as to sit down on that stone. I’ll tell you all

about it, and I reckon it will be worth your

trouble. It’s a'coorious story, as coorious a

story as you have ever heard, I take it.”

“I will listen, certainly. But excuse me

one moment. I should like to crawl up the

side of the quarry, and examine the grave.”

“It’s my lunch time, and I've nothing to do

but to eat and talk for half-an-hour,” said the

quarryman, “so I’ll tell you all the whole

story, when you^ve bedn up and come down

again. There be bones there. You’ll find

his neck'; we cut oJF the head of |he grave.

But, whatever you do, leave the bones alone.

Don’t carry any away with you in your pocket;

or you '11 be just in a pretty way.”
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I made the exploration . I required. I

found that a grave had been cut in the rock.

Clearly, when the interment took place, those

who made the grave did not consider that

there was a sufficient depth of earth, and" they

had accordingly cut out a ffiole in the rock,

below the soil, to accommodate the dead man.

Bones were still in situ. I could find no trace

of coffin, but in all likelihood, if there had

been one there, it had rotted away, and the

gravelly soil from above had fallen in on all

sides, and had taken the place of the wood as

it decomposed. And if there had been a

mound above the dead man, the sinking in

after decomposition had caused it to disappear.

There were bushes of heather above the grave,

but nothing to indicate that a tomb had been

in the place, as far as could be judged from

above. Its presence would not have been

guessed had it not ^been /evealed by the

operations of the quarrynien.

Having completed my, observations, I re-

turned to the bottom, and seated myself on

the stone indicated by the workman. He
occupied the top of another, and was engaged
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on a pie—sin appalling composition of heavy

pastry, potato, and bacon, grey in colour as a

Jerusalem artichoke, and close in texture and

heavy as a cannon ball. He cut large junks

out of this terrible specimen of domestic

cookery, and thrflst them between knife and

thumb into his mouth. As he opened this

receptacle I observed that the gums were

ill-provided with teeth, so that mastication

must be imperfect. It is really extraordinary

how the wives of working-men exhibit their

ingenuity in proving “ how not to do it.
’ It

is said that the way to a man’s heart is

through his stomach. If that be the case, it

predicates either extraordinary personal fasci-

nation on the part of the wives, or really

miraculous virtue on the part of the husbands,

that any domestic attachment should subsist

in the cottages of the agricultural labourer

and artisan. Of is it that the wives are

resolved to put the tenderness, the devotion

of their'inen to th^ severest possible test, as

cannon are run over a new suspensiombr^dge ?

' “ Yoii see, sir,” said the quarryman, “ when

we cut that new slice we went slap through
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the head of the grave, and never knowed there

was a grave there, till do>yn came the head,

like a snowball. It was my partner, James

Downe, as was up there wi’ his pick. Me was

sitting here, and I ’d just opened my bag for

my dinner, when I heardi James a-hollerin’

to me to look out. I did look up, and seed

that there skull come jumping down the side,

and before I could undo my legs—I
’d knotted

them for my lunch, and had the bag open on

my lap—down came the skull, and with one

skip it flopped right among my victuals, and

there it sat in my lap, looking up in my face,

as innocent as a babe, so it seemed to me.

“Well, sir, I daresay you know, if you

know anything—and you seem to be a learned

gentleman—that there ain’t a better preserva-

tive against toothache than to carry about a

dead man’s tooth in your pocket. Dead men’s

teeth don’t lie about pron^^iscuous as empty

snail shells, and I ’d often wished to have one.

I suffer terrible from my teeth. I’ve been

kept roving with pain night after night, and

one ain’t up to work when one has been

kept roving all night, either with teeth or
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babies.’ Me ami the church sexton ain’t the

best of friends. You see^ I’m a Bible

Christian and spiritual, and that there sexton

is of the earth, earthy. I couldn’t ask a

favour of him, to accommodate me with a

;
tooth if he haps t» turn one up when digging

a new grave. It is true we have got a

cemetery of our own to the chapel, but it’s

new, and nothing is turned up there but earth-

worms. As this Was the case I was uncommon

joyful when that head came bouncing into my
lap. I found the ieeth weren’t particular tight

in, and with my knife I easily got a tooth or

two out
; I thought I ’d be square all round,

so I got out a back tooth—they call ’em molars

up to the Board School—and an eye tooth and

a front one. Then I thought I was pretty well

set up and protected against toothache. I got

my wife to sew ’em up in a bit o’ silk and huhg

; it round my neck.^ I may say this—-from that

day so long as I wore the dead man’s teeth

I never had a touch of toothache." * .

“ And howdong did you wear them
“ ifhree days, sit.”

“Not more? Why did you not retain them ?’’
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1 11 jtell you why, if you 11 listen to me.”

“ Certainly. But what have you done with

the skull ?”

“ Chucked it away. It weren’t no good to

nobody—least of all to the owner. And for

me— I
'd got out of it all 1 lyanted.”

“ You have not the teeth now ?
”

“ No. 1 kept them for three days and then

chucked them away.”

“ Have you had toothache since?

”

“Terrible; but 1 had what was wusser

when I had the teeth.”

“ Well, go on and tell me what the wusser

was.”

“So 1 will, if you ’ll listen to me. Well,

sir, I had them teeth done up in a bit of silk,

and hung round my throat. The first night

I went to bed, that was Saturday, I had the

little bag round my neck. 1 hadnt laid my

head on the pillow, before—but, 1 must tell

you, I ’m a Bible Christian, and a serious man.

I’m a local, l am, and I preach in our chapel,

and am generally reckoned a rousin sort of

a preacher. For, sir, I knows how to work

’em up. Well, when you understand that.
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you will eomprehend how ^tonished I was

when I laid my head on . the pillow, to find

I wasn’t no more what I ought to ha’ been.

In the first place, I hadn’t gone to bed in my
clothes, and no sooner was my head on my
pillow than I was in a red coat and breeches

and gaiters
;
and what is more, in the second

place, I ’d laid me down to rest, and I found

myself astride on a saddle, on horseback,

tearin’ over the country, jumpin’ hedges, tally-

hoin’—me, as never rode a boss in my life, and

nOver tally-hoed, and wouldn’t do it to save

my soul. I knowed all the while I was doing

wrong. I knowed I ’d got to preach in our

chapel next evening, the Sabbath Day—and

here was I in a red coat, and galloping after

the hounds, and tearin’ after a fox, and swear*

jng orful ! I couldn’t help myself. I believe

my face was as pink as my coat. I tried to

compose my mouth to say Hallelujah, .
but

,1 couldn’t do it—1 rapped out a-^but, sir,

I diissn’t even whisper what 1 then/ iwore at

the top o’ itty voice; and I had to 'preach at

a revival within some few houiis. It Vvas

terrible—terrible!”
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I saw the quarryman’s face bathed in per-

spiration. The thought of what he had gone

through affected him, and his hand shook as

he heaved a lump of pasty to his quivering

lips.

“I tried to think I was* in the pulpit; you

must understand, sir, if at a right moment you

bang the cushion and kick the panels—it’ll

bring down sinners like over-ripe greengages.

But it wor no good ;
I was whacking into

my cob, and kicking with spurs into her flanks,

and away she went over a five-barred gate it

was terrible—terrible, to a shining light, one

o’ the Elect People, sir,—such as be I.”

The man heaved a sigh and wiped his

brow and cheeks, and rose with his pudding-

bag.

“All the Sabbath day after that,” continued

the quarryman, “ I wasn’t myself. It lay on

my conscience that I ’d done wrong ;
and when

1 preached in the evening there was no unctiort*

in me, no more, sir, than you could have

greased 'the fly-wheel of your watch with;

anS' usually there’s quite a pomatum-pot full.

I didn’t feel happy, and it was with a heavy
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,

Heart and a troubled head that I went to bed

on the Sabbath night.” He heaved another

sigh, and folded up his lunch-bag.

Will you believe it, sir? No sooner had

>''
J closed my eyes than I was in a public-house.,

I—I--^who’ve beea a Band of Hope ever

since I was a baby. I ’ve heard say I never

took to the bottle even in earliest infancy,

though it was but a bottle of milk, so ingrained

in me be temperance principles. 1 ’ve heard

mother say she put a bit of sopped bread

into a rag, and let me have that when a

baby—so stubborn was I, and so furious did

I kick out with my little legs when shown

the bottle. It was the name, I reckon,! set

me against it. However, sir, there I was,

just out of the pulpit at Bethesda, and in

the ‘Fox and Hounds’ drinking. I tried to

call out for Gingerade, but the words got

: altered in my throat to Whisky Toddy.

And what was more, I was singing—roaring

; out at the top of my ^voice-- *

lads, let us be

]pn^« away dull melancholy ;
:

Fot to grieve it is a folly

When we meet togethtt 1

*’*
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The quarryman- covered his eyes with his

hands-“he was ashamed to look up.

“If that wasn’t bad enough, the words that

followed were worse—and I a teetotaler down

to the soles of my feet.

“ ‘ Here ’s the bottle, a# it passes

Do not fail tO fill your glasses

;

Water drinkers are dull asses

When they 're met together.

‘“Milk is meet for infancy,

Ladies like to sip Bohea

;

Not such stuff for you and me ,

When we ’re met together.’

“ All the while I sang it I knew I was

saying good-bye to my consistency, I was

going against my dearest convictions. But

I couldn’t help myself, it was as though an

evil spirit possessed me. I was myself and

yet not myself. It was terrible—terrible

—

terrible!” ,

The quartyman swung his pasty bag and

smote his bri^st with it

“ That warn’t all,” he continued, and lowered

his tone. “There was an uncommon pretty

barmaid with red rosy cheeks and curling
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black hair ;
and somehow I got my arm

round her waist and was kissing her. Well,

I don’t so much mind about that, for kiss-

ing is scriptural, and Paul calls them kisses

of peace. But these were not kisses of peace

by any means-ami there was the mischief,

for I knowed my wife was looking on, and,

sir, I knowed the consequences would be orful

—orful—simply orful.”

The quarrvman’s head sank on his knees,

he clasped his hands over the back of his

head, and groaned for full five minutes. Pre

sently he looked up, pulled himself together,

and continued his narrative.

“The worst of all is behind. I was very

busy on Monday, as I was on Mr. Conybeare’s

committee. We were in for the election^ and

I ’m tremendous strong as a Liberal, and for

Home Rule, and I reckon I can influence a

good many votes jn my district of Cornwa .

Wdl, sir, I ’d been about canvassing for Mr.

Conybeafe very hard, .yet all the wl?ile I had

a sort of deadly fear at my heart that yrhat

rd been doing, both hunting and drinking,

and swearing and singing, ,,
and kissing the
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barmaid, wciuld come out in public, or would

be thrown in my teeth by the Consarvatives,

and might damage the good cause. But no

one said nothing about it on Monday, and

towards evening my mind was more at

ease.
^

“ I was very tired when I went to bed, for

I had been working, as I said, very hard

indeed, and persuading of obstinate politicians

is worse than breaking stones for the road,

and far worse than converting of obstinate

sinners. No sooner had I laid my head on

the pillow than—will you believe it, sir?—

I

was in the full swing of the election. I didn’t

know it was coming on so fast. I thought

it would be three weeks, but not a bit of it.

They’d set up a polling place in the Board

School, and there was I swaggering up to

register my vote. There were placards—

Unionist on one side, but I wouldn’t look at

them ; on the other were tfie Radical posters

—

from Mr. Conybeare—and I knowed my own

mind. If any man iif England be true and

l^yal to the G.O.M. that’s me. Well, sir, in

.1 walked and gave my name. I knowed my
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number, and went as confident as possible

into the little box of unplaned deal boards,

and with my paper in one hand took the

pencil in the other, wetted the pencil with my
tongue to make sure it marked black enough,

and then set down piy cross. Will you believe

it?—that sperit o’ pervarsity and devilry had

come over me once more, and I’d gone and

voted Consarvative.”

The quarryman staggered back, and I had

just time to spring to his aid. He had fainted.

I held hifti in my arms till he came round. I

threw water over his face, and by degrees he

was himself again.

“ Orful ! orful ! wasn’t it ? ” said he. “Well,

sir, after that I would have nothing more to do

with them teeth. They did it. I chucked ’em

away
;
toothache would be better all night long

than the trials I had to undergo when I had

them dead man’s teeth about me.”

‘‘ But have you* not dreamed since ?
” I

asked, looking at the pasty,which, when he

faipted, I had taken in" my hand.

“Yes, sir, often, very often; but then my
dretuns since have always bePn Nonconformist,
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Jemperance, and Radical dreams—and them’s

wholesome.”

"You said something about knowing who it

was whose grave you had disturbed ?
”

“Well, so I believe I do. I did not know at

the time, but afterwards, wjien I began to tell

my story
;
then there was a talk about it and

a raking and a grubbing among old folks’

memories, and there was an old woman who

said she could throw some light on the subject.

Her tale was that about a hundred years ago,

or more perhaps, she could not be sure, there

lived at the Old Hall one Squire Trewenna.

The Hall has been pulled down because of

the mines, and the Trewennas are all gone.

Squire Trewenna was a terrible man for

hunting and drinking, and was, moreover, a

regular rory tory Conservative. He was a

fast chap, and no good to nobody but to dogs

and horses, and before he died he begged that

he might be buried on the* brink of the moor

where he ’d ridden so often and enjoyed

himself so much, and hfld killed a tremendous

’ bi§ fox in the last hunt he ever went out in

before gout got to his stomick. ’ And he said
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and hounds . and .horses might go over his

grave. Well, folks forgot, as there was no

headstone, where, he lay, exact, and old Betty

Tregellas says she believes what we cut into

was Squire Trew^nna’s grave. I think so

too, for how else was it that when I had those

teeth about me I was so possessed wi’ a spirit

of unrighteousness and drinking and Con-

sarvatism ? I reckon you Ve had a Board

School education and been to the University,

and are a lamed man. Tell me, now, am I

not right?”
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